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OVERVIEW OF PERSPECTIVE AND CASE STUDIES

'
BACKGROUND

History of the Study

The.study reported here grew out of a previous NIE funded ef-,
fort. (The EthnograPhic monitoring of the Acquisition of Reading/
language Arts Skills, Dell H. Hymes, Principal Investigator. Final
Report," 'February 1981.) During the Investigation of teacher perceived
problems in reading and other lantuage arts instruction in elementary

- classrooms in West Philadelphia; it became increasinglyocertain that
a great number of school practices were based upon assumRtions about
the out-of-school lives of students which were of questionable accur-
acy. 'Furthermore, it became apparent that these inaccuracies, Which
were subtle and rooted in the soCio-cultural arrangement of the com-
munities, were shared by much of the research literature. They were,
not the 'result of laxity in caring or effort-op the part of school
teachers or administrators who in most cases w re careful, and,in many
cases untiring, in their efforts to understand ,tie children and to
structure learning experiences that wOuld meet their needs.4

,
Put simply, many of the "problems" identified\by teachers were

real enough but did not, from the perspective of parents pr children,
yield to the kinds of solutions assumed to be available% These "prob-
lems" were seen as the inevitable Consequences of their life situations.
What', for example, may surface in school as a prohlem qf "uncooperatiye
attitude" when a parent does not "live up to his/her contract to check
the'completion of homework assignments" may be tha'result of the parent
carefully weighing the relative sonsequences of appearing uncooperative
or of 'appearing uneducated (when the homework assignment contains er-
rors) in the eyes of the teacher. This wouldnot be a trivial decision
sirp7e parents accurately perceive that teacher expectations of children
are influenced bj, their assumptions as to the ecucational level of par-
ents. (See Watkins report for more context on this issue.)

' This is one of the more obvious exaMples of the.clash o*f values
that can lead to inaccurate school assumptions about the life,contexts
of students. Others a?e less easily extricated from the social com-
plexities.. Gilmore gives us a clue ,t,9 this complexity in her contrast

LI'
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between a student in a private school whose miswriting of "Blizzard"
as "bizzard" became an occasion for general merriMent in the classroom
and similar situations in the public schools where such mistakes would
be treated with great seriousness, resulting in homework assignments to
deal with the "problem" of consonant blends. Families of iioth child-

,ren share in their desire to make sure that the children lead balanced
lives where they experience their share of successes and where they have
fun as well as learn to do serious work. However, meating this goal a:-
gainst a backdrop of school assumption that.the htiild is "O.K." and
,sitply "siipsoccasionally" is quiie a'different mattlr from meeting ii
in a context where every.mistalse is seen as a serious threat to success.

This suggests that the much touted cultural discontinuity be-
pween school and the lives of "at risk" children is not simply'one of
,formdifferent language, interactive style, etc.--nor even hf values
but of function. ,Social.arrangements and other cultural systems are
designed to accomodate realities quite different from those assumed in
much of the research literature and, implicitlyby many school people.
Viewed in this light, the meaning, value and usefulness of literacy can-
not'be assumed a priori and, indeed, can only emerge from a profound'
understanding of the culture of literacy characteristic of a particular
setting. The study presented here aimed. at such an understanding.

While much,Of the impetus to this study Was provided by our.ex-
periences in the Previous research, another factor was the observation
that the,well documented drop-off phenomedathe leveling of progress
or declIne in literacy -related test scoreshappened at the point where
the learner would,be expected to he making the.transifion from learning
literacy skills to the use of these skills for learning. It occured to
us (as it ha§ to others).that part of the explanation for this might be
found in an understandin7, of the uses and functions of literacy in the
everyday lives of chadren. ,Furthermore, this was one of the areas
our findings were leading us to suspect where many school assumptions
'were inaccurate. That is, we were regularly encounteringunsubstan-
tiated beliefs that children do little writing or:reading outside of
school, that their culture is essentially "oral"; that they spend their-
time watching television, that families spend little time together en-
gaged in literacy activities or that children can only deal with simple
texts (narrative as opposed to expOsitory),.

A 'great deal of the pedagogy (eg., the assignment of homework,to
make sure attention was given to specific problems) and virtually all of
the support actiVities of the schools (eg., academic plus programs,
parent dontracts) were designed to counter these presumed realities.
If in fact this situatiOn was substantially different from this, it would
explain the limited success of these school4 efforts, the difficultjes in

-.enlisting community support and some of the 'attitudinal problems of
children

'
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Finally, as a result of three.previot;styears'
work in the schoolsand the communities, we were in a posi4dn.to examine literacy use andfunction from a perspective not usuallyt-available to researchers. The .past few years have witnessed a number of research efforts on liter'acyin out-of-school contexts. (For example, Heath,1981; Gumserz, 197 ;AnderSon, 1981 and Lichter, 1982). For the mdst part these have focus-sed upon the acquisition of literacy Skills in younger children andhalie been concerned with.the formal aspects of acquisition. Insofar asthey have addressed issues of use and function, they have seen these as .social dimensions of literacy skills, unlike,the presenrtstudy which'- looks at the wider cultuie and attempts to situate literaty 'within it..This perspective and the resulting pictures of literacy.use will be.discussed in more detail later. %

. The Approach

The substance of this study was largely guided by five verygeneral "hypotheses."

Readint and writing ne ed not be taught exclusively in
the school, and, in fact,' a strict.adherence to formal educa-tional methods"for teaching literacy may limit the potential
opportunities for ,literacy learning and maintenance in homes
and communities by alienating parents and creating feelings of
unjustified inadequacy in their'own competencies. 5

0'
Literacy acquisition does not require a heit linea

order of instruction which breaks down small sets and subsets
of:skills into,iSolated sequential-hierarchies%

Learners'frequently possess and.display.in out-of-school
.contexts,ttskills relevant to using literacy which-are not ef-
fectively exploited in school learning envAronments.

The efforts to learn to read and write should not be sus-
tained primarily by a f.0:th in their academic ,utility.

. The uses of reading and writing may differ considerably
from-cdmmunity to,community and the major benefits, as judgedby home and community, may,include a variety of rewards from
status, power and wealth to intellectual growth and freedom.'
(Funded Proposal, p. 1.) .

While ittis accurate to say that the reports kesented here seemto affirm.these "hypotheses", this was not a major goal.of the research.Unlike the previous study, the four site researchers were not asked tofind specific areas for focus but to describe in aS much detail as pos-sible the retular routines of the families they were working with.

f".
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Although care was taken to make sure thar.a sample.of children
technically defined as educationally="at risk" were involvea in the
investigation, the children themselves were not the subjects of the
study. (To'speakvbf subjects in an ethnographic, investigation makes
littl41#ense. Participants, As the reports of Robinson and EroWn
illus6ate, are partners or collaborators ip the 1,r,pcess of reaching,
Understanding.) ,The focus was the wider context of the children's
daily lives, particularly their families and, in the cases of Gil-
mOre and Schieffelin, their peer ssociations.

Furthermore, in keeping wit .-tha,requirements of ethnography,I
. ; .

each researcher was left free'tO aevelop his or her own style of .. i
interaction, of data recording and storage. Eadh week, throughout
the year the research team met to share experiences, intruding both
problems And findings. During the latter.epart of the study re-
searchers from the.UniVersiq City ScienceCenter,Who were investi=
gating writing in the out-of-school lives of high sthool stud@
joined.thete meetings. AbdUt the same time Weinstein, as partFof a
seminar she was taking with me, joiped the group to share ther ex-
peiienCes in working With Southeast Asian families from the community.

..

Fromtime 0 time other scholars jOined ds and on one occasion
the entire team loined with a research team from Harviard (directed
by Catherine Snow) and the University of Pennsylvana,Moroccan Liter-

. acy team (directed by Daniel Wagner) in a weekend seminar. Finally,
various members of the research team presented preliminary results of
their research at a number of colloquia arid symposia. In several caser
data ftom the research werg incorporated into published articles and
two of the researchers used their data for doctoral dissertations. .

(A more completelist of these activities is found in Appendix B.)"

OVERVIEW

The result of these efforts is the set-of portraits presented in
this report. While they differ greatly in format and in focus, each.
ot them constitutes a case study in some.aspect of the culture of lit-
tracy. As such, this report differs from those piesenting similar re-
search. /t differs both in the perspective from which tke case studies
are Presented and in the kinds of,picture they portray. lath of these
differences requires comment.

A Culture of Literacy Perspective .

Concomitant with the easy and intimate relationship that existed
between tha'research team and the community, the style of Investiga-
tion-contributed to the unusual perspective reflecteff in these studies.
The researchers did not establ& a research schedule but negotiated a

8

series of contacts based on the mutual obligations of friendship as

Js
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much es of research Imperative. Visits were ,either by 'special in-
vita4on--for dinner, to tutor, to go to church, etc.--or by sten-

.

ding Invititiop:-"just.feel free to dtop in this weekend". The'
laEttek arrangements, of course, can only exist In the context

` a cltar and profound' understanding of the,cultural constraints on .
soeiiil interaction.

,These.arrangements further iMply axekationship of Personal re-.
specs and social equality between participants. The difficult to e-
raseline SePerating researCher and researche&all but disappeared ai
the i'project went on. the accopnts inclUded here are replete with ex-
amples of both the investigator and family meMbers asking the other
for advice, for help or simply for affirmation. the mother Davis was
working with had stood up at the latteei weddinl just prior to the
start of the study.' W.tkins tutored-one of the boys who was diagnosed
as having some reading diffidulty and conducted a Strike school for the
other family. Gilmore had Robinson come tc talk with her dlass and
several of her (Gilmore's) students volunteered to work with kids in
the school community during the.teachers' strike. The school, Shbrt-
ridge, invited Gilmore's son to make presentations at assembly and .at
a spEcial African day. The Gilmore ant! Robinson families socialized
together at family and researeh,team outings. "Under no conditions did,
the researehers?irivite themselves, either overtly or otherwise, into
the homes but waited until invitations were offered

P

k.

6
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So careful were we not.to violate personal sensitivities, even
at the r.isk of "losing" data, that we only discovered by accident,
after the project was officially terminated, that Oneof the families
was onyelfare. The researcher respected the parents' right to'keep
the information private. he pay off for this-care and respect is
obvious in the accounts by the researchers.

In summary, this approach is cqnsistant with the kind of ethno-
graphy discussedby McDermott (1982) in.describing.the ethnographic
cdntributions of Charles.Frake. McDermott claims that Frake's model
sees the particular research method, as well as the questions to be
amswered, as arising from the research setting. One goes. into a site
to discover what and how issues are of interest to participants. ;In
the caSe of the present study, whin reading and writing are'topics
of intarest to participating familfes, this interest is embedded in a
very intricate cultural context. Any understanding of themeaning
of literacy related activities to the lives of people must start With
an explication of this.context.

We are, of course, referring to the need to describe the culture
of literady of a particularsetting. One can no more understand a
literacy act in isblation than a speech act uprooted from its social
setting. Furthermore, it makes little ethnographic sense to speai of
the sOcial or cultural dimensions of literacy as though literacy Ac-
tivities had an existence aPart form that defined by the culture.

PJ(
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While We can make no claims to approaching an exhaustiye descrip-
dbl.' of the\culture of XiteracY characteristic of these families, we
hal:fe been able'to describe important aspects of what dooderiough,refers
to as the theory of cultural beha4ior4TOuted to hehavior. (Goodenough%
0,77). Of particular significance are the4ifferent ways families.
orkanize themselims to accomplish their eveiYday routines. .These or-

,ganizations reflect.a variety of arrangements.designed to exploit a
variety of resources in the.supprort of sUrnrisingly (to us) well-de-
fined goals for their children. :They alio reflect aconsistantly ar-
ticalated set of,values with respect to educstiOn and schooling in,*
particular, and on the meaning of life in general,

.* 4
Literacy emerges as an important and natural consequence of the

playing.out in particular life,contaxts ot this coherent underlying'plan
of aCtion. Reading ahd writing, although playing major roles in the
lives.of each of,these families as, instrumentalities; as, resources for
personak growth and career advancement and, in many cases, as the glue
that cements the whole, are seldom seen as worthy of explicit comment or
attention. To have asked,about them specifically, therefore, would
have risked, by the act, skewing the'perspective., The one exception
is found in the context of roncern to meet eXPlicit school expectations.
FewNatdithe participants saw themselves as either.avid readers or habi7
tual?WFiters. Declared' lion-readers, without exception, when shown
tha they infect did read a good deal, admitted that they were refer-
ring to specifically assigned school workor to "long" books.feminl-
scent of school associated reading.

.

The discovery. Of these "family cultures" in which literacy plays
so central and natural a role, contrasts sharply with the piCtures
painted for us by school administrators'and teachers. In their Imputed
biographies television was seen asof central importance in the home,
reiining as chief sodrcedf informationand.amusement, even serving
frequently as babysitter.and with literacy activities relegated to
minor rolet relative to 'orally. The realization that so mur% of what
transpires in,the schools is the result.of teaching to myth gives
poignant cogency to the universal concern of parents in our study that4

teachersand parents are seriously out of step with each other. While.
the concerns Were usually expressed as frustrations over conflicting
teething styles (the parents using one and the teachers another) the

often.unrealized by either party, appear to go much 'deeper.'

Bo th teachers and parents evidence ser ious misconceptionslas to
the roles literacy plays and to its meani6gs andjunctions in'the

10.4 sOhere of the other:. the misunderstandings are particularly tragic
in thit the conflictfrequently appears to be momperceptual than.
real. To put the isstie in its:simplest terms, bur exploration s4g7
gests that the rdutine lives of these families are much more.of'what
'teachers would like to have them be than the latter suspect: At the,
same time the parents live in constant fear that they.ore not doing
all that is expected of them.

L..
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Both this rich framing of literacy and the explantation_for the
discremandy between sChool notions and the more conplex reality are .\
direct-toncomitantslof the culture of literacy perspective developed
and reflected in these refbrts. We went in dsking about .reading and
writiag,. Weedpeovered that folks Wanted to talk about a number of
other issues ahd in listening we found ourselves informed, not only
about literacy, bdeabout a host of other realities that give meaning
to'the literacy activitles we'observed.'

4 Ct

Before. moving on to a.brief overview of the portraits themselves,
ore other aspeot ok,the research perspective employed here needs,men-
tion. While the fbcus 6f this.study was uponva half dozen Black fai-
lies, Schieffelin, as one of the project resdarchers,and Weinstein, as,

an adjunct to the study, looked at literacy use among relatively re-
cently arrived Southeast Asians. As a result we were able to bring a
kind of cross cultural lens to the study that i's.not usually available.
Throughout the weekly seminars, when we discussed the ongoing invesii-
gation and wrestled with the issues, their insithts proved invaluable
to out evolving understanding.

'In prticular, Weinstein's experience wag'able to help us sot out
some of thg subtle functions literacy performsarticulation of new so- '

cial arrangements and cultural brokerage, for examplewhile Schieffelin's
families displayed a set of support mechanismsruseful, in promoEing the
development of literacy skills that helped us understand the role of the
'extended family netWorks for all, of the families. The effects of this
component of the study, while very important to the shape of the final
reports, ate more implicit here than overt.

To summarizg, three aspects of the perspective reflected in these
reports are fibtable. First, literacy is presented in a OUltural per-
spective. We do not focus upon literacy events or literacy activities',
and then trace their social or cultural dimengions. We focus upon.the
social arrangements and situate the forms, uses and functions of liter,-
acy within them.

Second,'the perspective here deliberately addresses ihe tssue of.
institutional versus personal identities. We did.not go to the re-
searched with the typicalassumption that "Ehere are a namber of thingS
we need to know", the we presumably-being representatives of the in- .

stitutions "responsible" for unOerstanding and for providing adequate
eddcational opportunities for ati "at risk" *Ponu1ation'and.th0 things

needed.to know prgsumably being informatidn'needed "to make those insti-
tutions work better. Our approach was rather, "what would.you like
to tell!us?" and NhaCWould you like to know about us?". The you in'
this case being Mr. and Mrs.1Drake et. al., not you the parents of a'
family of,"at risk" children'. The us, here were (1) a group of,re-
searchers from the University, ,(2) the educational iystems, and (3)

The National Institute of Educationail three identities reflecting
%
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associations with institutioni not ieadily accessible of understan
ding hy the1"Drakes":

.1

The point being, that while we unavoidably. served as institutional
. represetatives, we did not insist upon a parallel (and, largely iMputed).

.
' represntattveneqs on the part of the resident& of the school communities i

as a, con4tion Aor establishing the legitimacy of their concerns._ They.
0 were worthy of being heard not because they were defined as the resear-i

. ched, and ultimately, because they wire repraentative of a researchable
populaeioh, but,because they were individuals coping with the demands of
subsistence and for providtng-for..their familieS. (This issue is treat-.,
ed in more detail in.inother sectioh.of the,report.)

.Y ",

.

Thi...;i, we were able to'conerast, in oilr,delibetations-, the.ex-
periences pf a number of.Southeast Asian "families with those ot the
Black participants.. f. /

.

4

... '. t

...,

The Portraits of Literaq in Context
.

With the exceptioh of the tChieffelin and Weinstein pieces, the . #

following reports all describe innei city Black families. A/1 of the
families are poor.. Some areon welfere: One lives in a city'housing
deiielopmenC. :Some .of the studen5s were goqd in ichool others were,not.

^

If
1
the background weren't knoWn it would be hard for a reader to

distinguish these families,from suburban or white working class fami-
lies most of us are probably more familiar with. It is impossible
to dharacterize these families in'a paragraph because in many ways they
differ greatly one form another--in styles of interattion, in daily

a 3. routines, in values on independence and supervision of children, in
0 inyolvement with schools and the education of childien, in

dreams ahd goals-fo'r their children.

All of the families are concerned that their children succeed in
school but not at any,cost. 'All of them wane to help their children.
with homework and iiith soical adjustment to school demands but they .

make'vse of different sets of resources and different stylessin or-
.

ganizing this support. Although feta individuals see themselves as
"feeders" or "writers", reading and writing are important activities
embedded in the daily routines of family life for everyone. All of
the faMilies t4et'e keenly aware of thtir Blackness and of the effects
this had on their social movement but none of,them appeared willihg
to sacrifice it for promises of success or to use. it, dr to let \

0.0their children Use it, as an excuse fdr not trAng. I

_If themes can %characterize these pictures they 4.re: (1) the'
tare with which the families,organize themgelves to Take full use of
the resources they have to meet the demands of school and the work-,
place while'living lives of dignity and happiness, ahd (2) the fear
that theyomay not be doing everything they 'Should vi.could be. This
latter concern helps explain the eagerness.with whi!II they welcomed

1
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our Study. They spw participatiqn as an occasion dboth to affirm and
to inform their efforts to help theirchildren. These portraits
are not "typical" pictures of inner city family disintegration or
hopelessness: -

To backdrop several of the essential featilres of-the protraits
e have.drawn_in this'studY, I4will very briefly draw attention to
thr recent published research efforts dealing with literacy outside
of sc ool. These are, the Hehth study of white and Black,blue collar
families in'the Carolina&_(1981),'the McDermott-and Morrison ieport
op Irish AmerIcan,families in New York City -(1982) and Ogbu's:paper

. literacy in subordinate cultures (1981). 'These reports each add
.** importantly to the research communi'ty's understanding of- the roley

literacy plays in the lives of non-mainstream families and cOmple-
- ment 'the picture presented in'this report,, It is precisely this

coMplementarity that serves to highlighWour findings.Po

Heath's Car linaStudy. The Heath research is particularly sig-

,

nifiCant to understanding the present studT. Not only dia the general. -4

.hypotheses'and severhl of die research constructs used here (especially
the notion of "lite?acy event") have their roots in her.research, but
,she,co-authered with me the Original proposalpfwhich the one guiding
thia resea'reh is an ammended version. In a retl sense this study was_
degigned to test and to refine.several of fler earlier findings. Her"
study looked at the early-tcquisition of literacy with a focus upbn
skill acquisition.seen in comparing the different ways families inter-
ac't wfth_literature--and by extension the'way they use,soried id '

general--in informal teaching and learning. ,She compared these pro-
cesses withthose described in school-oriented families and with-school
pedagogy.

A great deal of attention was given to patterns of quegtioning,
to interactions with literacy artifacts, the types of drawings found
in literature, the role of children as information givers in reporting

'what they read, aTcerns for truth-value in stories and degrees of de-
contextualizatioh of literacy activities. She reported clearly dif-
ferent patterns in the Black_and white populations. Furthermore, she
Maintained that both sett of patterns, for different reasons, serve to
disa6antage children in school..

As an initial agRroach me planned to have our site researchers
look at the-same phenoMefia in West Philadelphia and formulated a set
of tentative research questions around them. It, however, became
q4ckly apparent that many of these phenomena were not the important
oneS to focus upon in understanding the complex uses and functions of
literacy in these homes.. AIso, several of her findtngs seemed to be
missing in our Own research. Although a number of examples are em-
bedded in the case studies, several are offered here.

With respect to pointing out labels or names to children, which
Heath found,her Black (Trackton) families didn't.do, we have seen this

o'
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almosCroutinelY done. Much of this informal teaching activitiy,
however, was done by older siblings or members of the extended *family
(cousins, aunts, god-parents) which serves a strong support'Tahction
in all of the families. The same holds for,story reading. Older
siblings frequently read to their yoUnger brothers or sisters and then
engage them in discussions about the stories. Several of the, older
children have reported that their mothers read to them when they were
small.

One.intriguing finding reported by Heathwas that Black chil-
dren had touble interpreting or relating to two dimensional line,draw-
ings. They needed photographs Which were detailed and presented.a
perception of depth. We found. no evidence of this and in discus-7
sing the possibility with families in our project encountered a great
deal of 'scepticfsm about it eVer being the case. The possibility'
must be entertained,that the.difference lies in the differing ap-
proaches taken by the two sets ofi researchers. Focussing specifi-
cally upon literacy events at tbe relative exclusion of other inter-
actions, in a large number of.families would probably'not result in
one seeing many occasions whert simple line drawings were routinely
used.

This, h6weve4.,: could be as much a fpnctioq of the materials a-.
vailable and the apecifn didactic functions of the events themselves
a's of ability or preference: When viewed embedded in the life con-
texts of families and compared with the occasions where three dimen-'
sional representations were used, no obvious patteras emerge. All
of the.families we worked with had access to a variety of literacy
materials--in many cases supplied either through sale or loan by
the schools--and these materials contained a number of both.types of
illustration. Neither,seemed to pttsent problems to the youngiters.

These examples are presented, not because they are particular-
ly significant in themselves, but as illustrations of he differences
between the picture of literacy use and function presented here and
that in the study that helped shape it. What appear to be patterns
rplated to developmental processes or to personal preference un-
covered in looking specifically at literacy events across a large
number of settings, may well take on different meanings when exami-
ned from a culture of literacy perspective.

In summary, aa g result of the perspective discussed above,
the research reported here, in contrast to he Heath study. (and others,
eg. Michaels,(1981; Gumperz, 1981; Ninio and Bruner, 1978) does not
present a set of patterns that characterize the community or the
families and which can be generalized to other settings or be direc-t-
ly incorpOratect into pedagoties. Its usefulness lies in going beyond-
patterns, to pointing out some of the reasons behind apparent pat-
terns of behavior.

0

A
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(Ogbu's Literacy and"Subordinate Cultures. Heath's characteri-
zation of Trackton familids squares remarkably with the Ogbu notion
that lack of literacy success among Black kids he has studied can be
traced to the,fact that the realities they experience bely the pro-
ises of the schools. Their experiences tell them, and accurately so,
that school success will have little do to with success in their
lives. They occupy a defacto caste with ad advancement ceiling that
can not automatically be breached by becoming literate. As a con-
sequence, they develop styles of adapting,'including enculturative
patterns, that are little determined by the demands of school success.

New York City Irish Americans. Both Ogbu's "subordinate culture
families" and Heath's Trackton families contrast sharply with the
picture presented by McDermott and Morrison when describing the inter-
actions with literacy observed in the Irish American families in New
York. These,families, whose kids, at great financial sacrifice, were
enrolled in liarochial schbols, to a large extent organized their liter-
acy lives around-the perceived demands of schools. In fact, so seri-
ously'were the school demands taken tbat the authors relate one inci-
dent where the parent forced her child to do exercises that she"thought
were cohterproductive simply because the school required it.

West Philadelphiajamilies. At first blush our families ap-
peared to strongly resemble the New York City case. Halfway through
the research / was so conVinced Of this that in an article I developed
a culture of literacy typology and placed the Shortridge school com-
munity's culture ot literacy in the same category as.the MeJermott and
Morrison community. Further reflection and anilysis suggests that this
is a serious oversimplification. While schnol demands and expecta-
tions are a matter of serious soncern to the families in our study, un-'
like the apparent situation with Heath and Ogbu's Black families, these
are only one of a number of sets of factors that shape the uses and
'factions of literacy.

The tamilies in our study are.greatly concerned that their chil-
dren not only-do well in school but that as a result they have the op-
tions to attenda,the "best" post elementary schools in the city. Few bf
them (if any) have the resources to send their children to private of
parochial schools. turthermore, the schools the children do attend, as
is ccmmonly the case, hold out the possibility of acquiring literacy
skill; as a commodity to be negotiated for. That is, either explicitly
or implicitly, they.let parents and children know that the offer to
teach the skills for success is contingent upon their cooperation. The
school will let parents and children know what is expected with respect
to deportment, homework and discipline.

Despite this stance and the importance attached to aucceeding, none
of the families saw the demands as undoable or as non-negotiable. The
typical posture was, "we will do everything we can to meet, the school's
demands. However, we will not sacrifice those things that give me6ning
and dignity to us. School success isn't thd only thing important for

#our children to experience."
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ISSUES RAISED IN EXPLORING THE CULTURE OF LITERACY

INTRODCUTION

+

As is always the case-with ethnographic research, in trying,to
pull together the major results we are confronted with more Oestions
than we began with. Ethnography, with its essentially inductive pos-
ture, finds itself confronted with an ever expanding universe of con-
cern. A final report is never a finfshed product but a discussion of
issues encountered at the time of writing including a seductive set
of leads one would like to pursue.

The present document is no exception. To make sense of the welter.<
of discoveries and unexpected ciuestions we have gathered, I first dis-
cuss three general interpenetrating themes that have emerged from the
study and follow this by short discussions of a number of more specific
findings. The themes, which'givevhape to and frame the succeeding
findings are: (1) the use of he culture of literacy as an heuristic,
(2) the tension between institutional and personal identities, and (3)
the importance of getting beyond patterns and.stereqtypes.

MAJOR RESEARCH THEME

The Culture of Literacy Heuristic

If.there is one thing that distinguishes the research presented here
from ehe Apate of "naturalistic" Or "qualitative" descriptive'studies on
literacy in thepast few,years, it is the explicit recogniti6n,that an in-
dividual's literacy related behaviors can only be adequately accounted for
with-a profound understanding of the larger culture'. context. This con-
text.includes a tet of.implicit values on literacy and various literacy be-
haviors, 4 set of statUses located in the famiily and community at least
partially defined and articulated by appropriate (or inapprouiate) lit-
eracy related behaviors, a language of literacy (a way of talking about
reading and writing) and even a technology of literacy including a set, of
'skills and techniques for interacting with written materials.

A foundationel goal of our research was tci describe ds accurately as
. possible this cultural conteXt. Nuch of thii.context, the values and
social statuses, for example is implicit--that is, not found in the con7
scious awarenesa of individuals. Uncovering it', therefore, requirer care-
ful attention to surface behaViers,and real participation in the.literacy
lives of the families and commuriities. As pointed out earlier, several

17
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models of,researcher-participaht relationships were utilised in,collecting
the data, including incorporating informants into the research team. (A .

fuller discussion of this issue was presented in an essay included in the
final report Of Hymes' Ethnograph Monitoring Project; Smith, David M.,
'"EthnographicMonitoilet: A way to Understanding By Those Whd'Are Making
Schooling Work," 1981, reprinted in The Generator, Spring 1982.)

.

Describing the context is only one taskimposed by a culture of liter-
acy'approach. As with any aspect of tulturi, such a perspective assumes, ,

that the cultural mechanism described is,part of.the Zotal adaptive strat-,.
.egy'and that the literacy behaviore it generates can be seen to pertOrm
important Uses and functions for the individual and the community. By
definition these uses and functions will vat"), from setttng to setting. The
useses will depend, upon, among other things, how an individual sees him
or herself, the particular set of skills he/she had acquired, the literacy
materials te/she has access to and what he/she,valuee.

A dimple cOntrastipg example is afforded in our case studies, Wein-
stein reports,the case where one of the Asians whp arrived earlier than
most of the refugee community.is able to make use of her superior literacy
skills to enri'ohr herself by creating a culture4oroer,ro1e. One of,the
Blatk parents'who haiA college education, has served as an aide in Short-
ridge school and is 'well connected politically, fills a key'role in the sup-
port network parents and children depend on in meeting school demands.
She appears tireless in using her iiteracy skills for, what she perceives
to be, the educational well-being of t4 community as a wholes inCluding
her own thildren..

N,
The functions of literacy--the social effects of literacy related be-

haviors--depend importantly upon the particular social arrangements of the
community and also upon the wider:context. Again several contrastiv,e ex-
amples are provided in the case studies. For example, a homework assign-
ment in the private schobl Gilmore alludes to (not technically part of'this
research project) may well result in the student going home an'd, in this own
room working oue,the problem making uses of hilk.pown resources. Hecan af-
ford to d6 this not simply because he has acceseto pore resources.but be-
cause he knows that an incoMplete ot erroneousanswer w41 not reflect bad-
ly upon him or his family. A similar example given io.-,atie of the boys
in the families we worked with would result in his consulting whith hts
parents and possibly, eithei through hismother or on his'own, with other
patents or students in his supPort network. The .aesignment becomes a ve-
hicle for articulating, on the one hand, the cohesiveness of ihe community
netwurk and, on the other hand, the boundaties bebiween it. and thewiger
society. A third contrast is offered by the Schieffelin stuay. An.aSsign-
ment given to an Asian student might well result.in hii ar,her.going to one.,
of the white friendi readily available to 0.ye help or even in a phone Call
to the teacher. -The net effect would be a heightening of the percep- -

tion that the Askans'have initiative and are anxious to integrate them-
selves into the mainstream.

(.1
.4. 8
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While the major objectives of literacy reseafch using a culture of
literacy construct are the explication af the cultural context and a
specification of the uses and functions of liteiscy related behaviors,
two crucial concomitants of this approach are less visible'. Both are .e

rooted in the particular view of culture brough to this research. They
are: (1) the construct nature of culture and, (2) the organic model of.
social organizition it postulates.

Culture as a construct. It is popular to view culture as a "thing"
that is located in a particular setting and that can be discovered by
careful techniques of participant observation. This notion leads,to re-
search that attempts to define culture types on the basis of behavior
patterns obtaining across a variety of settings and is behind such general-
izations as "Black," "Oral," "literate" or "mainstream" culture. While

' the generation of a'typology of cultures might be a legi.O.mate concern of
ethnology (although a more-cautious and traditional approach confines com-
parisdns to culture traits; At least, as a first step) in educational re-
search, dominated as it is by a psychological perspective, these general-
izations have often led to stereotyping and have scarcely aided the goals
i equity education. This tide of "culture" risks the same limitation of
more traditional deductive approaches to eAucational research, that of -

overlooking the significant site specific variables that have the greatest
explanatory power.

The present research makes no claims to having described a culture.
It sees culture as an heuristic of as a theoretical construct'that pro-
vides a set of categories7-values, statuses, technology ana language--for
organizing data. We make no attempt to locate culture in the collective
heads of family or community members. We explicitly recognize that while,
the adaptive strategY of "the'Drakes", for example, contains many features
shared by others, the particular social arrangement they participate in,
as well as the values they hol4, to take just two illustrations, may not
be the Same for other,Black, fhner city families.

The organic model of'social organization. From the literature and
from a familiarity with school practice, it is apparent that the conven-
tional approach to literacy sees it as primarily a.set of cognitive skills, .

related to the processing of'information. This essential skill view of
literacy is reflected in the terminology typically used to describe both ..

of the schools' primary literacy related teaching objectfves--the acquisi-
tion of literacy skills themselves and the acqUisition of skill in using
literacyfor learning. It is With respect to the latter, enhancing the
skirls to use literacy for,learning, that,echools have been the.least

successful.'

One assumption frequently.put forth as an explanation for this rs that
some learners, particularly learners from non-mainstream of oral .cultures,
make little use of literacy skills outside of.AChooi, or at best, use the
skills in ways not transferable to schoof related tasks. This viewoof
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literacy and its concOthitant assumptions.has led.to a research strategy
.suggesting Xhanlan explication of theseyses would enable schoole to de-
velop a pedagogy that could either enrich these uses or that could build
curricula,upon them. Such thinking has been the impetus behind much eth-
nographic attention to literacy outside of school.

We would claim, based upon the research reported here, that the uses '

of literacy outside osf school not only are much more extensive than simply
as tools for learning (processing information) but, more importantly, are
an intrinsic function of the social arrangements charhcterizing children's
lives. More particularly, the'uses to which literacy are put depends upon
the status an indiVidual fills in a very complex network of relationships
that includes his extended family and his.peers.

Moreover, this social organization is not mechanistic but organic in
nature. That is', each status or role in the arrangement performs a ,func-
tian that is defined by the particular arrangement in totality. From the,
perspective of the school an individual thay.be deen as a "child" or as ag
"learner." In his daily pcistence, howeveT, he will inevitably play a num-
ber of roles that differ'froM those of his peers or even siblings. The same
is true for adults.

'

By virture of her key Tole in the church-family-school-community net-
work, Mrs. Drake fills, she will,be called upon to'use literacy in ways
substantially different frOm those of Mr. Drake.; Furthermore, the Drake
boys, living in a family where independente is valyed, will be called upon,

to put pnt their literaty ekills to A number of u. ses that.Grace (the sixth
grader d scribed by' Devi's), whose parents feel a real need to bufferstheir
childre , will not.Grace,-on the other hand, assuming an important care-glver
role fo her younger qistdr, puts her skills to use in ways not observed
for th Drake boys, in p...aying school, for example,

.

SumMary,..00king at the role literacy plays in the lives.of these
. .families through the culture"of literacy hdyristic has produced a rich and

varied set of protraits that: (1) details the cUltural cOntext of literacy
related activities, (2) eiplicates a number of the uses and functions of
literacy, (3) does not yield a set of generalizations confirming widely
held stereotypes and (4) serves to relate the uses of literacy to particular
social arrangeMents arid sees of values.

Institutional, Social.Group and.Personal Identities
1 *

'In shifting our research focus to the community_and to families we

1
While writing this.A paper by the Scollons reporting a ,similar issue
in Alaskan native and non-native relationships came across my desk.
They suggest that "talking of 'language as a speial poblem may in it-
self constitute 4 social.problem in that it does.not address the prior
issue of the nature of language itself." Ode could substitute "liter-
acy" for "language" and frame a majoi issue in literacy research among
minorities. Their argUments helped the sort out my thinking presented
here. INgladly acknowledge my debt. (Scollon and Scollon, 1982.),.
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kaew we npuld be facing some major issueS. We were aware, for example,
of:the sensitivities Black families feel to the presence of researchers
representing the official esiablishment and of the silliness pf
attempting to do ethnographic resbarch "by appointment" -- having

.

part time researchers.collect data by dropping in occasionalily or by
following an obtervation-interview schedule. Long discussions among
members of the research team Were devoted to overcoming these
problems.

We assumed that the long standing relationships we had
established with 'the schooIs.9d the school communities and the fact
that two of the four site researchers were Black would go far in'
solving these problems. However, it"turned out that-the very
closeness of the relationship and the ethnic identities of the
reSearchers raised issues themselves. Gilmore poignantly describes
the dilemmas she.faced ift her'methodological seCtion. Both Watkins

. and Davis,. the two Black researchers; were faced with eqnelly
pressing.ethical decisions in the initial stages of'their own
research.

As a research team we were mandated by the terms of our
proposal to V,olIeCt information-on the rol,esliteraCy plays in the
lives of "edues,tionally at risk" children. Furthermore, as a team
we had established a relationship of trust, and in many cases of
friendship, ?ith the.brincipgls, with teachers and with a number of
faiilies in the researdh.communities. Although during qur previous
studies *e had pften'Aliscussed the ethical problems'inherent in
doing ethnoiraphic research and had attempted io makb sure that we
did not violate the trust of paracipants in the study -- mostly by
masking-identities-of informants and of schools -- we had never
squarely facedthe issue of the right to.collect and to analyze.
information. It was, as is normally the cas6:Simply assumed that
in order to provide goodeducntional experiences "we need to know .

.litore about the homejlives of lat'risk"childien."

r As reasonable as.this research mandate appears, in ie are
several assumptions that beeome problemmstidal in doing the kind of
re$earch we 'proposed. Leaving aside for a moment the educational
research obsessiOn for finding generalizedjaiterns, the first is
that this approach to research sees the worit as consisting of two
partieS, the researchei and the researehed. Moreover, the right S. of
each, the researcher to be geeting information, and the researched
to be studied, rests,upon their. group ide'ntities,

4

In the researcher case.the identities.'is usually an institutional
one and legitimacy is conferred by a complex set'of factors including,
his professional affiliations, his funding source and simply
because he is being paid fot what he does. For iheresearched
legitimacy a$ a source of'data is conferrecpby social group
membership, because he or se is an ethnic Mitority, is poor or a
member of wNs'ocial class. It is repogntzed, of course, that not

-
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eveiyone qualifies as a typical spokesperson for the group an
great care is taken to assure the representatiyeness of the:p pulation
by.the sample that is'studied. Potential research subjects w o
are not seen as representative cannot servesas legftimate
spokespersons.

. .

A secona assumption implicit in the "need to know" justi ication
for researFh is that ultimately the definition of useful info atipn
rests with the researcher. There is little room for dhe rese rched
to decide what he or she would like to have the "man hear an¼I even
less concer,v for what the researched might like to know from the'
researcher. While care may be eaken to couch research questions
in ways that wilL regpect the known sensitivities orthe

,
researched, this,care is eypically,motivated only by a concern-not
to,iApeae the fslow of information.

Some of the results of these,asSumptions are obvious. They do
insure the identification of patterns that characterize the researched.nopulations. while they mai, uncover new characteristics or refine uh-

.

derstandings of those alreadvAnown about'the populations being stu-.'
died,tthey also serve to confirM the reality of the social,groupings
originally posited. Other results are_not as obvious.. For example,
the mepning of behaviors, even those that aye observed, as repeated.and
patterned, to the actors themselves is seldom a real c ncern and is%

eVen less frequently uncovered. Of-even more imports ce perhaps, is
the inability of this annroaCh to knowwhether the'inf rmation gleaned .irot the.researph effort is really the significant dat for expliining

<I,

What
is going on. For instance, while,it may be true that most of

the children in blue collar Black families tend not to carry on topic
centered-discourses, such.adisCovery does not indicate whether this isthe most significant reason among others for their not 1oing well in
school. ,Other things being equal this might,turn out not to be a ser-ious prOhlem for diem. Furthermore, just knowing they d9 this doesn'tgive us any information as to what it might cost.them.(socially or
psychologically).to change their disdourse patterns.

More to the point of the issue we raised in the beginning of this
section,. the assumptions underlying the "we need to know" iationale
for research; run counter to the assumptions of the kind of ethnography

.we attemnted. In the first instance, we did not want to decide apriori who were,the legitimate sources of information we were seeking.
.Indeed, we did-not wish tp decide ahead of time what would count asAgnificant ihformation. We did not even want to asvme that we knew

what the impoctant Social groupings were in these communities.

Moreover; we Were depending upon the.relstionshins,of trust, of-frkeA4,04ip mg of collegiality we had already develoned for gaining in-sight. These'reletionshins.carry obliga4ons to mutually lespect

t.

22.
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boundaries as well as the other narty's control of information 'and
seriously to attenpto thewishes or',concerns of the other. Simply..
4antilig to' know something, no matter how laudable the end to which
the information will be put, is not enough. Consequently.we assumed'
the research stance alluded to ear1ier. Ratheithadstarting with
the assumption that "we need to know about riebracy use by you, 'at
risk' learpers,"'.we asked, "what would you like to tell us about :
literacy use?" and '!What would you like to knam from -us?"

k

The results are worth noting. First, we found that both teathers
and paVents accurately understood the mandates we were 1 boring under,
that we had to get information and that we needed to spend time in
homes. Out of their owd tense of friendship they sought Ito make it
possible for us to meeethese requirements. Second, we discovered
'that they wereprofoundly aware of the picture that is traditionally
Presenteein the research literature of inner city schooli and ghetto
'communities. They.saw these as grossly i4acchrate and specifically
asked that we not add to the problem. ...(See Gilmore for a discussion
oC this in detail.) Finally, they opened their homes and their lives
to us so that we could get the pictures present d in the accompanying
reports.

.

perhaps a much more importankond unexpect d result was the
understanding diet in many ways the "literacy, problem" of Black inner
city.children.is one of seeing it as eprOblem. Rediniscent of ehe
Seollon Contention about the Alaskam-,langu ge problem, much of the con-
cern with literacy results from our not be ng cognizant of the funda-

\k

mental nature of literacy. So long as we continue to only concepr .

tdalize literacraa a see rocongnitive tas s we very likely will hot
uncover or address'the reasons why its acquisition and use becomes a.
problem for minorities.

I

,

From the standpoint of thetfamilies we ork d widh it is very muChemia social reality. Literacy activities, bed ed i they are in the daily
routines, play important roles in adapti g tc innet-t-City existence, in
Ordering social lives' and indecisions thatmust be Made daily in de-
ploying limited resources. Decisions made ih rponding to school de-
demands for acquiring or using literacy depend.foreMost upon weighing 1
relatiye-adVantages and disadvantages in a complex web oC competing
concerns--How will I, or my children be viewed? 'How much time will
it take? How will it affect their self concept? How will-li affect
their future suCcesses? .How vulnerable 14411 it make them?' etc.

tP , i \ ..
i

- From this perspective patterns of literacy use do not neatly de- .

fine ethnic or social group membership. Tfl,ey rather refleCt rational,
and specifiable, responses to the demands d living meaningful exid=
tences in a'partfcular social setting.

e .......''
I

I.



Beyond,Patterns and Stereotypes

The final
/

them emerging from this research is largelran-
ticipated already. As mentioned earlier, the strength of the por-
traits presented here does not rest in the expplication,of indi-
vidual patterns of literacy use characteristic of particular,
populations. Their contributions are in the detailed contexts of
literacy use they provide.and ultimately the evidence that any
observable patterns not only have their roots'in a complex reality
but, inevitably, are designed to meet real individual 'or sOcial
needs. This, of course, holde immense practical implications. If
observed patterns in a learner or a group of learners proves detri-
mental to attaining educational gqals, they can only be success=
fully addressed within an understanding of what the particular be-
havfors are doing for the child in his wider life-context%

Tilis fact raises serious concern about much ethnographic at- .

tendon to education that has Purported to disccArer patterns of be-
havior even when these dis.coveries might represent new informatiOn
to-eduotors. Such information is not Per se adequate for formu-
lating pedagogical strategy and risks trivializing the inherent
value of ethnnography.

A'seaich for patterns is basic to anthropological research.
However, fot the most part, this search has been a larger process
designed to get at underlying cdltural themes (ethos) or basic pat-
terns of sodpf organkzation. Getting this deep structure permits
the.true comvison of cultural traits. Making a search,for Patterns
the goal of research, as is frequently the case in educational.
ethnogrphy, constitutes a misapplication of the ethnographic pet-
spective.and leads to the confirming.of stereotiypes. My suspicion
is that this particulir twisting of ethnography finds its-roots in
our-attempts to adapt the approach to the requirements of educa-
tional-research, itself rooted in psychology, that legitimates con-

k elusions, by their degree of generalizability. Ethnography, of the
\ kind reported here, takes observed' patterns, no matter how sur-.
prising or routine they may be, as a starting place, bot the

\

end..

An inevitable result,of such an effort wfll be the weakening
of stereotypes, again as evidenced by the portraits presented here.
'One interesting sidelight of our study is a rather uneXpected in-
sight into the roles stereotyping, can play. We were not surpris-
ed td find that some educational pradtice was designed to address
what turned out to be myth based upon stereotype. We were not
quite ready to.find, however, that some of the responses of the.
Black community was equally structured by its stereoEypes of white's.-
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In diScussiong uses and cont-ol of television one of the Black
parents expressed surpfise upon f1ading that the w hite researcher
admitted that she was 'more lax in controlling her son's'viewj.ng.be-
havior and was equally worried about the effects this had on himh
and about the way ityould cause her to be perceived as a,"good"
mother. In talking about home school interactiohs, the Black
mother.indicateA'that she had been led to believe that white par-
ents turned out in much greator numbers than.do Black ones and
was surprised to learn that the white parents suffer the same
fears and frustratiOns in deailog with.the schools as she did.
The same sort of-miscontention wrfaced with respect to the ,

Mounts of reading'and of reading materials found in white homes
and concerning expectations white parents hold for their children.

While the-effects'of this mutual stereotyping is not totally
clear, we foutid that it was not unusual for-school people to, either
consciou;ly Or unknowingly, hold upstereotvpical ideal notions of
alhat the white world like in their attemPts to motivate Black

4 childten: By-the same token Black parents and childfen sometimes
either.mask or hypercorrect behaviors in response to stereotypically
based white expectations.

0 %.

LITERACY RELATED FINDINGS

Itiiroductiow

The case studies stand on their own merits and pretty much
speak fot themselves. In reatling them, however, in light of the
seminar discussions and 'with

f
he aid of the notes of teiM interac-

:
tions, several issues emerge and merge that hold implications for
any deeper understanding.of the uses and,functions of literacy in
these communities.' The remainder of this essay discusses these.

The..iteracY Climate

By design w were only looking at families with young child-
ren in schoof. Our acquaintance with the literature'and wIth school
characterizations of the role r9ading and writing played in these
families wouid have Oredisposed,us to expect k primary .dependence
upon oral modes of interaction. We did expect literacy would play
and important role bui that it wouid be largely uncounscious and
implicit,.that we would have to dig, to listen and to observe closely
to find hal important it really was, .

By contrast we Eotind that reading, and writing were major and
exPlicit concerns in each,of the familieS. This attention took
many forms. Parents were strict in controlling television and play '
behavior of their children. Parents were careful eo make sure the
youngsters completed theitahomework assignments. Older siblings

t



were sigcouraged to "teach" younger brothers and s,sters how to read
and wr.ri.te. ,Careful attentiat was given to gradesiand other indica-
tors of good standing in school. Most of the families attended church
and the children were encouraged to'do their Sunday opl lessons
am& to participate in:memorization and other coni6

In discussion s.parents were eager to talk about their philo-
sophies of child rilsing and to mine the researchers as sources of
insight as to hoc.' they could best see that their children developed
goodaearning and sttdy habits. This was part of a widet, geteral
ccncern about narenting reflected in their awn reading 'and other-pelf-.
enrichment activities. Children were encouraged to buy reading
material and to take advantage of opportunities offered by the school,
to acquire tooks.

a

While attention to literacy was ubiquitous, .explicit apd con-
scious, the 61imate created was uneasy. parents and children oper-
ated with a general fear that they...were not quite doing things right -
or that they were not doigg all.that they could.and should'do. There,
'was concern that they weren't reading enouth, _that they might not
be reading the "right" things, thatthe sfyies of teaching or inter-
acting weren't entirely appropriate but that, given the constriints bf
poverty and theix own limited exlperience in the "literate world",
this was they best they knew how to do. As Gilmore points out, this
fear is mot'limited to families Sut is reflected in teacher-attitudes
as"well and ultimately seems tote based in the underlying premise
that children represent plential failures.

Literacy Environments

Administrators and teachers in all three of the school communi-
ties where we worked stress the importance of families proNading a
literate envirohment for their children. In the homes of all of the,
Black families reading materials were much in evidence and discussion
indicated that A good amount of reading was done. While most of the
parents claimed that the:r reading and writingwas Pretty much restric-
ted to job related requirements (only one admitted1 to being a "Vora-
cious reader"), virtually all of them did read the)newspapers and
at least regularly perused a nutter of periodicals.

Children weie routinely given:chores to do that required.reading
and writing. Church activities took literacy skills for granted, not
only in the use of hymnbooks anethe Bible during worship, but in the
Sunday School lesson assignMents and other'youth,activities. 'In order
to carefully shepherd their meager resources parents typiCally kept
careful records so that they could plan expenditures and family ac-
tivities in advance.

The praatices of schaOls to enrich the literate environments of
families turns oult to have some unexpected consequences. Making

, 96
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commerdially proddted reading ;aterial available to children'thtough
inexpensive'club buying plans results in the acquisition of materials
that are not necessatily.appropriate 4o the reading interests of the
childrePt They may feel great soctal pressure to bur either to keep
up with their peers or because of the advertising pressure of the tom:-
piny. A

'
Anotber unexpected effect of school practice on book acqui-

.

sition was,uncoveredindiscussion with one of the mothers who sells
encylcopedids.on the" bide... She found virtually no market amont the
families whose'children attended Shortridge when,she triecito argue
diat,they,would be aids to the children's homework. 'Parents respon-
ded that the home work assigbments consistea of ikill practice and
seldom,,if ever, of:work that required the use of a .reference_text.

r-

Our study would suggest that the significante Of litetacy
materials in_the home rests nOt in the number,Of artifacts but in ,

their appropriateness to the, interests and needs of the family.
Furthermore, when they are appropriate tbey will be used rou4ne1y
and naturally in ways not alwais thought about.by family members,
themselves,'

Family Organization

We were surprised at the care with which several of the fami-
lies in dur study Organized themselves to make the most,of their time
and resources. In some cases menus were planned Ind groceries bought
a' month ahead of time. Virtually all of thd famtlies established
daily routines to.which the adults and children were all expected to
adhere. This.careful organization was related to the need to care-
fully count the costs of any major decisions.

,

the organization extended beyond the uses of material resourbes
and time and importantly affected literacy related activities. :This

is seen,in the concern of Grade and'Nerian's mother that the child- -

ren play'school ex0eriences'are structured to ensure some sense of,
success, in. another mother's confession that she regulatly reads her
daughter's privatediary to make sure "she is feeling good abour.her-
self",ana in the Drakes' concern that children don't see reading and
writing as lidply work. We found impressive amount of time and ener-
gy devoted to darefully structuring the activities of families to
achieve a careful balance between requirements for success and making
sure not too high a.post is paid.

Support NetwOiks

Examination of the organizational structure of families, and
particularly the functioning of this organization in meeting school,
demands leads to the discovery ,of intricate support systems,that
include eitended Iamily members, frequently the church and sometimes
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even the local political system. It is not unusual for aunts or
uncleg and'other familY\friends to be Consulted for help in doing
homework assignments or 'to give advice in making school related
decisions. School successes, awards for perfect attendance, ac-
ceptance into a "goo?" school, admission to the Academics Plus.
Programs, winning a church contest or an essay contest, are all
occasions for extended family andlfriends to celebrate and to be
careful to offer congratulations.

'

As indicated earlier, this cooperative stance not only con-
trasts rather shandy with the essentially individual and competi-
tive perception of the proper approach to school common in the
white middle'Class school's we are familiar*with, but it generates
its own set of problems. First, as Watkins has pointed out on
several occaslona, b9th Black narents and white teachers find them-
selves unclear as to what constitutes "legitimate" support and when
the line is crossed to cheating. Dealing, as we are across cul-
tural boundaries:It is not enough to set down simple rules, as
for example, "parents should check but not Correct-homework."
Both the definitions of the actof checking and control of the
unanticipate4 side effects of simbly checking ("teachera will
think we are dumb") became isaues.

Secondly, confining support activities to extended family and
friends, by contrast with the Asian children who feel free to call
,upon whiti acquaintances or upon school personnel for help, risks
heightening the perception on the part of the School, that parents
and childeh do.n't.really make full use of the resources'that are
aVailable to.them. Furthermore, from the perspective of the fami-
lies themselves,'this approach little addresses the pervasive fear
and suspicion ihat "we may not be really doing things quite right."

;.
,p

Related to this, Schieffelin has documented a situation where
the traditional support roles are apparently-reversed. For the
Asian children, not only can they not go to their parents ahd re-
latives for help.with their literacy related tasks since these a-
dult relatives are seldom literate in English, but the parents
themselves depencl upOn the children for support and help. The
situation in the Black families is not totally a simple reversal
of this. A number of 'Black parents, as evidenced by their ac-
'tivities in attempting to provfde schools for their children
during the teacher strike:, feel that they are'inexpert when it
comes to aiding%their children. While, they are anxious to pro-

, vide the help that is needed, this frequently takes the form of
networking with other resources (an aunt, uncle, someone at churCh,
a family friend) or in bUffering and encouraging rather than as

1

These praCtices are tooted in ihe southern Black roots of
the families where, contrary to popular myth, setting and
attaining highedqcational goals was'and is.)common place.

23
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direct help with the school mandated literady tasks.

Unlike the situation reported elsewhere, children-in these
Kea and Asian homes are seen as reliable reporters of literacy'
mediated information. What they have to say is attended to and
'their concerns are taken very seriously.

Homework and'the Culture of Literacy

Homework has always been an iasPe in American public schOoling.
.

It has been seen as an informal measure of:a.school's seriousness
about academics and a basis for categoriaing students--thoae, for -

example, who always had their homeworkdone'On time and those who
II

never cracked a book." Researchers, like Heath and McDermott have
seen homework as important literacy activities. ',They become occa-
sions for both analyiing patterns of interaction with text and for
revealing social organizations around liEeracy demands.

In our study homework takes on even added significance. In
these homes and communities homework is not presented as.gn indiyi-
dual contract between the student and his/her teacher (a6 wai the
cass in my own elementary and high school career) given primarily to
enhance or to reinforce skills presented in the classrooms. It is
seen, by'both the school and the communi0, as a contract befween..the
school and the family designed to articulate the nature of thd parents'
relationship and commitment to the school.

From a culture of literacy perspective, therefore:the liys
homework is perceived,kapproached and engaged forcefully illustrate
the comPlex negotiations families find themselves constantly faced
with ih faci/itating the acquisition of literacy skills by the child-
ren. 4 perusal-of the case'studies reveal a number, of facets of.this
process. We see the considerable support system involving the ex-
tended family, church and even the local political organization,
brought intolilay. sWe see the ambivalences Of parents,,caught be-
tdeen,a'aense of tlieir_own-enexpertness, their sense ,of responsibility
'to their children and their suspicions thatechools may'not always
have only the:gOeff,the_Child-On in mind in formulating their
policies and leOinds. We see the formal and informal channels of
communication thatsexist between school and.Home'as well as.the
leakagia in.these 'channels. We also see paients weighing the costs
and benefits resulting from children meeting to Ole letter/the schools
perceiyed expectations in light of desires to have them feel good,
have fpn and be proucrof their parents and their Blackness.

Home Sdhool Relationships

Implicit in most_of:our discussion is a particular model of
.home-school relationship important to explaining the roles literacy
plays in family lives but which Is difficult . to capture in a brief
description. Understanding it requireS the tracing of a number of
threads.
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) First', the school situation in Philadelphia is constructed so,
that Oarents, if they have the resources, caa choose a,number of
options for their-childrenprivate schodls, parochial schools, pres-
tigous and well-reputed-public elementary Schools and the neighbor-
hood public Schools. All:of the parents in our families sent their
children to themeighborhood public elwentary schools-, although
both of the families.Robinson describes.had succeeded in getting

. their older children into'one of the high prestige schdbls with a
,good,academic reputation- None of them felt thercould afford any
of,lhe other options.

Second, we'have to take into account the climate of tenta- .

tiveness and uneasineds that.Pervades the community as parents and
children work to deal with.school.expectations. Related to these,
factbrs, is the strong feeling that school success is of vital im-
portance to later success in life and even of children feeling good
about themselves,as students. Every parent was co!tcerned that their
children have "good" school experiences in the widest sense of both
succeeding academically and'socially:

Still another factor.imporiant to un.derstandingschool-home
relationships is the pervasive frustration at the perceived unres-

. ponsive central office policies of the school district. ,Zhis, how-.

ever, soes not translate into an equal frustration with the local
schools. Parents generally saw all three of the schools in the com-
munities under consideration as doing their b.st to make the most of
a very difficult situatibn. 'The central office is seen as allocating
funds.on,the basis of politics, of mandating.senseless transfers of
teachers to insure racial balancet of unwisely closing small schools
in the interesti of economy, bf not keePing,schoolvadequately re-.
paired or secure, of putting teachers in untenable bargaining posi-Pir
tions (although teachers were not held blameless for the strike) and
generally of not being responsive to the needs or feelings of parents.

As a result of.thiscomgination of factors, Parents find them-
selves on the one hand frustrated that schools are not adequately meet-
1,ng the educational needs of their children., while on the other hand,
'with respect to most issues, finding it necessary to ally themselves.
with the local schools in dealing with a corimion'set.of problems. A
poignant example of this was afforded by the exfArience at Harriet Tub-
man school during the strike. Parents, in collusion with the princi-..

pal and some.of the teachers, and in defiance of the uhion including
the serious threat of involvement by the Teamsters, not only kept the
school open but kept the news from the media.

.

This ambivalent relatidnship is also reflected in a number of
incidents we recorded. It goes'far to explain why parents go to
great paifis to understand fully and to cociperate with schodl requests:
In every 'case where a parent felt strbhgly that change should be made--
whether it was in the removal ora teacher of aide, a Change in nomd-,

work policy, the tranSfer of a child to another class or school, or a'
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new defention policy--the first step was to
school directly. Only when this failed did
moves, appealing to local political powers,

try to work with the

parents resort to other
for eXample. ,

This aTbivalence also helps expliiih why, parents who were oh-
viously deeply involved in their children's schooling frequently
frustrated school officials by not participating as fully as deT
sired in school spOnsored,activities--open houses, parent teacher
conferences, special evehts--designed to,enlist the vissible sup-
port of parenti. These initiatives were not always seep as insuring.
scpport of children bui as convenient ways for the schools to appear
interested. In 4act, on several occasions parents complained that
schools expected ali of the ititiative for real contact oNter student
needs to be borne by parents. Teachers, for example, were seldon known
to visit homes of children.

The Challenge of the "New,Literaci:S".

Several of the ways in which literacy, when viewed as essentially
a social process rather than primarily a cognitive task, affect our un-
derstanding of schooling, have'been discussed in the appended artille.
(Smith, 1982). At this point I would like to make lust one further ob-
servation on the issues.'

There is general concern in educational circles that traditional
literacyls on th# decline in face of the explosion of communication
technology. The main expressed concern is with the imformation proces-
sing aspects of the new literacy, and for schools, how they can keep up
with the advances in technology,-prombte the literateness of students
in the new modes and insure a continuing role for traditional reading'
and writing. However, research such Ss oUrs leads to the suspicion:that
these stated.concerns may mask deeper fears.

I

It is ur contention that the social functions,played by the ti if-

ferentiakaiisit1ons and uses of literacy skills is of overriding im-
portance ftctermining and explaining these differences. Ihe way
literacy is p sented, taught and evaluated Ips make it one of the most
powerful touls for maintaining the sociel order and controlling access
to cultural capital.

The advent of new modes of literacy, computer literacy, for example,
and the increasing availibility OT new communication t'echnology risks
seriobsly upsetting this carefully crafted structure. Much as history
teaches us that Aquisition of literacy by a society can prove to be
either a pathway to liberation or a tool df suppresion, the-risks,of,the
new literacy are that the current status quo will be seriously endangered.

4
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On the other hand, educators who are concerned with providing
quality education for.all students will need to have a-profound un-
derstanding of the many uses tosiihich literacy can be put and the far-
reaching social effects particular approaches entail. Far from
being on the decline, literacy plays vital social roles. Only,by
being aware of them as they differ froM community to community, can ,

the "new- literacies" be made tools for the good of society'. Only with
this understanding can we formglate edUcational goals and strategies
that lead to equity education.

4.
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LITERACY AND ATTITUDE' '

. 4

INTRODUCTION
A. .

The purpose of this report is to describe tke...conduct and findings
of a study ctf,the uses of literacy skills outside of school for inter-,

mediate age children and the4r families. The research was primarily
' concerned with understanding the Meaning of literacy to the individuals

...in-the study and ava result involved following a group of children
and their families and friends in a variety of settings (including
such physical settings as church, home, school, and sports events).
The nature and uses of literacy are described and analyzed with
special focus on the processes, patterns nd functions of literacy
interactions. How literacy is used, reinforced and transmitted

.

in and out of school contexts were the central questions which.guided
the data collection.

o

ThOresearch presented herein is based on a three-year literacy
study, fonducted in a predominantly low-indome, Blaa urban community.
The ftnaf year of the investigation.is of main concern in,this report,
however, since the findings are integrgily related to the first two
years Of research (also fufided by NIE grants) to the University of
JPennsylvania, see Hymes et al, 1981). Discussion of the relevant
earlier findings, and questiont those findings raised, will be
'included for the benefit of the reader. ".

before proceeding with the discussion of the'study it will be
, necessary to)clarify the researcher's use of several termsNwhich are

quite basic to an exploratfon of the social dimensions of literacy.

Anthropologists view'education as transmission of culture'and
schooling.as only one aspect of a range of formal and informal learning
contexts. The field of ethnography and education has/been reflective
of its anthropological heritagep.by frequently being concerned with
.children in and out of school. Though this concern with children's
literacy behavior across contexts is shared by the author, the terms -
as simple as they ate - can prorte misleading. The immediate image
Which the reader, and 'Unfortunately all too often many researchers
conjure, are two contrastive physical settings such as a school class-
roan and family scene at home. Though these are no doubt representative
of in and out of school settings, they.are.merely. physical frameworks

and not always acurately reflective.of contextual enviroments. Contexts .
and settings ate notsnecessarily a matter of physical location but can
-frequently be a matter of situations within a physical setting. In

other words, withfn a clastroom where expectations are that a teacher
is supervising formal learning activities, often interactions occur
within an altogether different frame. Participation structures and

' roles can vary within the same physical dimensions of the setting
creating altogether diffetent kinds of interactions,.organized and
xeorganized for different purposes. *

36



For example, thou* inStructional sequences such as Mehan (1979)
depicts, composed of initiation, reply'andevaluation segments, do
repreOnt the "lesson", it is misleading to assume that such a model
comprehensively characterized the general nature of the discourse going ,

on in the class setting. The lesson talk may be indc,Jd foregrounded,
tut it is certainly not the Only talk taking place. Multiple discourse
contexts and correspOnd/ing participation structures can be identified
within the same classroom occurring simultaneously at.any given tiffle.1
Joke telling, teasing, plans for the clubs and social activities, note
passing, and the like may be the peer interaction that is foregrounded
for a student, with the teacher lesson being only a side focus to be.
monitored for self i)rotection. It is quite natural to observe "out-
of-school:" behavior within a physical setting whi h suggests an
"in scli6o1" context.

.

Similarly, when observing literacy "at home" it appears that much
at-home time is structured by school culture (i.e,, values, language
and discourse styles, interactional patterns). Not only do parents
follow explicit directions about:how to conduct homework sessions
during the school year bpt even summer practice and assignments take
up maq at-home hours. In search of home literacy patterns it is
difficult to sort out distinctly school from community aligned practices

, (for more detailed discussion of Ihis issue see Gilmore and Smith, 1982).

,The present study was sensitive to the limit#ions and constraints
of yiewing physical environments as context. Therefore no a priori
assumptions were made about the "in" or "out" of school nature of an
interaction or behavior as a result of the physical location Of an
event. Most interesttng, in fact, were the Opportuntties to see the
overlap and reciprocal dynamics.of ammunity and school aligned practices.,
It was, in fact, in a school setting that I first enCoUntered "steps",
a genre of street rhyme which girls actively Oarticipated in outside
of school, Diaries, notes, graffitti, written raps and the like,
were literacy materials related to out-of-school practices yet regularly
observed in use in fn-school settings. Further, it was difficult to
participate in interactions with parents in the'community without being
involved in school-related.activities. In the particular community
in which the study took place the school was a strong social center of
activity with home and school association dances, teas, book sales and
Special programs drawing:large community participation on a regular
basis.

This approach to the physical and contextual environments of
'Literacy behaviors provided a mbre comprehensive and Complex profile
of "out-of-school" literacy skills. Further it allowed for a more
integral and meaningful portrait of the uses of literacy for learning
across all contexts producing findings which more realistically lead
to recommendations for mare effective literacy instruction in school.
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One furthel4 set Of assumptions often seems to go along with the
literature'and research on in and out of school learning and needs
brief comment here. Often in search o'f outside of school literacy
practiCes family instrbctional or discourse patterns become the central
focus of attention. Labelling and quettioning patterns in parent/child.
interactions have been typically examined in home literacy studies
(e.g., Ninio and ,f3runer, 1978; Heath, 1982; Miller:1979, Stollon and
Scollon, 1979). The present study concentrates oh intermediate
grade students during their fourth, fifth and sixth years .of school.
The target popUlation 4 the studies cited above have largely been
preschoolers who more routinely are read to or are engaged in more
parent-child literacy.interactions. The Ore-adoletcents who were the
focus of this study spent many less hours in family interetiont
centered on literacy activities ahd many more engaged in.peer inter-,
actions which were oftenliteracy or literacy-related events. Thus,
rather than depicting school and home contrasts'of. teacher vs. parent
styles of interaction with children, peer interactions and peer
Contexts (whether.at home, in schciol, or in the street) became
significapt areat of invettigation...

The remaining ditcussion will be divided into two sections. The
first section will present,conclusions from the first two year study
and trace the key findings related to the present study through the
third year of research. -Particular Attention will be paid to two
behavioral events., stylized sulking and'steps, which prOVided "windows"
through, which underlying cultural themes were explore& "Steps" are-
itreet rhymes which are viewed here as literacy related peech events
that demonstrate numerbut literacy and language skills possessed by
their perfOrmers. The interketation and treatment of the performance
by individual families and the general school community are described
and analysed in order.to understand more completely issues,concerning

ss, the meaning of literacy in this setting.

The final section will.explore a range of themes and issues
raised in out-of-school literacy studies. Methodological, theoretical
and practical concerns will be addressed and findings summarized.

LITERACY SUCCESS AS AN ISSUE OF 'ATTITUDE':
THE'THREE,YEAR STUDY*

School achievement and the adquisition,and display of literacy
competence are for all practical concerns inseparable. The study
described in this section sought tcOdentify and explore school and
community perceived problems concerning literacy achievement. The

*A more detatled adcount of this work is found in Gilmore, 1982,
Ph.D. dissertation, University-of Pennsylvania.
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research focus was on cultural patterns of literacy-related social
interactions/in and out of school. These we're examined ta ascertain
their consequences for the acquisition and display of school-recognized
literacy pradtices. The data were collected in add out'of school and
consist af personal observations, interactions,and interviews documented
ovdr a three S/dar pertod with field notes, audio tape recordings, and
.collections of relevant "artifacts".

Attitudes and Access to Literacy

A major problem identified and voiced repeatedly by teachers
(about 50% black and white), parents and administrators and even the
children in the community was"vattitude", A "good attitude", indeed,
seemed to be the central andi,significant factor for students' general
academic success and litei-acy achievement in school. This concern
with '!attitude" is by no.means Ague or restricted to this particular -
study site. The reader's own experience probably suggests that this
con6ern is a significant issue in moft school and work situations.
However, in this particular setting, talk about "attitude" was drama-
tically more prominent than talk about.4intelligence". In fact, it

A was made clear to staff and'parents as well as students; that in
cases of trackjng and/or selection for honorstor special academic

preference, "attitude" odtweighed,academjc achievement.orig test
performance.

The specific dimensions and features:and actual meanings of
"attitude" xarrof course.differ, from one setting to another. To
document them in this particular setting was one of the goals of:the
investigation. Some of the questicins considered were: What is
meant when attitude is referred to or evaluated? What are the
characteristics of "good" or "bad." attitudes? Who gets labeled as
having a "bad" attitude, a "good" attitude?. What are the consequences
and/or rewards for the label? Why is attttude so prominent as a theme
of success? What are the consequences,of this'focus?

Convendonal dictionary or textbook definitions..are of little
help in sorting out the particular meanings of attitude to the.
participants in the setting being studied. Instead the approach taken-
-here was concerned with how attitudes are communicated, understood,
ond interpreted. An ethnographic approach to the.study.of attitude
considers the functions and uses of the concept as it is constructed
in a particular context.

By observing adtions an0 reactions to behaviors seen as related
ta attitude and by noting the'language used to describe or evaluate

,such behaviors, a profile of the.constructed meanings was developed.
A picture began to emerge of what linguistic and social behayiors .

AO"
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"count" as attitude and'of how these behaviors were affected (both in
perf6rmance and interpretation) by the different contexts in which
they occurred. Th6process of identifying a domain .of the concept of .

attitude required the discovery and description of the related folk
categories-used by the participants..

A student mith a:"good attitude" was described in terms like
"completing homework," "being cooperatift," "no discipline problems,"
"good attendance,' "being punctualhaving involved parents," "good
work habits," and the like. The deseriptions were extensive arid quite
varied'in terms of the dimenscons of behavior they encompassed.

4
, Further, inialking to many of the staff, and,in the initial.

phases of general observation in the school and communtty, it became'
apparent th4Zattitude" was delicatelly-woNetiinto acbi-oader context
of what mightbe labelled "propriet* Proper.standards of what is
socially acce'table in conduct or speech appeared to be a consistent,
concern in ,both thd community and the school.. On my initial Nisits to
the school the neatness and the well-mannered, orderly behavior of the,
children in'hallt., and classrooms were retularly pointed 6ut and
eMphasized by administrators,arid staff. The school takes pride in
being "well-rue and the parents seem to voice'their approval of 6is
image. The school has an excellent reputation among the majority of
the community members.

At times in talking about students, other descriptions were.offered
that seemed related to the useOf "good" and "bad" attitude. The label
"street kid" or "child of the streets'" seemed to be used to describe
students who were not neatly.groomed, did not have "involved parents,"
hid little supervision at home, were often absent or late, did not
complete homeowrk, and the like. These "street" kids Were often
the same children who were characterized as having "an attitude" or a
"slight attitude." (In these cases thetuse pf tlie term "attitude" alone
conveys.the notion of a negative or bad attitude). On the other hand,
labels like "cultured," "lady-like", "nice kid'," "respectful," which

-seem to iMply polit4ness and propriety, were used synonymovsly with
,

"g6od attitude.P

A "gOod attitude" appeared to be central to inclusion in special
high track classes referred to as an Acaclemics Plus Program.. The
Academics Plus Program it described by staff as a rigorous, "back to
basics" curriculum in which academic achievement and excellence is the
primary goal.

-

To qualify, a student not.only has to be workingat a certain grade
level, but also to display a. "cookrative attitude." The program is
in effect a tracking procedure for attitude as well as academic achjeve-
ment. Teachers sometimes talk about the process as one of "weedirig out
bad attitudes." A student working at,a relatively low grade level .
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might be adMitted to the program if his or her behavior indicated a
desire to work.and.be cooperative.. In such a case, a 'good attitude"
outweighs limited academic achievement. In other reported instances,
a bright dild who might be achieving academitally, but whose behavior
is characteristic of a "bad attitude,." would not be admitted. In

such a case, "attitude" again outweighs academic achievement. The
staFf often express Wnie and identification when ialking,about the
school arid its students, espetially the Academics Plus students, refer-
ring to,"our kids" in a,proue and affectionate,tone. Ohe teacher,
attempting to illustrate the exceptiona) attitude and repuration of the
students asked, "have you seep our sixth grade Academics Plus students?
They're cultured. They're not street kids. Have you seen the.way
they catry themselves?" The referenceto'the way students carry
themselves" suggests demeanor, anCuopriet:y. (See Goffman01976, on
the nature,of deference and demeanOr)

,

Less than a third of the population in each intermediate grade
level ,(376)/was selected for the special 'academic program. It was
clear tothe stiff, the children and the parents that although the
partici,ation in the AcademiCs Plus Program did not guarantee literacy
success and,general academic achievement, it certainly maximized the
chances'for tt. It created an elite. It'stratified the students, It

made Mothers try with their children, When they were rejected. And
the key faCtor for admission was something everyone called a "good atti-

. In the case of assessing attitude few wouldohesitate to queilion
theirlability to judge it. °Yettry to'grasp it 'for study, to under-
stand its dimensiOns and it becomes peculiarly abttruse. As With
intelligence - we are much more capable of saying whetheryou have it
or not, than of saying what It is you have. Yet based on "attitude"
some will be admitted to classroom where liter.cy skills will be made
more available to them, and otherls will not.

In order to unravel the meaning of attitude in this school community,
the study focUsed on discrete linguistic and social behaviors that shed
light onIthe tKeóretical questions being investigated. Two key
behavioral events emerged as significant in the.conduct of the research.
These events provided fertile ground for eaeeful analysis ,of the enact-
ment of attitude. Correspondences and contrasts in the way peOple
talked aboUt attitude and the way people actually behaved with regard
to attitude were detailed.

Both behavioral events.stood out prominently in the data, almost
inviting further attention'and analysis. In much the same way they
stoOd out as behaviors that were:..readily noticed, controversial and

problematic for the teachers at school. Both key behaviors wete
counted as inappropriate. Both were performances that stood out and .

. received attention from the staff and in turn froli the community.
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Stylized Sulking

The first key behavioral event is a characteristic response in
face-to,,face clashes of will between sjudent and teacher. These were
conventional diSplays of emotiOn thif appeared regularly in my field
notes and were prominent and noticeable in classroom interactions.
These'displays of what I have termed Stylized sulking* wete usually
non-verb'al and often highly'choreographed performances which seemed
to in the teathers'"words, convey "rebellion," "anger," and a stance
of-"uncooperativeness." The displays were themselves discrete pieces
of behavior which conveyed information. They were dramatic partrayals
of an attitude. TheyWere'postures.thattold a story, to the teacher
and to onlooking,peers. They were face-saving dances. They were
regularly interpreted as part of Black communicative repertoire and
style. Students who frequently Used the displays were also students
who Were ideritifie&as having bad attitudes.

Stylized sulking was performed by botI sexes though there ims some
variation in the style Of.its perforMance according to sex.. Girls
will frequently pose with their chips up, cloSing their eye lids for
elongated periods and cistin§ dowrWard side glances, and often markedly
turninvthefr heads sidewards as well as upwards. Girls.alsowill
resttheir chins on thecr hand with elbow suppori on their desks.
Striking.the pose, or getting into.the pose is usually with an abrupt,
movement that will sometlimes be marked wtth a sound Me the elbow
st-iking the deSk or a verbal marker like,"humpf." It seams necessary
to draw some-attention to the silence primarily with a flourish of ,

getting into'the.pOse.

Boys usUally dispay somewhat differently. Their "stylized
sulking" is UsUally characterized by head downward, arms crossed at
the chest,'legs spread wide and usually desk pushed away. Often
they will mark the silence by knocking over a chair or pushing
loudly on their desk,,asiuring that others hear and see the performance.
'Another noticeable characteristic orthe boys' performance is that they
sit down,-deeply slumped in their chairs. This is a clear violation
of the conStant reminder ln clasSrooms to "sit up" and "sit up tall." '

Teachers will often talk about "working on" sitting up, feet under
the desk, lining up, et The silence displays go against all the
body idiom rules of the otlassroom. Even when less eXtreme postures are
taken the facial expression remains an easily read portrait of emotion.

Performances were individual, not group behaviors. Though on
occasion one Might come upon a situation where a group of
students simultaneously were expressing the same sulking bodily .con-
figuration and facial expiession it would not be a cooperative endeavor,
but a coincidence of corresponding emotions. Stilized sulking as a
school-related problem seems age related. Though these displays were
not performed exclusively by students in the intermediate grades (4-0,

*Fdr,detailed discussion of this behavior see "Silence and Sulking:
Affect and Literacy Acqui'sition"., Forthcoming in Functions of Silence,
D. Tanhen and A. Saville-Troike (eds.).

A f')
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they were significantly more prominent then.

,Sulking'was primarily performed in a silent'channel and an
angry key. It seems, in fact, a last holding place to,express
defiance. For those students who do cross the line, the predictable
verbal accompanipent transforms the crime from one of "bad attidude"
to one of insolence and'insubordination. These latter labels usually
are ass'ociated with treatments more,extreme than low track classes
(e.g., suspension, psychological guidance, and the like).

,Stylized sulking was usually performed to an authority figure.
The individual sulker is subordinate in'status to the receiver of
the display. Though the display, which is often used as a face-
saving device', is certainly meant to be seen by onlooking peers, the
primary audience is the adultin control. Sulking generally appeared
in settings where an authority figure was in cOntrol and usually in
direct conflict with the performer. Classrooms, hallways, lunchrooms
and the.like are predictable settings for this kind df display.
Further the behavior appeared mbre in classes which have not "weeded
out bad.attitudes." In settings where propriety had been selected_for,
such as Academics Plus classes, few if any sulking events were observed.
Certain agreed upon'expectatiofis of attitude and behavior in the
Academics Plus classes changed the classroom context in a way that
made sulking no longer adaptive. The demeanor was no longer appropriate
for the teacher or the peer group in the setting. Though the.act of

\sulking itself was,rarely, if ever, mentioned and was almost never
cnsciously a part of the assessment of a student's attitude, students
who sulked repeatedly, .hcid negative characteristics attributed to them
as ayes:Wt.. Stylized sulking was,not consbiously, but nonetheless;
quite effectively selected out, in the process of identifying "good,
attitudes."

Another concern focuses on how stylized sulking was treated in
this community. As mentidned earlier though the entire stuFient
population obsérved`was Black, the facUlty is both Black and White
(50%/50%). The data'suggest,that there are.in ,general commonly held
views about these displays.that are different for most Blacks and Whites.
The data consisted of views directly expressed about stylized sulking,
observations of the ways in which Black and White teachers behaved in
response to these displays, and'finally comments made by the faculty
and parents about the differences they themselves were conscious of
concerningithe way White teachers and Black teachers generally
responded. In general it was felt that White teachers tended to be
more lenient" and "permissive" where this type of communication was
concerned. ,

A Black teacher was more likely to discipline a dramatic sulking
display, sending the child to the office, calling the parent, or in
some way immediately chastizing the student. Black parents often
,scolded or threatened to hit children for such displays. In Church
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and community contats an "attitude" was quickly conveyed in such
displays and.children were told to leave or modify their behavior. A
White'teacher on the other hand might be more likely to ask a child to
verbalize his or her feelings as well as directly refer to the feelings
the display seemed to communicate (e.g., I can see you're feeling angry).
In general, Whites were seen as less likely to discipline these "temper
tantrums."

Stylized sulking seemed to be seen as a "cultural" variation of
expression and communication. Sulking in the highly stylized way it
is performed by many of the students, was viewed by both Black and
White teachers as part of a stereotypic communicative style of Blacks.
Much the way Jewish or Italian gestural style might by characterized,
so too this behavior might easily be,interpreted as a Black gestural
performance.

.

.

Black'parents and'teachers suggested that White teachers might be
more tolerant of such behaviors because they were "intimidated by
81ack children anetheir parents." %White teachers tend to talk about
student "hostility" and the need,to be more verbal about feelings. 'As

a result of the controvergy over the use of non-standard varieties of
English and in 4e recent concern with bilinguil and multicultural
education, there has been a growing sensitivity to and awareness of
cultural variatioh in communication. Often by allowing these behaviors,
White teachers believe they are expressing acceptance of cultural
diversity.

Black teachers and parents,frequently exOress concern that this
.peinissiveness and lenienae Are signs of "low standards",or of "not
caring about° these Black kids and whether they learn the necessary
skills, attitudinal and academic', which are seen as prerequisite to
success. White teachers, too, express similar concerns about "low
standards" often looking to Black teachers jor appropriate models for
Teaction. .

Upon closer examination, however, sOlking itself is not actually
uniformly treated nor uniformly performed. Some childreq seem to
have perfected.this type of display routine in a very hi6hly stylized
way. In observations of language acquisition in poor White working
class families, Peggy Miller (personal communication) found that

: a Mothers would tell theirbabies (under two years old) to make "mean
eyes" as part of a communicative routine. In the Black community in
which this studlis being conducted, expressed norms of appropriate
interactional demeanor include "looking ready to fight" (Davis, 1980)
and "not taking'stiit" (May, 1980).

'The stylized §olking could be interpreted as one behavioral
element of a "tough' demeanor, yet how sulking behavior gets interpreted
appears to be highly dependent on contextOalization cues.- One child's

4 4
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sulk is read as'"anger and hosti1it4, while another, appearing to 1
display the same or very siMilar physical characteristics, 4.1s merely
"needing attention". Very similar behaviors are interpreted in very
different ways. In one case the behavior can be.g.lossed as style and
in another case, "bad attitude". In a sfmilarfashion, there are .

teachers and parents who appear to play with stern face silent stares
and looks as a dramatic performance. One student commenting on one
'such teacher said, "At first I thought she was real mean till I

realized she was just foolin around. She has a good sense of humor."
I observed this particular teacher's class on the day whemparents

,
'were invited to come in and take the place of their children as
students for the day. She, in comic fashion, performed both verbal and.
non-verbal means of parodied strict control. Silent looks of
disapproval seemed humorously inappropriate when directed at.a class full
of adults. Not only was it clear that it was playful, but the parents'
cooperative engagement in the game, sanctioned the appropriateness of
it in their view as a means of contro) for their.children.,

It appears that student sulking can.be interpreted positively or
negatively depending on when and how the,display is performed in a
particular context. Certain children can signal the)nessage."this is
play" (Bateson, 1972), but for the most part it is a behavior that
carries the image of incorrect deference and demeanor and is usually .

interpreted as indicative of a "bad attitude."

Goffman has commented that "the human use Of displays is compli-
cated by the human capacity for reframing behavior" (1976, p. 71).
Rituals become ritualized and transformations can be transformed.
Performances become styled and coded in distinguishable ways as a
result 'of'cultural influences. Hilda Geertz, for example', documents
the ways in which a'fivocabulary of emotions" comes to be expressed in
Baliflese societ5, (1975). Not only do cross-cultural examples detail
the range of styles for expressing .emotions. but,considerable ethnic
diversity can be observed in our own society. In the recent popular
movie, :Tour Seasons", one particularly hot-headed and explosive

--Character in stereotypic fashion defended her temper by repeatedly
declaring with corresponding gestures, "I'm Italian!" Comedians
typically (like the teacher mentioned above) draw their,styles and
use these displays in parenthesized fashion as a resourcefor humor.
Most pupular for young audiences is actor Gary Coleman's quotable
line and memorable posturing of "stylized sulking" on the weekly
situation Comedy on network television, ."Different Strokes". When he
says to his big brother "What chu talkin about, Willis" his eyes
are narrowed and his demeanor is clearly tough and Black. But the
display is contextualized in such a way that it is a parody of being
tough and Black. It is rekeyed in tuch a way that it becomes clearly
lighthearted and funny. The'samedisplay conveys a quite opposite
meaning. Moods as well as ethnic styles are being played with.
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c.

Geertz (1973) describes, what he calls a stratified hierarchy of
meaningful structuresat he details the subtle yet distinct Idifferences
between twitches, winks, fake-winks, parodies of winks and rehearsals

of parodies of winks. In mdch the same way this example of stylized
sulking can be "unpacked." It can be performed by design for comic

effect as, well as threatening effect. One of my undergraduate students
has recounted stories to me of ways in'which she and afriend, the
only two Black girls at a private girls' school, used 'verbal and non-
verbal displays associated with "street" behavior of Blacks in order
to frighten the white girls. The context of these displays and the
ways in which they are framed determined the way they were interpreted.
Possibly they sometimes take the form of ethnic. "in" jokes, which are
understood to be okay whenflo ethnic outsiders are present.

Knowing cultural diversity exists, what do teachers dd about it?
On the one hand'one risks squelching cultural behaviors because they
seem incompatible with success. On.the other hand, inappropr4ate
behaviors may.go unchallenged because they are seen as culturM: .

Teasing, humor and affection.were effective means used successfully.by
both Black and White teachers and parents dealing with stylized sulking
behavior. By using devices such as these, adults were most often
able to stop the sulking while at the same time indicate its inappro-
priateness.

In addition to expressing emotion-, displays provide evidence of

an actor's alignment. Sulking displays therefore must also be
considered in this latter regard. In general, sulking displays can
function as face-saving devices which maintain dignity through individual
autonomy when confronted by an authority in control. The display indicates
the actor's refusal to align him or herself with the authority,figure.
The stylized sulking:characteristic of Black communicative repertoire
seems to be interpreted as a statement of aligdment with the student's
own ethnicity and socio-economic class. The meanings that'are read
from such an portrayal of attitude and the consequences for literacy
achievement will be considered further in the followidg discussion.

"Doin Steps"

The second key behaidoral event that was analyzed was performance
of a distinctive genre of street rhymes which seems tb have grown out
of the tradition of drills and cheers.. The genre is locally referred to
as "steps" (or "doin' steps") and it involves chorally chanted rhymes
punctuated with foot steps and hand claps which set up a background
rhythm. It is performed by groups of girls and consistent with
tradition in children's folklore, it is full of taboo breaking and
sexual innuendo tn both the verbal and non-verbal modes of its performante.

The dances were striking. The chants full of verbal virtuosity. They

turned passersby into audiences. They were polished. But they were
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"nasty." They were seen as defiant: They were seen as part of Black
Communicative repertoire. They were seen as representing "deteriorating
attitudes." And they were banned from the school.

When studying children's peer group culture in different ethnic
and raaal groups all over the world not only the "playful whimsical
and artful aspetts" emerge but Also the "aggressNe, obscene, scatological,
anti-authoritarian and inversive elements" (see Bauman, 1982). Peer
culture folklore is often representative of counter-culture values.
Good (1968) has noted this "gap tetween the public literate traditionl
of school and the very different and indeed often directly contradictory
private oral traditions of the pupil's family and peer group" (p. 59).
Although "steps" demonstrate a wide variety of language competencies
in their verbal performances none.of these "count" as verbal skill in
school cOntexts. Instead the,performance indicated an alignment wtth
peer group culture and was considered inappropriate. By examining
the features Of this speech, event some key issues concerning literacy
competence as well as the social meanings of literacy and instruction
were Aetailed.-

Stepping and Spelling Missis'§ippi

One of the stepping street rhymes, "Misstssippi", seemed to be
not only related to matters of propriety and attitude in general, but
to literacy in particular. The group of five girls I was observing
sometimes participated in neighborhood competitions. At school and in
class the girls practiced together to.compete with other classes at
school. The performances woUld often happen spontaneously wherever an
appropriate,setting was available. Other times, were arranged and,I
or a ltinch'room aide might be asked to be a judge.,' When the playground
performances were no longer permitted, After the ban, many of the
girls cOuld be found doing steps in the school bathrooms.

The step, "Mississippt",,js performed in a variety of ways, each
version having its own choreography and rhythm to accompany and accent .

the verbal alternations. Each version.has as its core the spelling of
the word Mississippi. Mese variations iriClude description of and
metaphorical references to the letters and on-going narratives which
playwith the letters as begihnings of utterances.

:Thus performAnce of "Mississippi" is an intersection of,visual and
verbalcodes, by using the body dramatically as an iconic sign for the
letters. The most prominent, noticeable And controversial use of bodily
representation.of the letters is tPe formationof the letter s or
"crooked letter". The transformation of the body into the letter s is
demonstrated in a limbO-like dancing moveme t with one arm forming a
crook at the shoulder. It is not uncommon o find an elementary school
teacher asking students to mAke their bodies a letter or to treat

tj 4 7
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letters as representatives of familiar objects or person as part .

of reading instruction. Yet although the steppers successfully
perform such bodily letter represehtation',.itis interpreted negatively;.
the iconic sign is dressed with too sexual a body idiom for school,
and often family contexts.

Few observers actually associate the dance movement with the words
or letters. The performances were not studied'but only casually
observed, if observed at all, by most of the staff. Here it might be
noted, the role that context plays in what body movements get interpreted
as "too sexual". The range of teacher,responses to the dance.movements
in "Mississippi" included "You had to be an adult to knbw it Aes
suggestive", to "It's like an orgasm." "It's like nothing I've never
seen before. 'It could be a nice kid, then all of a sudden it just
coMes over her." "It's,like an epileptic fit." "It's bad." "Nasty."

At the kiddie discos sponsored by the school and parents, movements
very similar, if not identical, to those in "Mississippi" are performed
by children to no visible concern. .0n one occasion at a school disco
one mother told me that she had seen "Mississippi.". In,a disapproving
tone she said that her kindergarten'daughter had 4earned it on the
street. But she explained that she knew it was bad and had told her
daughter that she was nOtallowed to d15 it Anymore. We dropped the
subject and the two of us.began_to dance with daughter and several -other
children. As we daKded, the young mother/instructed the children in
a step which included a similar limbo-like pose to one in the performance
of-"Mississippi".

Despite the fact that many of the conventionally school-taught
literacy,skills are performed,competeptly in the speech,event, they
don't ""count" As literacy or Schdol related. Because the skIlls are
adorned with sexual overtones, they are interpreted as defiant and
improper. By using sexual innuendo and other markers of,ownership in
verbal context and body idiom, they have created interpretive frames
that signal to any onlooker, that if indeed this is a literacy related
performance it belongs to the children and not to the adults who ordinarily
teach them rhymes, 'syllables, homonyms, spelling, reading comprehension,
and the like.

Additional evidence of ownership and personalization can be found
in a lTOguistic analysis of the transcribed tapes. For example, in the
performagce of "Mississippi" the entire line of girls begins with an
tnstructional command in chorus - "Hey (name) Spell Mississippi,
spell Mississippi right now." The individual called usually steps
forwaed out of the line and performs the spelling rhyme in an oral solo
as the others dance and clap and step with. her. The solo performer is
foregrounded and op stage. A common phrase that girls will utter as
they first step c4t of the line to perform is,"Give me robm." (Or
"A-gim me room" ore accurately represented). Indeed not only do they

.16
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ask for "room" but they are expected to take it. Having your own style
within the cOmentions and boundaries of the perfprmance- is expected
and valued. Each girl does the pei4formance with some embellishments .

and markers 9f individuality; the movements, the voice key, the verbal
play and variation with mixing rhymes as well as,modifYing words
or adding phrases ("freaky, deaky", "no sweat",'"gimme room"). The
degree of oral composing varies, but performers who are creative are
recognized for their'virtuosity and often are designated as "captains".

While the speech event is ma.rked and bounded as belonging to the
children it is clearly not a private, but a deliberately public,
formal performance. It is performed in setting (front steps, playgrounds,
parks, etc.) where there is usually a potential, generally varied,
audience (adults, children, parents, teachers, friends, strangers,
et al.,). The general enthusiasm and visible cohesion of the 'steppers'
b6th'set the eyent as something owned by the performers and attracts
attention. The chanting is distinct and inviting, a form of broad-
casting, rather than a use of the voice meant to,be shared only within
the group. The performanCe transforms paSsersby into audiences much
the way street musicians might.

Because'the performance is marked as public, teachers' expectations
of 'propriety are somewhat jarred. It is one thing to know the rhymes
and to share them in priVate amon'g peeys, hut polished public performance
it viewed by many as defiant. One teacher said, "it was meant fOr us
to notice and meant for us to stop". On the other hand, the same
teacher spoke of the event as 'ethnic', reminiscent of African folk
dances, noting a similarity with performances by the Arthur Hall
dancers, who had been at the school.

While teachei4 and parents bad beard and seen the steps performed
enough to notice and ban it, most had never really listened to it
enough to be aware of'the general content. Rather; they were aware
of isolated signal words and phrases that wera considered.too sexual
or imbroper. Although;the chanting was in a broadcast mode it is

. interesting that the words were obfuscated by the melodic prosody.
Once the "sirens" lured a listener, the taboo Words would be heard
in an almost assaulting clarity.

One must consider just what it was that the girls themselves knew
about what they were chanting. The rhymes can be viewed as a
ritualized practice for adolescence, an experience typical of this
age (9-12), where mastery experiences are practiced for their own sake.
The genre seems to have cut-off age. When teenagers perform Mississippi,
it is not considered appropriate by these intermediate grade school
girls who say "They too old. They look dumb." "They show off. It's
fresh." These comments suggest that the behavior belongs primarily to
the transitional period between childhbod and adolescence. Several of
the more physically mature students will stand aside when the group
performs, and give a variety of reasons for doing so. Whet' older girls
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did perform they considerably modified sexual movements. ,Though the
movements and theme were sexual, the mode and key were clearly playful
more closely resembling cheers. Jhe older girls are considered "dumb"
(if they did not modify their movements) because their .displays are
too strong and real for this genre. The younger girls are caught up
in the repetition of the sounds and movements they create as a group.
Like the boys who.run out to play ball, they run out to do steps.

The children's excitemedt and enthusiasm abodt "str'eet rhymes"
in general and.the richness the rhymes offer as a resource for
.teaching literacy skills, had Kompted. one teacher in the school to_ .

develop an,entire curriculum around theta. Many of the skills listed
in the sectton above are included in her reading program. All of
the skill's,are identified in the rhymes and then made explicit for
the students (see Mitchell, Ph.D. dissertation, 1981). This
currlculum however is targeted for primary grade students and based
op jump ropthymes. Rhymes were collected from around the country.
The teacher t en selected those rhymes she felt mnuld be of interest
ds well as contain useful vocabulary, lend themselves to skill work,
and finally,'be appropriate for school. Topics and vocabulary not
suitable for.sdhool, were ruled out. Thus.a rhyme like "Mississippi"
.would not be used-because it is too controversial.

Other attempts to use children's folklore as curriculum have often
been criticized by those who are concerned ahout issues of social
control - the "neutering.of folklife" and the "colonization of
children's culture" (see for example Cazden, 1982; Sutton-Smith, 1982
for further discussion).

The primary interest in the present study,was not wit)) curriculum
, -

concerns per se but with an Understanding of what messages are
conveyed by these genrq performances - about the performers,competencies
in language and literacy-related skills, about the way the performers
understapd and interpret their social world and where they fit'in it,
and further about the reactions of other*.participants in the scene to
these performances. Ultimately,'by exploring these "webs of sigaificance"
(Géertz, 1973) we can be in a position to better understand student
needs in school life and curriculum.

Mississippi: Its Meaning and Treatment in Context

An interesting aspect of this speech event is the way it was
treated. As with stylized sulkipg, the data suggest that there were
general commonly held vieWs about this event that were slightly
different for most Blacks and Whites. In general as with sulking, it
was felt that'White teachers tended to be more "lenjent" and "permissive"
where the Mississippi dances were concerned.
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Black teachers in general were lesS likely to permit'performances
of the dances and stopped them immediately. White teachers tended to
be mare ambiguous about the behavior, and less likely to stop it when
it first appeared tn the spring.

Stepping Seems to be seen as a "cultural" variation of expression
and communication. "Doin steps" is something that Black girls do.
The musical chants and movements have been referred to by several White
and Black teachers as "ethnic type dances", reminiscent of "African
music," "Carribean music," "similar to the Arthur Hall Dancers," etc.

Teachers_ fee_concerned about 4sociated racial statements and
responsive to them. One Atte-teacher-told-Me that §he had-been too
lenient about the Misissippi dances. She came to this conclusion
when she mrhearda Black teacher's comment about another White
teacher 'being completely tolerant of the dance until his own.daughter
learned.

As with sulking, Black teachers and parents frequently expressed
concern that the permissiveness and lenience towards the performance
of steps indicated "low standards",for the students. 'Some parents and
support staff who Oere influential in having it banned expressed
cncern for the chjldren's safety, suggesting suspicdous men had been
seen "cruising" the area as the girls danced on the playground. One
youngster in response to the ban said she agreed with the decision
because her mother had told her about a girl Who did the dance and
was raped afterwards. In this primarily low-fncome neighborhood,
doncern with crime is familiar to, the children. Thus many who came out
against the dances seemed to be concerned more with the girls' potential
vulnehbility rather than their."had attitudes."

,

Those who spoke eaYliest and most strongly against the dances were
usually Black faculty and parents who were active religiously-(Muslim
arm.' Christian), and more middle-income economically. influential
parents in this community, who were strongly active in the Home and
School Association, were often (though not alwayt) representative of
the higher income families in the community. The community has been
characterized as one which is aspiringly upardly mobile and concerned
with styles,of life that are often described by community members as
"decent" (Anderson, 1980). This iS'consistént with the theme in the
school of concern with "attitude." .The dances fell into categories
of indecent and reflectfve.of bad attitudes all too easily.

Just blocks away, however, and fm many other-parts of.the city
the same dance performances met with a very different interpretation.
They were also seen in these pther communities as representative of
Black culture, but were treated very differently. One city school
known for its arts program held a spring festival vthere performances of
Mississippi and other steps were (in modified version) applauded by

t) 51
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large parent audiences. The International House on a city university
campus was the setting for an all day festival organized by the
directors of a Drama, DruM and Dance lisemble - Matunda ya Africa
(Fruit of Africa). The. festival was a city-wide Competition for steps,
drills and cheers. The hewsclipping and schedule of events below are
from the Jump for Joy Festival and indicate a striking contrast to
the discussion above - a very positive and proud emphasis on the Black
heritage of the yrics and dances. The implications for pedagogy
are made full use of with "steps" as "educational tools" for teaching
literacy skills, in the school whibh sponsored the festival.

There was not total uniformity of opposition to the dances even
in the study'site community'. Some community members, both parents
and staff, thought the .school over reacted. They thought the kids
were entertaining and skillful They also thought they were "just
being .kids." It is interesting to note, however, that althbugh the
JuMp for JoYFestival was held only a f6 miles away, none of the
children frbm the study site,attended.

:

The partkular comMunity in which my observations were conducted
might be characterized as being extremely responsive to the expressed
norms of the school. Many parents who allowed the dances initially,
once hearing that the school,banned them, enforced the ban at home.
One student who had been a stepping captain the-year before told me
the following fall.that she didn't do steps anymore because,her
mother wanted her to get into the Academic Plus,Program.

Anbther way of handling the choice was suggested by a parent
a neighboring community who stopped her daughter from doing steps,
which were nastf, and taught her, traditional African, folk dances
i,nstetd (Schieffelin, persorial cbmmunication). These dance genres
carry with' them a hierarchY of statuses, and are seen as statements
of alignment with social class. The dances'(steps and folk dances)
themselves may not be structurally very different but the messages
they convey about sOcial and economic class are vastly different:-
The Fruit of Afrtca's School for Understanding,,mentioned in the
Festival above, s in the center of a much poorer neighborhood
than that of the Study.site, which, may account fe some of the
difference in resbohse. The'school known for its hrts'program used
steps as an aesthetic educational resource. Though the "arts school"
community is similar to, if not'higher and more middle class socio-
economically than the study site community, the tone of back-to-
basics and propriety/ is strongly nfluential in the latter. All these
comMunities are Black and all three regarded the dances differently
nasty, Black culture, ,acsthetic.peer culture. -Only thelast two
saw it as an educatioAl resource.

.

Literary genres a well as dance genres convey different social
and-economic alighnmenf,

. 5 2



Consider the next two rhymes:

My name isDawn - yeah.:

And, .1)-m-A Scorpio - yeab!,,

v''"-hild I can do it - yeah!

Ain't nothing to it - W000h!

I am Rose my eyes are blue
I am Rose and.who are you

. I am Rose and whem I sing
I am Ros16' like anything!. ,

6oth verses are similar in ifiany ways, in particular they are four
line statements by females,.(,-L.I'aring pride and accomplishment in
dance, song and in being. The first is a step, part of children's

. folklore."The- second is a verse by Gertrude Stein. The second belongs
to a genre of verse'asSociated witb a different status (though certainly
Stein has not wanted for harsh criticism, she is a recognized. member
of the art elite). The'following descriptions of Stein's general
work might be appropriate for capturing Ihe literary style of many of
the step lyrics, though no such descriptions were offered in the study
site.

She was an empiricist, who f)referred to write.about
observable realities.and personally familiar sdbjects
...declarative and descriptive rather than symbolic
and allusive.

-

Rer dictiomis mundane; though her sentence
structure is not, for it was her particular
achievement to build a complex style out of
purposely limited vocabulary.... An early
device.....is the shifting of syntax, so that
parts of a sentenCe,appear in unuSual places.
Adverbs that customarily come before a verb,
now follow it, and what might normally be the
object of a sentence either becomes it subject
or precedes it. These shifts not only repudiate
the conventions of syntactical causality, but
they also introduce dimensions of subtlety
and accuracy. ...some parts of speech are
omitted, while others are duplicated; and
nouns, say, are used in ways that obscure
their traditional functions within the structure
of a sentence.
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4:40

-Stein's "notorious device" -- the use of
linguistic repetition. Xo be.precise, she
repeats ceytain key words or phrases. w:ithin

otheNise different cladses and sentences1
so that elien though the repetitionsare never

exact, thit repeated taterial comet to dominate
'the entire paragraph,or section...: ...it
would be wise (for the reader) to linger, or
even tO read the passne aloud, because what
makes Stein's repetitions so interesting is
precisely tlie varying i'elationships that the
repeated elements'have to deir surrounding
frames. As phrases are,rarely repeated"

exactly; what initially seems identical is,
upon closer inspection., seen to be quite
varidus, fbr one,theme of Stein's repetitions
(an 6ear-repetitions) is the,endless differences
amid recurring sameness.. (Richard Kos.teldnetz,.
The Yale*Gertrude Stetn, 1980.)

A followinlversion of "Mississippi" reflects many of ,the literary
characteristics detailed above. It is interesting too that the theme
is one that centers on brand pame jeans - just about as. mainstream
White middle class as you can get. One only hat to watch a few.TV

' ads for jeans to know thWsexuality and the Lolita syndrome (e.g.,
Brook Sheilds) are a central focus of American Mtiddle-class society.

Hey, Dede, yo

Spell Mississippi, spell Mississippi, right now
You take My hands-up high
You take my feet down low )

I cross my legs with that jigalow -

If you don't like that
Throw it in the trash
And then I'm bustin out
With that Jordache
Look in the tky
With that Calyin Klien
I'm gonna lay in the.dirt
With that Sergi ert (Sergio Valente)
I"m gohna bust a balloon
With that Sassoon'

Gonna be ready
With that Teddy
I'm gonna be on the raii
With that Vandeybail

$. With the is-M is-I
0

cy
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Crooked letter, crooked letter I
Hump back, jump back I

The performance of "MissiSsippi" can be examined as an "instruc-
tional routine". In many ways the routine sounds like what one might
expect in a school classroom. Directions are'called,to an individual _

to spell a word Mississippi, a difficult word to spell at that. Yet
there are several aspects of the instruction that 'seem co break with
expected norms'of speech and politeness and with predictable co-
occbrrence rules of classrooms.

FirSt nstead of a single teacher's voice',- the-entire grbup 9f
. steppers chant the request in loud 'chorus. This*is the rever§e of .

the stereotypic model,oran individual teacher request folloWed by an
entire class's choral response. The request itself has marked
characteristics that counter-expectations of what a classroom teacher
wou'Vsay."

Hey, (Wendy). Spell MisSissippi.
Spell MissisSippi, right now!

request sounds more like a challenge or a.dare. Consider some of
the lipgilistic markers that rim counter to expectations of co-occurrence
rules. The use of the word "hey" fs informal, usual1y.considered

'inappropriate for school, and has a slightly threatening quality
:as if one is. being "called out" rather than "called on." Further,
there is an.impatient tone to the demand as.a result sif the quick
repetition "Spell Mississippi" an'd the conclusion ."right now." It has
been pointed out that:teachers tend tO use politeness forms frequently
to modify the'power and control they have. These forms soften acts of
instruction that 'might be interpreted as face-threatening to students
(see Cazden 1970). The,teacher request'in "Mississippi" seems to do ,

exactly the opposite. Politeness forms are absent and the face-
threatening nature'is intensified even thodgh tbe tone is an angry ones.

The stepper who is called on to perform the *fling task usually
'utters a quick phrase like "gimme room" or "no sweat" as she jumps .

_forward out of the line-to begin her routine. ,These utterances indicate.
the stepper's willingness to take on:the dare and the stepper's
confidence that the performance is folly within the range of her
competencies. Thus the instructional routine sets up an aggressive and
suspicious teacher cbriimand'and'a student steppgr who takes on the
challenge with a sexual sWagger_and obvious'confidence about her spelling
prowess.

. A spelling exercfse, ordinarily practiced in the classroolp is trans-
formed through linguittic play and dance with a marked shift in ownership.

4
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By reframing the instructiOnal,exchange the literacy-related behaviors
are recontextualized - taken from the school's mode of literacy
instruction and made a part of the children's own world. Interpretive
frames are,created that signal to onlookers that this particular
performance of literacy-related behaviors does not belong to or count
for school.

The synhopation of this spelling leSson allows children, as
subordinates, to mock schoOl instruction. In much the same way skits
and jokes can present concrete formulations of,an abstract culturAl
symbo), the images conveyed in the "Mississippi" performance can be
seen as containing interpretations Of the children's symbolic construc-
tions of their own social Portraits of the dynamics of schooling,

Thus the message conveyed by these students through the performance
of "Mississippi" can seem quite a poignant one. It is not merely
defiant. It is not merely,Black. It can.easily be seen as face-saving,
a way of maintaining dignity through collective autonomy when confronted
with the school's undermining doubt in their ability. At the end of
"Mississippi" the entire grouP does*the spelling performance in a

.strking flourish, declaring for all to see, their excellence as literate
spellers, dancers and as kids.

The two behavioral events, StYlized sulking and "doin' steps",
provide "windoWs" through which we can look at underlying cultural
themes. Both communicative events detail concrete and specific
aspects of behavior that can be analyzed as to their Watedness to,
attitude. Both events were seen as part of Black communicative style
and both werZ interpreted as conveying "bad attitudes." (One could ,

easily include speaking Black vernacular as communicating the samd
sort of message.)

Summary

AcceSs to contexts where opportunity for literacy acquisition is
maximized seems t6 be determined hy appropriate dislays of attitude.
Portrayals of attitude in this context are declarationi (conScious
or unconscious) of alignment that.willinevitably determine whether or
not access to literacy will be possible.

It is no surprise that students who are viewed as having good
attitOdes are als6 viewed as being good kids. The.label becomes a
part of the constitution and indicative of worth. Yet when we examine
'the behaviors subsumed under the label "attitude," we discover they
Consist largely of,a set of linguistic, paralinguistic and kinesic
communicative adornmentswhich are associated with a particular ethnic
style, and/or socio-economic,class, rather than a set of character
traits reflective of the natOre of individuals.



The study demonstrated some ways in lahich a group of urban Black
intermediate grade (4-6) elementary school students were allowed
airferential access to literacy based on social interactions which
communicated their alignment with the prevailing ethos of the school.
Though teachers believed themselves to be making their selections of
students based on the capacity for handling certain learning and
literacy skills, analysiS of the data shaw that they were, in,fact,

' using a very different and uncOnscjous set gf social criteria to
form their evaluations. Although all the children observed over
the three year period displayed extensive-literacy and language skills
in peer and non-school contexts, only somewere admitted to the special
academic programs and higher track classes which maximized opportunities,
for literacy success. Despite the presence and demonstration of
literacy competence, many of these children were not even seen as
possessing such skills due to the fact that peHoemances of tbeir
competencies were contextualized and embedded in attitudinal displays
that were considered inappropriate. Thus, the.underlying process
involved, seems not to be the acquisition,of 'literacy - implying a
growing,set,of reading and writing skills. It appears instead.to be
an exchange of appropriate attidues for what can more accurately be
described as an admission to literacy, a gate-keeping enterprise.

The prededing section was concerned with identifying the domain
of the concept of "attitude" in the particular community being studied.
The focus on attitude was stimulated by the significance it held for
the participants in the setting. Attitude was the key element for
student success in the school. It was the identifyin ingredient for
stratifying classes and tracking students. The "success" track in'
this particular school was an Acedemics Plus Program. A "good attitude"
was a prerequisite for admittance. When discussing the programCwith a
group of new incoming parents, the principal made it clear that if
parents made sure the kids came.with a "good attitude," the school
would do everything in its'power to assure their reading and writing
skills and their chances of getting into "better" schools (magnate
and academic schools in the city). 'This exchange was clear to all the
participants. -It was a trade of apOopriate attitudes for literacy.
Literaby is a commodity which is in the school's domain, and the
school makes decisions as,to when it will be parcelled out.

'The preceding exploration into the realm of attitude indicates
that the concept itself is abstract. It has different meanings to
different individuals and in different contexts. Yet if the exchange
was to.be understood in terms of its social significance as well as
its behavioral manifestations both attitude and literacy had to be
.understood in terms of not only the way they were talked about but also
in terms of the way they functioned.

Two key events were the "windOws" through which Underlying cultural
themes were explored. These events, stylized sulking and doin' steps,



were cbnsidered in'terms of the immediate shape of their performances,
the metaphoric nature they suggested and the social meanings they held
for the participants. The two events were selected for specific
attentio.n for several reasons. They were both prominent and contro-
versial. They were both behaviors that consciously or unconsciously
were associated with assessments of attitude. Teachers regularly
evaluate attitude, yet it was difficult to identify just what went into
those judginents. The articulated characteristics were an assorted
set of attributes which ranged from getting homework done, and having
involved parents to being respectful and lady-like. Some categorie
focus on "work habits" while others suggest a concern, with signs of
Appropriate deference and demeanor: All the categories indicate some
signals of alignment, if not allegiance, to the school, its ethos, and
its agenda.

The silent display of stylized sulking and the speech event,
"Mississippi", were seen as representative of bad or.deteriorating
attitudes and were squelched by, tracking which effectively selected'
the behavior out, in the case of sulking; and by banning and prohibiting
the behavior in school in the case of the "Mississippi" dances. As

dembnstrated by the discussion above, both behaviors were interpreted
as part of Black gestural and communicative style.

In a recent add in the New York Times, there is a picture of a
striking blonde dressed in casual elegance and posed in a relaxed and
sophisticated posture. The add, for JH Collectibles, reads:

JH. It's an attitude.

Indeed, it is an easy portrayarto read. The total composite of
stance, facial expresston, dress, as well as overt cues,of ethnic
physical origins, convey a message of alignmentswith upper class social
status. In just,this way teachers read student portrayals of attitude-
and alignment.

ExpresSive forms such as stylized sulking or steps can essentially
be viewed as metaphors for the human condition. The expressive forms
used by the students can be seen as a message of individual (in.the
case of stylized sulking) or collective (in the case of "Mississippi"),,,
autonomy in the face of authority. There seems a contrast with what/
students were capable of in terms of literacy behavior and what was

expected concerning their ability. The behaviors discussed are/both
face-saving devices*which allow for pride and ownership in circumstances
where opportunities for such prizes are scarce. The folloWng incident
might illustrate this condition.

On a recent classroom visit I observed the following interaction.
The studentt were seated doing individual written work. There was
little side chatting as they worked. The teacher was sitting near them
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grading and correcting their written stories. The teacher began to
laugh and called for the students attention by saying, "Listen to this."
She was still half laughing as she read from a student's paper, "The
,c1puds were black. The winds howled arid the bizzard was raging." Nate,
who,had written the prose was'in the bathroom and didn't get to join

'iri the laughter. The teacher and all the students chuckled. Some of
them repeatedthe amusing word, bizzard, and then chuckled again.

'When I recolunted this incident to my undergraduate class they were
horrified. It seemed to go against all the sensible teacher training
rules they werg coming to know. They said such things As, "That was
cruel." "The hoy must have been humiliated." "That behavior would
cause students to be inhibited in their writing." "Teachers should
treat students work with more resPect.". et al.

I suggested that they listen to the rest of'the story. As the
students continued to laugh along with the teacher, one'little girl,
between hearty giggles, satd, "Bizzard. Bizzard...you know what a
bIzzard is?" "No"replied her laughing friend, "What is a
bizzard?" She answered through her laughter, "A bizzarF is when it's
)aining lizzards!" Everyone was loudly laughing now as another child
commented that'he knew because he saw a picture of it in an Escher

. painting! Finally Nate returned to the room, where all his classmates
were hysterically giggling. The teacher said, "Nate, listen to this."
She read the lines again, "The clouds were black. The winds howled and./
the bizzard was raging." Nate starteeto laugh, slapped his palm
against his forehead and with a big smile and exaggerated look of pain
in,his brow said, "Aw! I forgot the L."

The situation sounded quite different as the remainder of the story
was told. This ncident took place in an elite private school with an
open classroom philosophy. The expectations of my undergraduates would
not have been so inaccurate if the incident had taken place in a

traditional classroom in the study site, however. The children in the
situation described above know they are bright. Their teachers know
they are bright. They start from a position of confidence and power.
Not only do the children have confidence in themselves, the teachers
have confidence in them and they all know jt.

Many tiMes in my observations an error'like the misspelling of
blizzard was treated very differently. When teachers are not confident
about a student's brightnesE and experience, and students also are not

--sure, a different pedogogy is employed. If a child wrote,bizzard
rather than blizzard it was likely he would be dOing worksheets on

initial consonant blends forthe next few days. It wouldn't be seell
or trusted as a careless oversight. Circumstances where literacy drop-
off rates are astoundingly high (e.g., see Labov, 1982) and studentS
'perform below the 50%-ile on standard tests with shocking predictability,
fear of failure is heavg in the air. It is the same fear that seems
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to emerge in response to symbols of Black "street behavior",

Stylized sulking is all too quickly read as potential hottility .

and violence. Stepping dances are seen regularly as statements of
actual sexual experience and,knowledge.. Blacks and Whites alike,
from parents to my colleagues at the.University, made comments speculating
about the actual sexual behavior of the girls who participated in steps.
Overt emotional displays and verbal sexual innuerido, jokes and
descriptions would typically receive very different treatment in middle-
class contexts. As with the example of bizzard above, the assumptions
made in the private school, where the students were trusted to know and
learn spelling skills, led to a passing reminder that there was a
spelling error, instead of an accusWon about a skill deficiency in
consonant blends in initial position in a vocabulary work; emotional
displays-or sexuality are met with expectations that these are natural
behavior for pre-adolescent peer culture and treated as such, rather
than seen as markers suggestive of "street kids" and bad attitudes.

Bateson (1972) has described What he calls deuterd-learning,
or learning to learn. He suggests that there are by-products of the
learning process, habits of thought which result from.the ways in
which we experience learning. jt is necessary for educators to note
these,by-Products of various learninj environments, for it is likely
that it is there that our myths for sorting and stratifying the
population are operating. The by-products of a learning environment
where misspelling blizzard is an opportunity for creativity, laughter
and group cohesion are likely to include abstract notions of power,
ownership and confidence. The by-products of leanrinn in a setting
wehere that same missspelling is responded to with worksheets on
initial blends will be quite different. From the evidence provided in
the discussion in the previous,sections concerning behavioral
manifestations of appropriate attidues, I would suggest that students
are learning not power ba submission in the latter setting.

4

/ One of the original concerns of this research was to identify
problems that teachers saw as interfering with student achievement
in literacY and language arts. "Attitude" was repeatedly offered as
a major concern, in the teaching of literacy skills. 'The research

problem was 'to find out exactly what the label "attitude" meant in
this community and how the term and concepts it encoMpassed functioned
in relation to literacy achievement. How was "attitude" communicated,
interpreted and understood were questions which guided the study.
The focus of the investigation was. on two specific social and linguistic
behaviors which functioned as windows to unerlying themes that proved
significant to the research. The ritual display of emotion which I
have termed stylized.sulking and the speech event of "loin' steps" were
performances which,were examined aS metaphors for the everyday life of
these children's social world. Through the use of these, metaphbrs it

,became apparent tht a "bid,attitude" was closely associated with a
conveyed message of Black alignment.

a
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When sharing my findings with a research colleague, Andrea
Robinsoni who Was also a resident of the study site community, she
commented on the fact that these two events appeared so prominent in
the obseriations. Agreeing with the observations, she offered a
dramatic parallel that struck her. She recalled that portrayals of..
Black slaves in American history were frequently depicted as either
sullen or dancing. The images of sulking ,and stepping youngsters
suggests to us that we might not have come very far in our own brand
of.mOdern day racism. Young students show their resistance to the
authorityin control through facial gestures and body language,
thoUgh they might go through the motions of their expected behaviors.
Steps are reminiscent of some of'the slave songs, sung almost in code,
so that slave masters would noi be able to comprehend the real content

of their messages,(e.g., songs such as "Follow the Drinking Gourd"
and others associated wittuthe Underground Railroad);

A study of attitude and literacy proved more to be a study of
alignment and socio-economic stattis. The data suggest it might be
useful to view attitude as alignment (e.g., recall the H Collectibles
example above) and ,also to view literacy as alignment (e,g., the
status of various genres like a Gertrude Stein poem and a stepping rhyme).
The key factor for success in this school community seems to be
demonstration of alignment if not allegiance to the school's ethos,'
which in fact is compatible with, if not reflective of the dominant ,

ethos of the community.

The tact that the two most prominent behavioral events which were
significant with regard to assessing attitudes were both associated
with displays of.Blackness, raises some important questions. Is the%
sthool community subtly equating a good attitude with the display of
a nonethnic mainstream demeanor?

One of the'problems that seems to have confused much of our
literature and likely blinded ys with regard to improving education
where "at risk" populatiOns are concerned is that we have gle-sed.
diverse settings and groups of people with simple and misrepresentative
terms. 'There is no homogeneous Black community: As the reaction to
stepping,dances in the above discussion indicated, the neighborhoods
only blocks apart regarded the dances with widely different postures -

from seeing them as "low class" and "nasty" to seeing them as statements
of Black pride.

Is there a trade of Blackness for success in the study site
described above? The answer is complicated. Though steps were banned
in the school and discouraged in the community and regularly in classes
and in the home an observer could hear students being reprimanded for
using non-standard vernacular, one could see,the theme of Black pride
very strongly dominant in the sChobl community.

44\
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Many of the teachers in the school had taken trips to Africa. One
couple who taught in the school and were,plso residents in the community
were Muslims who regularly visited Africa and, who had relatives there.
This couple was very active in emphasizing Black pride in.their class-
rooms and in the school. Simultaneously they,were very negative about
the stepping.dances and supportive of the ban. The couple was also
influential in the community discouraging friends and relatives from
letting their children Participate in the dancr.s.

Another teacher in the school who had also traveled in Africa
organized an African Culture Day at the school. This event proved to

lbe

qulte significant for several reasons. In,the fAll of this year,
as in the past several years, Philadelphia teachers went on strike.
This year's strike was a particularly long and bitter one. Teachers
who cross the picket lines and teach during the strike are often
ostracized for years as a result. Strike politics are potent in the
system. The teacher who organized the African Culture Day was one of
five staff members who had taught during the strike. eachers,
parents and students had many angry an0 unresolved feelings when they
returned to school in November. Their energies were turned from
hostility to joint efforts by working together for the special event.
Black and White teachers 'as well as a cadre of parents spent many
hours and toolc great pride in their 'efforts. Several families in the
community were fwm Africa (ten children in all) and they contributed
as consultants supervising hut building, cooking native dishes
and the like. Teachers focused curriculum projects on Black history
and Black pride themeS.. My own son, age 12, who had lived in Kenya
from the ages of five to seven was invited to give a presentation,
his second such at the shcool.

A special visitor to the African Culture Day event was the
ambassador from Liberia who agreed to give the main address at the
assembly. The student chorus sang out in clear and vibrant tones "to
be young, gifted and Black, thats where it's at", as the audience
smiled proudly. The ambassador's speech was biting and eloquent and
strongly empahsized Black brotherhood and strength. One story he
told in order to cautton future naiv'tY: of Blacks concerning Whites
in a theme'of mistrust met with enthusiastit applause'and supportive
comment from the parent, teacher and student audience. He told in
poetic cadence.how the White man came to his land, gave the Black
man the bible, and said let us close our eyes and pray. The Black
man todk the bible, cJbsed his eyes and prayed and said "Amen". When
the Black man opened his eyes, the ambassador said, "We had the bible
and they had the land." The audience translated well the lesson in
their own cdntext.

These examples are offered,in order to demonstrate that indeed.
the school and the community are not attempting to squelch Blackness
o pride in being Black. The examples indicate.that fo the contrary

62
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,

Black pride and Black history are prominent themes in the school and
community. The examples of sulking and stepping.seem more to be
associated with a certatn class of Black communicative repertoire
that has typically been a marker for failure in our society. Like
non-standard vernacular, these behaviors will tend to close rather than
open doors for Black children who are trying to be successful in
our society. No matter how legitimate a linguistic or behavioral
analysis of such behavior is, the key factor of-legitimacy is how .

these behavibrs are interpreted in 'the social world in which they are
performed. For these children, most of their parents and teachers
agree - the cost is too high.

THEMES AND ISSUES Th OUT-OF:SCHOOL

LITERACY STUDIES

The remaining discussion will focus on themes and issues related
.

to the study of literacy out-of-sthool. The issues will be organized
around methodological, theoretical and practical concerns. ManY of
the themes raised in he first section of this report will be directly
and indirectly addressed.

Methodological Issues

1. Ethics and Racism in Literacy Home Study

There is a.'serious problem that Any naturalistic research, concerned
with studying the privacy domains of hOnlainstream, minority and lower
socio-economic families, must deal with% 'The responsibilities are
great and the dangers are numerous. First, we-tend to find what we
are looking for, and that fact seems to reinforce stereotypes and feed
an already enormous stock pile of misconceptions about what it's like
to be poor and underprivileged in ours or any other culture. Anthropo-
logical studies of the culture of poverty have often been criticized
on these grounds..

Those who are studying the underclass,are.not underclass themselves.
Further.they arein positions of power and privilege which,they are
often not even themselves conscious of, makirg empathetic observations
and interpretations a challenge from the Start. Some, who have
themselves lived similar lives but left for more middle class identiy
and lifestyles, have returned to ghetto life to do research. Their
problems are not reduced, however, but are colored with their own
struggles and reconstructed reminiscences. Take for example the,fine
work done by Lillian Rubin, World's of Pain. ben her title conveys
a projected portrdit of the "pain" of a working class existence in
America. Many who are emersed in that life would not characterize it
as painful, however. Notably missing in her treatment of key themes
is humor, a recurring and prominent element of family interactions
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which I as a researcher, friend and family member in lower income
households have been aware of. Rubin's more somber portrayal raises

questions of bias in her perspective.

In addition tO the limitations researchers bring to a home
setting (see Smith, this report for further discussion), there.are
serious concerns and reseryations from the other side. Many families
do not.want to be observed, especially if they are being chosen as
examples of how the system is failing - and they are being.depicted
as failures within it. No matter whether a family is defined as
"literate" or not, few would not realize that they were being.studied
because they were poor or had "at risk" kids. This condition.is
intensified by the fact that Black families and Black children have
all 'too often been portrayed negatively in research as well as
literature and the media, and there is widespread consensus that this
should be ended. Recent sentiments expressed by Harry Wolcott and
Ray McDermott at the Ethnography in Education Forum at the University
of Pennsylvania (1982) suggest that.research in education has concen-
trated too heavily on school failure. The combination of focus.on
failure and on Black children has proved unproductive on many counts.

My own experiences in conducting this research were reflective
of these concerns. Firit I was cautioned about doing home observations . .

with low income Black families and their children. As a White re-
searcher the very' structure of the relationship was extremely sensitive.
I was told repeatedly by Black friends and colleagues, who were on
the staff at the study site school, that "we don't trust White
people" and that White researchers should. "stop studying Black

children." The study of White children or,at least comparative
studies were suggested as alternatives. I was discouraged from home
study, in the study site not only out of concern and protective response
for the Black children in the community, but also out of fear about
my own safety and well being.. Several of the Black teachers, realizing
that it was my job to conduct the research, though not supportive of
the idea, being loyal and committed to our friendship; offered to
accompany me On all visits to the community, acting asliaison, body-
*guard and the like. There was regularly expressed concern for my
safety. This was not only due to my outsider staius but an extension
of the fear that permeates a community where street crimd is frequent
and predictable. Jeachers make use of police guards at all after
school functions. Mothers anoLchildren do not go outside after dark.
There was constant concern abda staff vehicles being broken ilto or
stolen, and I was regularly scolded for not locking up my car on the

street.

But beiond fear of institutional intrusion and personal Safety,
there was a deeper concern about the potential for one more damaging
sto'ry about Black faMilies and the crime of Poverty. I was urged to

avoid studying failing children.and portraying negative family

I.
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scenes. "We have a lot of good children and caring famil-ies" one
teacher poignantly reminded me, and gaVe me several hames.

I was ntroduced to one mother in the community, not as ideal
subject for study, but "because I think you'll really like each other...,
you have a lot in common." ID was true on both counts. We were
brought together by a mutual friend who taught at the School and we
spent many hours initially talking about our personal philosophies
and interests. What evolved over the last year was a professional
working relationship and personal friendship. Andrea Robinson
became an active partiCipant on the research team and a collaborator
in my research. .I did not study her family. She did not study mine.
Instead we read research in the field.together and reacted to and
discussed issues that were relevant to our own stbdy. We reviewed
written reports and field notes, and questioned my findings - in
some cases Robinson doing further investigation to test the validity
of my observations or conclusions. Robinson particpated in everal
University seminar presentations of the research, generally acting as
critie and discussant. Ultimately Robinson conducted her own study
of two families in the community in order to answer questions that

were of concern to her intellectually-at well,as of concern in our
research project.

I do not %recount this relationship, or present Robinson as a
unique example. Too often the assumption that living in a low-income
community or having a low income means low expectations for intellectual
capacity or interest, career aspirations and the like. As a graduate
student and a single parent, my income and many of my own personal
circumstances.were not very diff6ent from many of the community
residents in the study site. Many parents.were not,only actively
supportive of their own' children's academic futures but were concerned
about their own intellectual development and quality of life. This .

fact is demonstrated quite clearly in Robinsnn's study family portraits,
and was a regular finding in my interactions with other families.

Too often we point to examples of a demonstrated skill competency
or successful achiever and get thrilled at the idea that in the ghetto
"this little kid is reading!" "Isn't At wonderful!" Well there is no
question that it is wonderful, there is something sad about finding it
exciting rather, than the expected norm. Many children in this community
were reading before they daMe to school. Many parents in the community,
are well read, knowledgeable and articulate. Portraits 'of Black
ghettos that have-conventionally foand wide audiences (e.g., Labov,
1972; Rosenfeld, 1971) may be accurate in some ways Lut create very
misleading stereotypes that interfere with the most basic under-
standing,of literacy in'a Black community.

One of my,undergraduates was doing an independent study research
project in a nearby school. She had read the literature dn urban
education and culture conflict. Though she did find that fear was a
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prominent theme in the lives of the children she worked with she was
constantly surprised at how bright, caring, kind to each other and to

) her, they were. ,The,ir values and her own were strikingly similar.
' Finally in a \fel bewildered moment struggling with what she had

read and anticipted, and what she was actually experiencing she
asked in mild desperation, "Perry, is this really a Black ghetto I'm
Working in?" ;the question stands as a sord testimony to our research
to date.

,

During the strike in the fall of 1981, I arranged for my
undergraduate dlass in Education, Culture and Society to accompany me
to the Alternative Strike School organized by one of the local
churches and staffed by volunteer parents and oldei church members.
They had 250 students from first to eleventh grade in attendance.
Before going to the site; several of my students had (in predictable
fishion) attributed fiteracy failure in Black urban populations to
non-caring parents and to students who had a lack of desire to be
academically successful. Both assumptions were ammended with some
embarrassment after the visit. Two'of by students spent the morning
working with high school juniors. The following excerpts from their
essays were representative of what they wrote that morning/1-

I fed) as though the Philadelphia School System
is the worst in the country. There is never
enough money to fund it. Thatrs why every year
the students must go through'the sad ordeal of a
strike. 'We the students, especially high schbol
students, are the ones:who suffer during the
strike because without the essential education,
we who wou)d like to go, won't be able.to attend
college.

I think this strike is effecting mostly the

upper classmen of the highschools. We are
college bound and without a highschool education
we will not be able to get i'nto the college we

want.

As far as the teachers they're not the ones to
blame. They were promised extra,money and no
layoffs but they didn't receive it. They do
have a right to.express their feelings if a
wrong was done to them.

4
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As an upperclassman I feel as though I'm being
evicted from an education and I do need and
want an education.

""

'Why should the students have to suffer because
the teachers and the board can't settle their
differences. This year, it's the city's fault.
You.hear Maydr Green talking about a little
$235,000,000,000 ,problem. Well, if you ask-me,
I'd say that's a pretty big problem.

I can understand where the teachers stand. After
all, you can't raise a family, pay the mortg.age
and keep a car without money. The Board's got
to understand that you don't get something for
nothing:,

So now, Green's talking about cutting.the first
semester altogether. Noy the students are being
put under pressure by being given more work.
This just isn't fair. I mean'I want my full year
of education the way it should pe given.

...I think I've Made my point very clear and my
message is'obvious: I want to go to school:::

Several of my students vdlunteered to tutor juniors who were preparing .

for their SATs after this experience. The tragedy is that these
highschool students'aspirations and abilities were a total surprise to
my Penn undergraduates.

It should npt be surprising that many Blacks respond with.serious
mistrust when home studies are suggested. If the research community
continues to reinforce and perpetuate already pervasive racial and
ethnic stereotypes, what good will they be in ameliorating the economic
and educational problems that already overwhelm urban ghettos? It.is,
in fact, hard to puetogether many facts I uncovered in my research
with existing portrayals of Black America. Consider the following
example of such a conflict.

The discussion here is mainly "concerned with urban life and
education. However, many of the residents in the community are from
the rural South, particularly the Carolinas. Many of the Black
teachers in the school who do not live in the neighborhood but in more
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affluent suburbs and middle-class,interracial communities are also
Southerners. When talking about North Carolina, teachbrs and children
will refer.to "goin home for the summer" to visit grandparents and
aunts and'uncles. Mans .of the teachers who are from the South come, .

from families who have seen it as their priniary goal 1 educate their
children. Families of six to ten siblings who all Went to 6ollege (helping
each other financially) are now teachers, doctors and lawyers, and are ,

a frequeht occurrence in these teacher bIographies. Yet to ldok at
accounts'in, the literature (e.g., Heath, 19 ; Ward, 19 ) the documented
studies ofrBlacks:in 'the Sbuth focils on non-achievers in literacy
domains,

It is also of interest to note the somehwat aggressive tone
that is used by those writing how-.to-do it books in ethnography
in our own culture. "Getting ih" is the way dnthropologists have
tended to discuss gaining access to'privacy'domains. -Tonsider all
the reasons. why that might bg offensive ,to any community and especially
a Black community. It might be a better technique to cbnsider learning
to wait to be invited and ta respect those who never let you -lint

2. Transforming Literacy Artifacts

In recent years there has been a strong interest in the research
community to explore thesocial meaning of literacy, its functions
and uses In the real.world. Following the lead of scholars in the
field of anthropology and sociolinguistics (e.g., Szwed, 1982; Hee %,

1982) studies such as this one set out to discover what actual
literacy behavior and literacy events would look like. Unfortunately
one of the labels the anthropoTogical roots of this strain of
research brought with it was that of the literacy artifact. Images
of material and static things come to mind too quickly. When
archeologists examine artifacts they are the durable hardware.that
survived through time. By labelling and listing artifacts.associated
with literacy foundin home environments we forget too often that it
is only in the artifact'S'meaning to the participants in the setting
that they are at all relevant to the study of the culture of literacy

(see Stirith, Ibis-report, for full discussion of the concept of the
culture of literacy).

Consider the.following egamples which characterize the quick
and meaningful transformations of artifact of literacy. The example
will follow a set of literacy artifacts over the space of only a

few minutes in time (see work by Scribner and Jacob who are sensitive
to changing meanings of artifacts in context, 1981).

Set A: The teacher has given an aSsignment in
language ants glass. Students filled in the
blanks on a dftto sheet of practice drill on
verbs and adverbs. The artifacts are a set of
thirty papers which demonstrate formal learning
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and skill performance in language arts. The
artifacts document who kneW right and wrong
answers .concerning the skill. The artifacts
stratify die class into who knows and who
doesn't.

Transformation: The:teacher collects the
papers. Once turnedLin the teacher announces
that they will review and check answers together
dnd each student will-mark another's student's
paper. Nancy is selected to distribute the
papers frbm among several volOnteers.

Set B: Nancy searches through the papers.
-Finds her best friend's'and puts it at the
bottom in order to save it for herself. She
then responds to the girls' requests for
friends, and boys they like papers, (By

asking for a boy's paper they can announce a
crUsh, or feed one by touching AIS paperj
BoyS take papers.that are remaining. Getting
Jeff's paper.Mathew throws it down yelling
"I'll get germs. Tile set of literacy artifacts
is no longer the record of skill measurement
it was to the teaCher or will be in 'a few hours
to a parent at home: The artifacts have quite
a different meaning - they are alignment symbols
'for peer social organization. The name on
the paper.and the fact thaf it was that indi-
vidual's product -is important, not 'the number
.of right and wrong answers. (The incident
is taken from observations'by Karen Klemish,,,

1982.)

The very sameset of artifacts are transformed in function,
use .and meaning in seconds as they pass from the teacher's hands to

. Nancy's. In doing observations and descriptions of literacy environ-
ments (books and magazines in the livingroom, etc.) it is all too
easy'to forget that interaction with the artifact in use with individuals
in various contexts is Where their meaning is found ather than wmere
description of the material itself. One of the Drake boys who says
he is not a reader likes to buy and own his own boas. When the books
ere noted, their meaning is found in his view If why he has them, "I
like collecting books. I don't read it that much, but I like collecting

, them.... So if I would...do want to read them, I could read them and
plus I just have them to have them." (See Robinson, thfs report.)
Iven as time passes in hisS room the meaning of the books,he.owns
changes from situation to. situation.
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The pre(.ent study was extremely sensitive to both issues
discussed in this section. They are both raised as methodological
rimitations which were struggled with but by no means totally
overcome in the study.

Theoretical Issues

The ethnographic study of out-of-school literacy skillsand
practices can produce answers to the questions we have raised
initially producing new knowlege. Even more interesting, the
findings can restructure the knowledge base froelwhich vantage point
we posed the initial set of questions, thus suggesting altogether new
ways.of looking at the problem. In this section several fipdings
Which inform existing misconceptions in the literature and thus
generate implications for practice will be considered.

1. Genre: Narrative vs. Expository Text Comprehension

There is a widely accepted assumption in the literature in
literary criticism and in the literature on reading comprehension
that narrative prose is simpler to read and to write than expository
prose. Very basically speaking narrative usually refers to a story
whereas exposition is descriptive and informational text. A concern
with developing flexible readers, that is, readers who can adjust
their reading performance to the demands of,various genres (e.g.,
poetry, fiction, exposition), has been a dominant theme in curriculum
development and instruction in language arts for the last decade.

In a recent report on the Kamehameha Early Education Program
(Calfee', et. al., 1981) some observations comparing comprehension of
expository and narrative text were presented. They conclude that
when presented with the tdo genres, narrative is the simpler to
comprehend.

Even first graders can comprehend stories,
but by the time they leave third grade,
they need to be able to comprehend other

kinds of texts better than they do. The
ability to handle expository text structures
comesless from everyday experience and
more from formal education. '(p. 43)

The notion that expository text.is more decontextualized suggests it
iS more cltractertstic of fo'rMul learning and associated with higher
leyel cognitive and abstract skills acquired in school contexts.

But consider some realities. First, it should 6e mentioned if
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on)y in passing, that it is very diffiCult to find pure rep'resentations
of literary genres in text. Most narratives contain a significant
amount of exposition and similarly characteristic features of narrative
are often found in expository text. In the real world of literature,
gnere lines are crossed with predictable regularity.

Further observations conducted in out-of-school context& in this
study show a very high incidence of expository text in informal use
by preschoolers on up throuOadolescende: Most often obseried as
high interest reading material for preschoolers other than story
books (i.e., narrative text) where books-about prehistoric monsters,
cars, trucks and machines, science,Aaildlife and dictionary alphabet
books. Older scfiool age children often read sports cards, magazines,
newspaper (especially sports, comics, adds, movie and TV listings),
catalogues, model directions and 'the like. It was interesting to
note that expository text was favored by boys generally. Another
interesting aspect o'f this noticeable frequency of expositr,ry text is
pointed to indirectly:in Robinsonis section of this report. Her
observations show dramatically that.readers, who declare themselves -

non-readers (that is, they s.ay they don't,read, o read very much),
read regularly; but they read almost exclusively expository prose
rather than fiction narratives.

Consider again the Calfee e*periment mentfoned above which compared
narrative and expository text comprehension. Here is an,example of
the expository text they had their subjects read:

-An amusement park is opening in town next Saturday.
There willbe a parade, fireworks and free admission
on opening'day. More than five thousand people
are expected.to attend.

Work first began on the park two years ago. At
that timetthe site was an unused field. It was
filled with weeds and trash. Although ocCasional'

_attempts had been-made to clean it,upi nothing
had worked.

Since 'then more than fifty rides, a playhouse
and a piCic ground.have been built. Many
trees and bushes have been planted.... (p. 42)

The text is a passage from the InteractiVe Reading Assessment System
(IRAS) (Calfee and Calfee, 1981). It is listed as being of yeading
leve1.4.l. 'The exposition is described as being "among the simplest
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forms" (p. 36) that is, a des,eription of an objecl with a list of
characteristics which follow. Students read thepassage aloud, were
asked to tell about what they had read (free recall), and then specifi-
cally questioned (probe questions). This text was more difficult to
recall and took longer for subjects to read aloud than a narrative
of the same reading level.

Consider the following exposition:

-

THE FIRE LEVEL (Use VISUAL AID #3)

The staircase leads upward to a stone landing.
with two pathways projecting from it, north.
'and south, The pathways and the landing,are
about l' above the surface of-what seems to
be a sea of fire. Theiflames lick upwards
to heights of 2' to 3' above the surface of 17
the sea, and breathing is.d little difficult

\due to the smoke and sulphUrous fumes. Across
the 160' diameter circularchamber is whaf
appears to be a wrought iron spiral staircase
leadind up to the ceiling 20' above, but your
vision of it is somewhat obstructed by.the
fire giant standing/before

This second example of expository text is not taken from a formal school
lesson. It is a brief and rather simple excerpt.from a game'many
boys actively play around the middle school years (grades 6-8). Some
continue through high school and into college years but most.prominent
are groups and clubs of primarily preadolescent boys who meet regularl-
to plaj Dungeons and Dragons or D&D. Thbugh some girls do play, it
is primarily an activity for boys. The game is described briefly
in Robinson's reportby one Of the Drake boys who plays regularly. In

the study site the game was not played by.gyeat numbers of boys.
Those who played, generally Were introduc,ed to the game as a result :

of exposure to it from other more middle class and racially mixed
communities: .Boxs who went to schools outside the immediate community
brought it ,back to siblings, other family members and neighborhood
friends. The_game itself requires a great deal of reading and a large

'assortment of books, manuals, guides, cyclopedias and modules are
available. The expense of these literacy materials has no doubt kept
it a more middle class indulgence: A widely held assumption by'adults
who know of the game is that it is for "gifted kids." However, none .

of the children whom I observed playing-ever suggested,that when
discussing it with me. When asked if kids who can',t read very well
can play, the answer was that it doesn't matter because "the dungeon
master helps them." The role of the dungeon master (described in more
detail bythe Drah. boy in the Robinson report) is to lead players
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through various adVentures, consulting reference books to enhance
the'game.

The excerpt from D&D is offered here to point out three ironies.
The first'is that the population who most actively play this literacy
fantasy game corresponds with the_population which has been depicted
as contributing the literacy drop-off rate: that is, intermediate
grade age males. Whether successful in classrooms in schoolor not,
these young males rush home to get their school"work done so they can
play'D&D (often much more challenging reading than their school
atsignments). Students will get to school early, organize thegiselves
at lunch.(assigning roles for bUying, etc.) so that they have:enough
free time to 'flay, and the like. D&D, though replete with skill
demands of literacy and math comparable to school assignmentS:' belongs
to peer culture and is seen as fun, and mit part of school skill

.

repertoire. In the days of back.:to-basics and fill-in-the-blank

instruction, Dungeons and Dragons represents a literacy explosion in
rich factual knowledge, vocabulary, spelling and original creativity.
It raises a serious question for edycators when a population which
performs poorly in reading in a school context enthusiastically and

a voluntarily engages in more demanding literacy texts for fun with
friends.

The seCond irony is that while most reading.and language arts
curricula break literacy skills down into discrete hierarchies of
subskills and assume learners must work through the skill sets
systematically and linearly, D&D players approach and succeed in their
literacy task demands in a much more organic and holistic manner.
'They ote what might be called the sink,or sviimi approach. They jump
into the game totally and the strokes and moves are perfected as
they float. But most important, they are not alone. Learning D&D
with friends is a perfect example of peer teaching and learning.
Reminiscent of Bygotsky's zone of proximal development (see Vygotsky,
1978; for more detailed discussion) the learners are guided through new
problem solving experiences in supportive, interattive syncrony.
One teacher asked me, "How do they know when they are doing ft .

wrong?" The question almost doesn't apply. We as educatort have so
broken down learning in Skinnerian frames needing immediate feedback,
we forget that most natural learning.even of a formal nature is c
acquired much differently. Consider learning to talk. Imagine
tryirig to correct a new speaker - each time a two-word utterance is
offered, requiring a full sentence with noun-verb-noun pattern.
For months the child will produce only two word utterances and if,
someone is attempting to force something different, only frustration

\on both sides will result'. Reer teachers seem to know this. In my
`observations of.D&D, I have never heard a commeat like, "He'll never
learn this" or "You're so slow". It's as if they iptuitively.under-
stand the philosophy of mastery learning. They alsO seem to believe
in the ability of each player. We as teachers could take lessons.
D&D pedagogy might.be effectively used in school classrooms.

4
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The final irony offered in the D&D excerpt is that it is indeed
expOsitory prOse: In fict most, if not all of the text in the D&D
literary materials is exposition - in many cases challenging exposition
at fhat. Ethnographic observations have often been called for in
'order to discover naturally Occurring patterns of behav'or which
might inform educators sg,that teaching practices migtit e more
compatible with actual dperiences in children's lives. ot too
often'have we thought of ethnography as being able to info m practice
in A very different way. Most practice and pedagogy is based on
cummulative scientific theory and knoWledge we find in the literature.
No dotibt behavior is at the core of theory, but much of our theory is
,so well established that the behavioral link is forgotten and the
theoretical assumptions are not questioned. There are few ways to keep
educational theory opened because practice tends to fix it. Evolutionary
theory is regularly rethought, revamped and-argued...but wtio would
question that expository text is harder to comprehend than narrative
text. It Is part of the tradition of literary criticism and part
the lore of dirriculUm. But the ethnographic'observations cory!uctrt-,--')
dUring this itudy demonstrateclearly that difficulty of'text
very little tci do with the established literary genreg of exposition
or narration. The children's folk categories of genre have much more
to do wIth ownership than readibility formulas or conventional
genre labels. D&D belongs to peers; it is very difficult for adults
to follow and learn, tedious to read and. remember% Kids find it fun
and exciting. Recall the expoSition in the Calfee example above and
'the D&D-example. I would be easy for a D&D player to recall -
details of a description that are part of a highly motivated game.
Genre as conventiOnal.curriculum and instruction theory uses it is
hardly useful as an explanation for reading difficulty: And

_cdrtainly if we do follow Calfee's suggestion th&tnore work on
°exposition is needed, we might profitably turn to young D&D players
to see how the pedagogy should beplanned. (A. more complete discussion
of Dungeons and Dragons,as a literacy event will be found in Gilmore

.'in B. SChieffelin (ed.), forthcoming.)

2. Discontinuity or Reciprocity

A.consisteni theme in anthropologice. studies in education has
been that of culture conflict and discontinuity. Schools 'and school
personnel represent one set of values, norms and beliefs and the
home and community represent a different and conflicting set.
Different Interactive patterns, discourse styles and the Me are
thrown together in classrooms, where'conflict and failure resultv

Implications usually take the form of recommendations for one side or
the other compromising or some forth of more sensitive mutual adaptation.

The literature on oral and literate dUltures falls neatly into
this pattern. Though analysis of the data collected-for this study

,
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suggest that the links between oral and written language in schools,

for example, is strong,'the scholarly literature in related disciplines
suggests otherwise (e.g. Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz 1982). The literature
sugges,ts that especially in minority Black communities and,generally
in the home, children operate within an oral tradition and in,schoOl,
where fora%) learning takes place, the primary channel is in a literate
tradition. Heath's (1980) position on this matter is reflective of
the bias in the present discussion:

There ft little or no validity to the time 'honored
dichotomy of "the literate tradition" and the .

"oral tradition". Cultural diversities in the
useg of writing, reading and their links to
speaking provide not a dichotony, but multiple-
faceted continua in'which oral and written .

language structures and functions intersect in a
wide variety of ways (p.2).

My own obtervitions have suggested that (1) no one I. observed surrounded
by all the varioug forms of,media and print was growing up in an.
"oral tradition"; and (2), schools primaribi teach,, practice and.test
reading and writing skills in oral ways, Though I will not argue
these points here, this second point, since it is an original view,
may require a few examples. %

,

Consider 'ithe very beginnings of reading instructibn, where

emphasizing phonics, teachers repeatedly ask students to orally produce
words that begin with the same-sand as "bat", or a word that rhymes
with "race", et. al. Comprehension js also most commonly taught or
at least quizzed (no one quite knows how to teach it) orally, Finally
cdnsider that few.repott cards are given in the lower elementary school
grades'based on numerous written tests. Progress is usually monitored
and evaluated in the-oral interactions of teachers, with their students.

This brief djgression into the debate hrrounding oral and
literate behavior is qutte central to.the dtscussion which follows.
When teachers were asked what some of their students problems tn
literady were, their ownanswers usually covered,a range of language
behaviors which included.both oral and written performance. Often
the statements were such that it was notApossible to tell. whether.

teachers'were themselvesdistinguishing the twO. For example,
teachers might say: They have trouble with syllabificatiqn, rhyming
and medial blends. All of theseard wbrd andlysis skills which are
practiced and'tested both orolly and in writing. They might say
that the students can not idefttify 'main ideas. This comprehension
skill is most frequently-practiced orally in reading *ups.. Most
reading group sessions I observed were, in fact, Round Robins, that
is, students would take turns reading orally and be corrected in

,*
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'their performance by the teacher as they went along.

The .distinction for teachers seems less to be between oral and
written modes than It is between sanctioned and non-sanctioned modes.
Just as closer examination of the oral and literate dichotomy indicates
that there is an ongoing dynamic interaction of characteristics

attributed to both traditions; soe closer examination of home and
school culture reveals interpenetrating overlapping dimensions of
reciftocity rather than two distinct arenas in conflict (see Gilmore
and Sthith, 1982,for discussion). The church in the study siite offers
an excellent example Of the fallacy of the discontinuitrexplanaticp.

\

The church is a central institutional presence thatis felt in
the community was studied. There were several churches within an
eight block neighborhood. All children I came to know'in the
community were affiliated with a church. They usually went to Sunday
Sdhool and regular services. In addition the church offered numerous
services and activities which were widely used and participated in'by
members. ,Some families church hopped (went to different churches),
went to churches outside the Immediate neighborhoodlusually.associated
with other family membert) or went to different churches (husband And
wife belonging to two different churches); but few families did not
have any affiliation with church at all. The church I was most familiar
with was typical of large churches in the community in terms of the
resources it offered and the values it represented. They offered
a pre-school day care education program which served close to fifty
children, in addition to their Sunday School and summer program. On
site they had an dxtensive library which included "just about every-
thing", for example, philosophy, drama, world literature, encyclopedias,
dictionaries, a variety of educational materials, in addition to an
extensive litdhture on religious topics.. Volunteers manned the library
in order to provide homework assistence and a regular tutoring program.
The church offeyed a special scholarship to its member's which guaranteed
that any child'who went to college would have all their books paid for.
The church alsosponsored a special drama group which was largely
comprised of teenagers. They put on plays, usually with religious or
moYal thethes. Thein reputation was excellent and their performances
were widely attended'. Spelling Bees were anOthersfeature of the
church.activities. (Some of the words from 12 to 15 year old group
included: 8pirituälity, seraphim, sepulcher, pestilence, transfigura-
tion.) Speakers contests were held where bible verses were recited,
from memory, or for the older youngsters, original compositions on
religious and'moral themes were recited. A final example Of the
church's community influence was that of the Strike*School they

organized when the Philadelphia teachers went on strike in the fall.
With parent volunteers and older church members they supervised, with
their limited resources,,250 students from first to eleventh grade
(the school systeth provided for graduating seniors).
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The examples above are offered to demonstrate the literacy
resource the church represents in the,communjty: supportive o.
schooling, helpful with homework', assisting in reinforcement of
language arts and math skills, and motivating godd performance as
well as nurturing college aspirations. Additionally the church
values are regularly articulated'and enforced. One incidentAhich
'occurred at the Strike School seems particular significant in this
regard. A visitor had come to see the schOol in operation. She -

was a representative from another church nearby that was planning to
open a school as well during the strike. I was free to show her
around and I did. We went into one class where an older church
member, in her late sixties was giving a spelling test, "Vulgar.
The dress she wore was vulgar and in poor taste. Vulgar." When we
left the room the visitor said to me, "You know that wasn't just a
.spelling lesson. She Was teaching values,.. Yes values...tht's what's
the matter with the public schools...no values...they accept any
behavior."

One has to question the assumption that the community values
are in direct conflict with the scKool's. I believe these examples
demonstrate that the school emphasis on good attitudes and the community
sentiments about decency and values are very much in synchrony. We
must look deeper for What's going wrong. If indeed the school and
'community are in agreement as they are in this community about what
they want (good attitude and successful school performance) together
they are constructing an agenda that,is not satisfying tb anyone.
Too-many children still are unsuccessful ind scores 4re still low.
Why?

'Practical Issue
"s

Ogbu (1981) has suggested that the mistrust and conflict between
school (a White instiiution) and theiflack community "reduces the-
degree to which Black parents and their-thildren accept the vaTues
of the school and the* willingness to cooperate" (p. 26). We have

'seen from the data presented here that this is not the case in the
cOmmunity discussed. Though trust is an issue, the cbmmunity and
school are quite responsive to-eacH other, not only in terms of
ethos but also in terms of curriculum. A back-to-basics and acadmic
plus skill emphasis was desired by a large number of supportive
parents. Curricula which may have at first met with support because
"white people use it" were Ultimately rejected as disorganized and
confusing (e.*g., a primary grade literature program) as a result of -

parent pressure. Families and church are.extremely.cooperative about
complying with school demandi about 'homework, even to the'extent of
rigorous daily summer asstnments being carried out. There is almost
a reciprocal collusion at work rather than a battleground of confl, ict.



One parent who had seen several of her children go through the.
school and then transfer to a special schpol for gifted-students
described the school as having a "Back-to-Basics mind set" which
emphasized skill mastery but offered no higher order cognitive
experiences. She suggested that the soMMunity liked the idea of
Academics Plus because though It had a back-to-basth nature the
connotation was they were getting the three R's and'more. ,"Getting more"
sounded, like an "honor" and carried.a "senseof.prestige." In

keeping with theetheme of getting more it is interesting that the
graduating award for perfect attendance regularly is the only award to
get a sitanding ovation.

What are students actuall getting more of? The concern-with
sub-skills takes a toll, also pointediput by another' parentto'mp.
She said her child was being taught mechanics like.spelling,

vocabulary and punctuatiod, but couldn't really express herself in
wrtting.

Much of the literature in literacy learning suggests tilat formal
learning is characterized by the ability to decontextualiZe (e.g.
see Scribner and Cole, 1975), Learners must be able to put aside
contextual givens in the mundane surroundings and formulate abstract
notions presented in Print. Much pedagogical emphasis has been on
getting a learner to move from empirical thinking to theoretical

thinking (i.e.,-see Scribner, 1977), from ihformal-to formal learning
What I suggest fs something like a backfira - there i a anger that
decontextualization can pass A productivepoint On a continuum and
become what Edelsky (1981), has termed."instructional nonsense."'

Several prominent themes Characterize the school and the
community. There is a lack of conftdenceqhat these kids will make
it, ,Any behaviors that signal the possibility of getting marked for
.failure are quickly squelched. There is.f6ar that time is being
wasted. Curricula that don't look like kids are working and learning
butpossibly playing are met with mistrust. Kids who misspell a
word are not seen as momentarily careless but as skill deficient.
Girls who do steps are suspected of being sexually too experienced.
It seems that both the kids and the adults know what the projected.
scenario for the student is.- child as potential failure. The .

condition creates a fearful climate where,trust in the child, for
. the teacher, the child, or the parent s hemr something one is
confident about. The call for meaning in learning is poignant

.

in this setting. Until it is assumed'that kids can mean, they,
will never'be allowed to. Examples from steps and IMO ghow that
Skills regulArly sought after in s.chool are widely and enthusiastically

. practiced in peer groups where pwnership empowers the learner. In

homes and classes where mittrust is a theme, lvarning is powerless
and lacking in meaning. The trust conflict is not so much between
Black and White, adult and-child; but far worse, individuals do not
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trust themselves - teacher$, parents and kids.

Teachers do not trust themselves. 'One teadher in the school
was widely known for her high I.Q. She belonged to aR elite club
whose membership requires a m4nimum of 160 I.Q. I observed her

giving a brief introductory talk.to A group of parents whose children
were admitted to the Academics Plus class for the following year. The

teacher was enthusiastically reporting that the social studies and
sCience curriculum would be considerably improved becaUse they were
going to have new text booics, enough for eireryone. There is no
argument suggested here that there is something wrong with getting
a set of social .studies text books. But the teacher, who had travelled

as a tour guide all ovei the world, was.widely read ahd acknowledged, .

by her peers.as articulate and a fine writer - not to mention her
I.Q. range:- humbly told the varents that she didn't feel confident
to teach.social.studies without the books.

\lust a teachers are afraid to let go and trust their own
knowledge, as demonstrated in the case atiove, they are similarly afraid
to let go with their students. FilJ in the blanks and convergent
answers dominate homework and the curriculum. When my own son came to

the school to gpe several slide shows on Africa the comments that .

'followed acknowledged his intelligence but focus was much more on his
demeanor: He's mature. He's like a man.. He's so confident. 'Poised.

I can make no observational comparisons with the children in the school

for equivalent situations. Though I suspect that the same behaviors
are possible in the experience of giving a slide show or talk about
something 'You know a'lot about - no such opportunity was given to any
student during my study. The activities of African Culture Day were

typical. Students played a very small role in the'event, primarily as
polite audience, coat checks and the like. Even the greetings at the

door by students giving out programs were memorized ar,1 uniform
comments. Though children regularly read aloud from.original writing
or recited poems-and the like for assemblies, in my three,year$ of
observations I rarely saw any student talk freely for more than a
few minutes in a formal learning context,.

A traditional back-tobasics sub-skill curriculum ieeds well on
the fear,and lack of confidence prevalent in the community. But-does

it get kids to be literate in the truksense. An example I he$itate

to use seems necessary at this poinilly (I am hesitant because the
example does not show a pretty instructional scene and puts a teacher

on the spot. But it captures much of the tragedy of well meaning yet
destructive pedagogy and might prove helpful for understanding the
concerns'addressed here. I urge the reader to take a'sympathetic
posture.)

.

.A teacher in One Academics Plus class was going over a list of
vocabulary words with the class.. The word they were doing next was

dismal. She asked someone to use 'dismal jn a sentence. One girl

a
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volunteered offering, "The clouds were dismal, dark and gloomy."
The teacher answered, "No. Dismal means dark and gloomy. That's like
saying repeat again. Now a good sentence for dismal would be, The
clouds are dismal today."

'Assuming the teacher iS,not stupid - which she is not - why would
she reject the student's sentence of somewhat literary prose in favor
of the rather bland and non-literary pne she herself offers. Consider
first what the teacher 'is doing. She is testing her students to see
if they know the meaning of the vocabulary words - which she likely
assUmes are new to their experience. The sentence will put the word
in context so that the student can prove they understand the meaning.
It might even be seen as cheating to use synonyms with the gew word
to disguise the fact that the word is not fully understood. Another
sub-skill rule, not to be redundant, dominates the literary sense and
poetic cadence. If the teacher believed the students could easily
understand the word dismal, she might have been able to liiten
differently to the response. This scene.is reminiscent of the
instructional mockery in performing."Mississippi." The teacher seems
to be daring the children to use the word assuming they can't. As
in "Mississippi," the students spell the word with virtuosity but it
gdes right over'the heads of an audience who really didn't hear At -
this poeteic prose isn'f heard'. Only the suspicion that it hides
ignorance registers. Seen'in this light the teacher's sentence may
have been offered more as an example of how to be honest (noi hiding
behind dictionary synonyms) than as an example of good prose and
compositton.

Formal learning has frequently been associated with the ability
to decontectualize. By getting out of the here andflow, the learner
demonstrates an ability to be more abstract. To some degree this
process requires putting aside the things.you do know and accepting
the givons.in Print. In the now classic syllogisms which were given
by Scribner and Cole (1975)to the Vai, correct answers necessitated ,

that natives discount counter information they may have had in
mundane life in order to get the correct answer. Those who didn't,
did not decontextualtze and did not succeed. In home and school
examples I observed an extreMe kind of decontextualizing-occur. If '

what one knows is-suspect from the start, and fear and lack of
confidence dominate interactions and self-cOncepts, there is often no
deck on the extreme of decontextualizing. That is, one accepts
that nothing makes sense except the teacher's manual. Notice-- i'
do not even saysthe teacher-- for even they question their own
abilities as we have seen. It is this extreme decontextualization
along with the cooperative aftitude,on the part of students, parents
and schools that undermines potential for meaning in learning taks,
and ultimately meaning and comprehension in literacy.

Heiw do parents overcome thii? One parent told me "Everything
I do is motivated by my kids." In the third grade her young son

_made no progress: a literacy drop-off candidate. She and her husband
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had him retained at their request - a.parent decision. The next year
he was making excellent progress but because of his record he nqw
was not being considered for a special academic school where his
.parents wanted'him to go. when turned down by counselor and principal
these parents went td city politicians, influential church members,
et al. to change the circumstance. They were successful. And so was
their son who proceeded to do 'excellent work at the new school. Other

' parents were described by this mother as saying things like, "If it'll
be, it'll be" where their kids school life is concerned; but parents
who say, "But things don't work that way" and have the confidence in
themselves and their children to change things,have taught us all a
lesson.

F.
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A

THE ROLE OF LITERACY IN THE ARNOLD FAMILY

INTRODUCTION

In the case study that follows, I have focused upon two girls who
live in a'low-income neigh8orhood in West Philadelphia and who attend
a nearby public school. The study is part of the ream research conduc-
ted by The Graduate School of Education on community perspectives on the
uses and functions of literacy funded dy NIE. The case study presents
observations on li,teracy activities in one home. A description,of the
geographical community in which the Arnold family lives is found in the
final report of the earlier study the Present ane builds upon. (Hymes,
1981)

The Arnolds live A a low-income, Black neighborhood. Their house
is located one half block from a commercial thoroughfare which divides a
residential area of the.city. The public school attended by the children
is located just a few blocks from the house. All of the residents of the
block where the krnold home.is located are low to lower-middle income and
many are long-time homeowners% .The Arnolds live in'the house in which lir,Arnold grew up.

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold completed high school,, Their parents did not
attend high school. Mr. Arnold flas two sisters and a brotIler; one sis-
ter attended business college to become a secretary and the brother
attended college "for a while." The nther sister completed high school,
Mrs. Arnold has two brothers who attended college briefly. Her two sis-.
.ters completed high school.

.

With.the exception of one of Mrs. Arnold's brothers, the sisters
and brothers of'both the Arnolds live within a few minutes to a one,,
hour distance by car. The Arnolds maintain regular communication wieh
relatives through'telephone and visits. Mrs. Arnold sges one sister
several dimes a week.

Mr. Arneld had recentiy been.laid off from a construction job when
I first met the family. During the time of the,Study, he worked at odd
jobs in the area of his expertisepainting', roofing, carpentry and the
like. He was, at the end of the studY, in the process of forming his
own'business for general contracting.. M ars. Arnold has Torked as a prac-
tical nurse. During the time of the study she worked part-Ltime in the
school her daughters were attcnding in a pr6gram funded.for the employ-
ment of parent-assistants.

,
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GRACE

Grace 1:s an eleven-year-old sixth grader. In school, she
is an achiever. She is at or near the top of her class Ili the
grades she makes and wins year-end awards for academics as well
as for physical education. he is polite, neat in person and
in the way she order's her belongings: school desk, papers.
She does not fall behind'in her work; she keeps good notes, is
punctual and conscientious. With most of her.classmates she
friendly but iestrainedthe latter primarily because she strivei
to maintain good behavior and shuns any kind of interaction that
might lead to verbal or physical confrontation. She is sensitive
to the fact that her good behavior and scholastics create-resent-
ment among certain students, and she handles this by maintaining
As low a profile 0 she can without compromising her class
standing. She is not aggressively or overtly competitive; she
is not a hand-raiser. She occasionally raises her hand and
always knows the answer when called upon.

Grace's good behavior in school is not a frpnt she maintains
for the teacher's benefit alone. She appears to have internalized
the value system that she has been taught at,home so that her
conduct is similar whether under the eyes of the instructor or
not. For instance, she does not pass notes, because slie believes
it is "wrong" to do so although she sees students gdtting away
with that activity every day. Also, Grace never loses sight of
her vulnerability to her peers' vengeance because of her "goodness".
She feels that certain,other students would welcome the opportunity
to discredit her. They would hot "stand up",for her as they would
for others. None of this is to suggest Grace is 'cowardly or
unable to defend herself. When no other resource presents itself,
she is able to defend herself verbally and, if necessary, physically.
She has fought on occasion and handled herself well at it; that
she knows she can fight, if pressed, assists her self-esteen and,
as she believes, aids in keeping disgruntled peers from constantly
intimidating her. Silt sees herself as being embattled but
persistent. She would prefer,to attend another school in which
other students would not be "jealous"; she believes that a school
with higher academic standards than the public school she is now
attending and with a more selective student population would
permit a more serede, more compatible environment for her.

Althou01 at home Grace is still a "good" childessentially
obedient and helpful--she is consi.derably less restrained; she
is even flamboyant--often aggressive verbally, physically restless
and openly competitive. By her pwn estimation and that of her
parents, she is also occasionally moody. Home is, the arena in
which Grace, in contrast to her younger sister, finds context for

t, .
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releasing her energies in the least restrictive mannei. She
readily assumes leadership among young relatives and friends
and can be, in her mother's estimation, overbearing in her
zeal to determine what the play activities should,be and how
they should be conducted. Her tanner of getting her way with
the other children is'as goodnatured and laced with humor as
it is persistent. yThe only meanness she displays is in a

relentless but jovial brand of teasing. Grage is most relaxed
and rambunctious at home-=that is, actually inside the house
or.just outside on tile steps or sidewalk (there is no front
yard, and she is not allowed to play in Ihe streets). 'She is
less so in playing with neighborhood children and ig most
restrained at school. Her incidents ordisobedience at home
revolve around distractedness--for'instance, becoming involved
in a TV show or in reading a book when she should be helping
her sister with homeowrk--more than ill humor or determined
willfulness.

MARIAN

Marian is 6 and in the first grade. Like her sister, she
makes highgrades. She is-self-conscious about following in her
sister's footsteps and is disparaging of,herself when she does
not perform as well,as she,thinks he sister might have ("I
can't help if Grace is smarter") but gleeful when she,outdoes

her sister--as, for instance, the semester tilat she scored in a

higher perdentileon the schoolwide achievement test than her
sister. hthough, as her sister did in earlier grades, Marian
has received teacher reports stating that she needs to build
II self-confidence", Marian is more cbmfortable with her peers
outside,the home and has not, as yet, suffered the resentment
that her sister receives from other children. Ag Marian's
mother states it, Marian is more "streetwise".. In other words,
Marian knows how to mingle with her peers in such a way as to
protect herelf. She does not come home ciying; she does not
have to recelve "beatings" as Grace did in the early grades for

. "crying a lot anq being tithid." -

LITERACY AT HOME

Grace provided memories of her own early reading training.

Interviewer: Do you remember learning how to read?

Grace: My mother taught'me
kindergarten teacher. When
I was almost ready to start
when I was about 24 months.
fast. I mean talk and walk.

how to read and my
I got to first (grade),
reading...I was talking
I learned how to read

88



Interviewer: What do you remember your mother.
doing to help ypu learn fiow to read?

Grace: She would learn me, like, twoletter words
and get get me to remember them. .And then she would
write a word and put the picture 'beside it, like
"son" and put the picture; son. "Boy"--make the bby.
And then I would get Ased to seeing the word and
knowing when I see it. ,And then when I read.them,
I knOw how to read them. But I still wasn't too
good. She would help me; and then tiihen I went to
kindergarten$ they learne'd me a little bit more, ,

and when I went to first (grade) then, I.was.ready
to,l4En how to read then..

Interviewer: Do you remember your mother readirig
to you ever when you were little'?

Grace: She'd read--q father--they would take turns
reading me bedtime stories. NOw.I read my sister
bedtime stories, and.once I read one, she wants me

xead them ail.

Months later, Grace showed me some of the books she said
she read to Marian at bOtime. Those books included Litle .

Engl.* ThatCould, LittA Red Riding Hood, The Three Bears, and
A Godd, Good Morning. Ae that time, Marian offered, in a tOne
of confidentiality, as soon as her sister left the room: "She

- doesn't read to me every' night--just some time--'Cause she be
sleepy."

Obviously Grace's "memo ies", as of
, supporied by stories told he by adults.
answer to the question, "Do you remember
writing?"

walking and zalking, 1,1ere

The following.is her
when you first started

Well, first I would try to write in cursive, but
I just scribbled then. And then I started, My
iother would do the dotted words, and I'd trace
them'and dot the words about so many time I'd get
tired of looking at them, and then I'd write them,
free hand, like my sister does. And then after
I write them freehand, she'll give me another word.
Then every once in a while, she'll ask me how to
spell them. No like my sister, she'll remember

how to write them, but she won't remember how to
say them all the time. But her name, she's good
at her name, She learned how to write her name
when she was two. She had a hard time--I didn't

89-
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like that time, learning how to write her name.
She'd get mad. All you got to say--"Say 'G'".
"Ch, o I have to again?" She got so.tired of
saying it over and over.

The most specific information about early reading at home
was offeied by Grace and by her father, whose account of reading
to Ztace at bedtime agreed with her own tell4.ng. Although I had
few occasions to talk with the father_because he was usually
working when I was there, his conversations reflected a detail-
mindedness that was characteristic also of Grace. 'Mrs. Arnold
tended to speak more in generalities and to be less talkative
than inclined to hear me out, and then to respond.

Books that were not purchased by the children's parentg in
the pre-ichool years came from relatives and friends. Once
Grace had started school, the main,sources of books were the
Weekly Reader Club as well as the public and school. librarieis,_
in addition to the above sources. Grace "put Marian's name down"
to,receiie the Weekly Reader ,bookg until Marian became old enough
to join a schota reading club herself.

Grace as "Teacher"

The girls play together at hame more than with neighborhood.
children. Much of this play takes the form"Marian's being
instructed by her older sister. In fact, Grace enjoys the role
of teacher whenever she can find opportunity., Mrs. Arnold sars,
that she sometimes has to ask Grace to "leave the children alone."
"Children" may include at various times cousins and/or friends
who become "students" for Grace, who is always the teacher. Grace
tried to teach her eleven month old cousins so say "boo", according
to Mrs: Arnold; "She told the baby to watch her lips and kept
at it until the baby got it." s. Arnold says that Grace's
insistence upon instructing youlger children is probably due to
"the way I brought Grace up,.by telling her she could, db anything
,if she tries; and now she tells everybody elie the same thing,"

In addition to bedtime, Grace reads to her sister at odd
moments after school and on weekends. Grace.also liszens to the
stories her sister makes up. 'Grace calls these tellings "stories";
Marian's conception of what a dtory is, is less certain. When
I asked if she wrote stories in her,first-grade class, she said
"Yes", and showed me pages of factual materials which she had
copiedfrom the board. I asked if she weresever permitted in
class to make up something out of her own head and write it
down, and.she said "No". ,Whenever I asked her to,tell me a story,
she would begin with a traditional dhildren's stOry; Grace and
I would encourage her to make up her own "story". "You tell me
plenty of them," Grace would say. Marian's puzzlement at that
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point indicated that she was not certairi what we were asking.
My oWn assessment is that a story to Marian is'a series of .

connected thoughts, fictional or non-fictional, that are
written somewhere or that have, beea written in some pl:ace.
"Story" is conncected with the expression in writing; she does
not see "story" as Grace and I were speaking of it--as a "made
up" or,original telling, whether oral or written. "Writing",
an the other hand, means simply making letters or performing

.

the physical exercise of it, whether letters or sentences.

Grace has odds and ends of basal readers and trade books
she and her mother have picked up at thrift shops that she uses
to assist Marian in learning to read. The books vary in reading
levels. Marian, however, prefers Grace's books to her own and
attempts to read them, /isolating words she knows and saying
them aloud, The learning activities' that take place at home,
as structured by Grace to include at vaiious imes reading,
writing and arithmegc, are often called "playing school" by
all concerned, the girls and their'parents.

Playing School

Playing-school ctivities are distinct from homework
activities although the tasks involved are essentially of,the
same nature. Playing school ma}, be a pre-planned, structured
session using. school-type materialsworkbooks, batals, records
and games--with several children, or it may be an,informal,
spur-of-the-moment engagement between the two sisters. This
actiVity can be approached with great seriousness, particularly
between the two sisters.

In the following notes, Grace and Marian are joined by a
friend and a cousin, both boys, aged nine or-so. The; have just
listened twee record, after which Grace asked factual questions:
e.g., "What.did the man say he wanted to be?" Marian was tha
only one to answer the questions correctly.

Grace: Y'all got to remember, Y all didn't listen
again

Marian: I was the.,only one listening.

Grace: Okay, Vail have to tell me the shapes.
Now sit back, sit back. Wbo can tell me what
this first shape is?

Greg:, Circle

Marian: You shouldn't have called oup,. Raise your
hand,and tellme what this shape is. Bill?

9 1



Bill: Circle.

Grace: :Who can tell me what this One rs?,

Greg: Square.
8

Grace: Mhy do you keep calling but, Greg? Marian?

.Marian: Square.

Grace: You *ain't gon get no turn,till you stop
hollering out. Don't holler out. 'Who knows what
this id? Greg? .

Greg: Circle.

Grace: lovknows what this one is?

Triangle.

Grace: Huh?

Bill: I said triangle.

Marian: I know. Rectangle.

Grace: How about this one?

Marian: I know.

Grace: Wait, Marian. If I put both of these together,
what will it be? Greg, stop being funny.

Researcher: What did'he say? 4z.

Grace: Nk goat:.

, Greg: A goat.

Grace: (With amusement) Okay, you gon' stand in the
coiner. You been hollering out. You been saying
funny stuff. What is this? Okay, Marian.

Marian: Half a circle.

. Greg: Half a circle?

Grace:., Right. ' It's a half a circle. If you put
both of them together,- you'll have a circle.
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The boy I have named Greg is a Down's Syndrome child. Grace
had selected material that enable0 each child to give a correct
'answer nt some point. The lesson above was followed by one in
u reading."

1:kw-

I.

Grace: How many of y'all like reading?

Greg: Me.

Grace: Raise your hands. You keep hollering out.

Bill: My hands are straight.

Grace: Put your hands up. Okay, we're going to do
some reading.

Greg: (Horseplay between him and Bill) Hey, boy!

Grace: That's' why I had y'all sitting apart. Okay,
just hold that (gives out workbooks). Hold that.
Don't write. p

Bill: Don't.write! We don't have a pencil.

Marian: rhaye a pencil, Bill. 4

Bill: This is easy.

Greg: This is easy.

.Grace: Y'all don't even know which one i want y'all
to do. I might want y'all to do one all the way in
the front. (Gives out pencils) Ok4, I'm going to
start with,Greg. Now I want you to look at each box,
and I want you to count hout many things'in the box
and put it on the line. Okay?

Greg: One; two.

- Grace: Don't tell me. You do it yourself. (Turns to
Bill) I want you to draw a'line from the picture... t

Bill: I know.

Grace: Bill! You do that co your teacher in school?

ZiLl: No. (Laughter)

Grace: (Laughing) .Greg, do ytour work. Write it on
the line, how many it is.

Greg: One, two.
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Grace: Well, write "2" on elle line. (To Bill) I said
from the picture to the word.

Bill: Tht's all right.

Grace: 'You drew it from the picture--I mean, from the
word to the pictiffe.

Bill: So?

Grace: You draw from the picture to the word.

Bill: So? (Laughter)

Grace: Bill, you're stubborn, boy'.

I wbuld have been more surprised by Grace's labeling of "reading"
to the above had I not observed Similar activities labeled "readine
in a fourth-grade lab for children with reading problems at the
school Grace attends. It's noteworthy that'the children did not
protest the activity as being misrepresedted. "Reading", to a

darge extent,,is making sense of the syffihols in a book, no matter
what the book fs and what the symbols are, just as "writing" is
making letters or sentences on paper. The school preseuts the
children with long hours (cumulatively speaking) of experiencing
the skills factor of literacy actiVities without reference to

context or meaning. 'The Children are reflecting this orientation
in play. It does not matter that Greg is really counting, which
is an example of Gfece's individualized lessons to give each child
success. At the end of the lesson, Grace,write a large "C" across
each child's page, which each proudly pointed ,out to the others.
The Arnold's practice of emphasizing that an activity has been
successful is evident throughout my observations of them.

.

PPlaying school" may.also be as simple an engagement as
Grace's questioning Marian about animals on the way to the zot)
("What's a pactiyderm?") based on school work that Grace knows
Marian has had.

Gathes

Commercial games of one type-or the other are played several
times a week--at times daily--by the Arnold children. Parents
less frequently join the games.but do so at least a few times .

a month. Games.include such traditional ones as Scrabble, chess,
Monopoly and checkers ds well as newer, inexpensive electronic
games based on the player's skill in remembering and reproducing
a pattern of sounds of varying pitch or a series of numbers, and
tile like.. The children alSo have commercial games that are
updated versions of traditional games. Although their father has
taught them chess rules, the children have developed,their own

k
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rules for playing the game, similar to the xules for checkers.

Board games or gameg requiring elbow rooM are*.often.played
on the living room floor,,which is covered with a large tug. The
mootis one of cheerful competitiveness: Grace teases her sister
during the course of the game and maintains a running commentary .
on her Own and her.opponeWs progress. Marian ib quieter, less
exuberant.

During a monopolSr game, Mrs. Arnold watches the girls. She
is seated on the sofa. Later, she joins in, as Marian is losing,
and'throws the dice herself for her younger daughter.

t 4-

Marian: (To her mpther) _Shall I buy again? (She
asks this several times. She,also askg, "Shall I shake'
the dice?")

Mrs. Arnold: Your turn, Marian. Get lucky.

Marian: Grace is a big spender.

GrAce: Marian puts all her money.away.

arian: I put it away so nobody,will steal it.

Grace: (Laughing) She keeps her money is safe sec,-ity.

Mariari: I keep my money wrapped in plastic. I hide

1

Grace: Marian has to go to jail.

(Mrs. 'Armild takes,the card and reads it,'then shuffles
the cards again.)

Grace: You're cheating (with good humor). Every tiMe
Marian gets bad luck, you shuffle the cards again
(laughing).

Mrs. Arnold: I want Marian to see that she can have
good luck, too. (Marian gets a good card.) See,
you can have good luck, too.

The foregoing cohversation and conduct of the game demonstrate
aspects of the relationship between the sisters and of the moper

-

towards the two oe them that can be seen as mell in the way
homework is handled:

Homework

11.

Grace does her homework without dssistance. Then she helps
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Marian. When.the homework is finished, MrstArnpl.4 lyoks at it
and signs it, a regqirement of the school tie girls attend. Mrs.
Arnold exaMines Marian's hOmework thorciughly, to see if it has
been done correctly. If not, Marian must do the work again. There
are times when Grace and Mrs. Arnold,become invplved with the
correcting of'Marian's homework, if the particular assignment has .

proven difficult. As can be seen in the notesNbelow, the doing
of homework becomes an engagement among the three that extends-
beyohd the sUperficial task. The coricentration with which Grace
aids her Sister depnds upon her mood. Mrs. Arnold blames,the
'age difference between the two for Grace'slessening patience
wit.h her sister.' In the example below, Grace and Marian have
start eut the door when,Mrs.,Arnold asks about homework.

Ail

Grace: I didn't have any, and Marian is finished,

Mrs. Arnord: Bring it here and let me see it.

Mrs. Arnold sits on the sofa. Marian sits beside her,
Grace stands over the sofa and points at Marian's
homewoik book.

Grace: That was supposed%to.be "book". Yqu wrbtp
"cook". Thdt was supposed to be "pot". THat was
'supposed to be "a". You messed it all upol

Mrs. Arnold.: See all that (errors). You've got to
work on that some more.

*(Grace takes the book and leads the way into the
'dining room.) :

Mrs. Arnold: You didn't leave enough space. You'ye
got to do it all over..

Grace-aqd Marian haven't gotten started cor'Kecting
, the igork before Mrs. Arnold-calls out:. Bring it

here. I'll erase it. (Grace and Marian encer the
room again. Mrs. Arrlold makes erasutes in the book.
Grace points and says what corrections 'shot:J.(1 be
made. MaTian sits next to her mother.) 1

Mrs. Arnold: I want it to be neat. You see, that's
. what happens when yen rush.'

Marian picks up a loose sheet of homet4ork, glances.at
it arid puts it down again. Mrs: Arnold picks up the-

, ,sheet and'poi.nts at each word. Grace stands over,
the sofa and points out Marian's errors, as befOrl.
Marinn reads a s'entence aloud, and Mrs. Arnold says:'
That'S 9

w
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Grace: I was going to write that, but /ou can only
write four sentences.

(Marian reads a sentence .oud, and Grace reads it, also.)

Grace: ,That's a good One.

ltirs. Arnold reacks a sentence and corrects' it.)

Grace: That's what I had. ,

Mrs. Arnold:. s(gives the hothework to Marian) TaA
your time and do it corrctlyt (Mrs: Arnold gives
the_bobk, in wbich the final work must be copied,4to
Grace, Grace and Marian sit ih the armchair together
in front of the TV, wAich is on. Mrs. Arnold goes
into the dining room;)

Grace: dopy this onesand that one. Don't copy that
one. dopy these two.

(Grace begins looking at TV while Marian is qopying.
The TV has,been on the whole while but snored up ,

to this point. Grace comments on the st 'y and
Marian looks up and says something about e story.
Suddenly b'oth are looking at TV. Mrs. Arnold comes '

1 in and turns off the TV.)
.

Mrs. Arnold: That's why you can't do it righte (Then
she turns to me.) They were doing hottwork
was out (earlier) with the TV on. That's why they
couldn't get it right.

As in the games, Grace's performance is more independent than
that of her sister. Her mother and sister exliect her to lead the
way but also to assume much responsibility for Marian's well-being.
In one instance, when the girls started putting away a game
called "Connect Four,' Mrs. Arnold asked them to "finish" playing.
Grace had woin five times'and become bored. Mrs. Arnold.tently.
scolded Marian for not "paying attention", and the girls were
requested to play the gathe a few more times so that Marian might
start paying attention. That day Marian continued to lose, however.

Grace has an invesvnent in pride.in relation to everything
she does in assisting her sister; what she does becomes her'own,
performance as well. In the hOmework notes above, she insistes'
that she has instructed Marian correctly and, has created appropriate
sentences Sand that Marian has mis-copied. When Mrs. Arnold makes a
correction, Grace protests'"That's what I had." She stands to
lost face, at least faithin her own. mind, when Marian is not successful
at a task on which shehas given assistance.

S.
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Much effort is expended in seeing to it that Marian is success-
ful and'that the rate'of achieving succesd is at least competitive
with that of her oldersister, given the age difference: Marian
herself becomes.acquiescent to the strategies, intended to ensure
her success. She takes it in stride when,Grace and her mother
take chatge of the homework book and come up with the sentences
andwhen her mother throws the dice and also "Cheats" by reshuffling
cards so that she can "have luck, toe."

Reading for Pleasure and Meaning

In addition to "pjaying school", games and homework, the
girls' literacy activkgles include those required by certain
tasks--e.g., the reading,of a label ot recipe in cooking. The
reading of signs or answering questions (Wh t does thati sign say?")
on a trip may be a way of "playing school". 0

For Marian, reading, as labeled and perfoined, is still
primarily skills development. Grace didlpot begin to enjoy
reading as a personalized,.pleasurable activity until she became
a fifth grader. Prior to that, she claimed, although she read
at home and although she scoted in the 90th4percentile on reading
achievement tests, to dislike. reading. It appears that untkl
Grace reached fifth grade, the reading-as-skill aspect of reading
remained too dominant for her to relate,to eading except.in
mainly'academic terms. During the time'that she claimed to
dislike reading, she wa writing short stories ast home and keeping
a diary. She seemed to have discovered a personal-relation to
writing before she Made the same jump in reading. Story, however,
was alyays an important part of her life, as it is to her sisterko
This relation to story and the habit of keeping company with
'books--in.addition to the encountering of a teacher, who encouraged
and assigned reading-for-meaning activities--were tesponsible for
Grace's consciously changed relation to reading. Grace herself
admits that the new teacher "has,us do a lot of reading, and the
others didn't." During the last summer, Grace proudly told me .

that she had read fifteen books so far that summer. Sne as
keeping a list of the titles.

There is evidence that Marian will make the leap earlier thpa
her sister. She has received the benefit.of Grace's enjoyment ot
books and has,listeneeto thestories read to her from Grace's
maturer, more'interesting books. In fact, she tries to read
those stories herself, as she tries to jump double-dutch as her
sister'does and ride a two-wheeler, and the like.

Althoughthe influence of the new teacher is deeply significant,
past experience suggests that Grace would certainly. have begun
eventually to relate to re'ading in a personal way. Reading-for-
meaning activities are a:tart of her experience with her parents.
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por example, on a zoo trip Mrs. Arnold, Grace and Marian first
speculated about anitals whose identities they.were not certain

..about, then Mrs. Arnold and Grace read the accompanying descriptipns
and lastly simplified them for Marian. In time, such attention to
reading for information and meaning, ,thotr_h the instances may
not occur with elie frequency that a perceptive teacher would ensure,
wourd certainly have paid off in its way.

Writing

Observable writihg instances are far less fiequent than
reading. Much of the writing done by-the children relates to
homework. Praying school required' writing of,t type that mimics
school writing tasks. Sudh games as Scrabble require a tally.
Otherwise, writing is done--or referred to--by the children when
they want to underscore the officialness of an event. For example,
Grace requested that everybody in the room write down their
choices as to the winner of,e dance contest, then,asked, "How
many voted for 9" naming eadh thild in turn who had participated.
She made n9 attempt,to collect the ballots or to look at them,
and when,she announced-che winners (everybody was said to win),
she reepeatedly looked down at the "official" tally in her hands
although no true tally had been made. On another occsasion, Marian
asked me if I wanted to write down a recipe for peanut brickle
she had copied off the board in class, then plaused to wait to see
if i would begin writing. 0'-gvloukly, in,this latter incident my
actual writing down the recipe rather than just sLating that it
looked like a good one (whicl I had done) was the indi,cator to
her whether I was serioue about the peanut brickle or not.

The fourth use of writing is that related to personal
expression. Grace occasionally writes down one of Marian's stories.
Marian's own exkessive writing is drawing, which she does periodically..
Gracesdraws to illustrate stories thtat she writes and has written
since she became abla to handle the ekill. The drawings that the .
girls make are their own versions of pictures they have chosen tb
copy from magazines and books. In addition to her st9ries, which
have ae'their subject matter pets and playmates and family
situations, Grace keeps'a diary which she considers to be private.
Her mother, however, unknown to Grace, reads the diary to keep
track of what her daughter is thinking about and doing.

In the following notes; rs. Arnold responds to a drawing ih
watercolors.made by Marian:

Marian drew a picture of a,boat, with her own choice
of,watercolors, then showed the picture to her mother.

4

Mrs. Arnold: That's nice. But put some water under
it so you'll know it's a boat.

,
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Marian tdok the picture and paiinted water 'under it,
then brought it back.

Mrs. Arnold: Put a sun in it.

Marian shruggpd, said she didn't want a sun. Mrs.
Arnold said she should put one in: 'Mdrian took
the,picture back and painted in an orange sun, then
showed it to her moeher.

, .
II

Mrs. Arnold: Where are the (making motions of sun rays--
.spokes going out from the sun)?

Mdrian: I don,'t want any.

Mrs. Arndfd: Why not? .So it will look like*a sun.

Marj.an: The.sun is seteing.

Mrs. Arnold: Oh. (Then to me, the researcher) She
has a mind of her own.

'Marian: (bringing' the picture she had,used) I copied
from this.

Mrs. Arnold: Well, you didn't put ever4hing in it.

Marian: I didn't want to.

The instrusion is an extension of }1r8. Arnold's 4sire to
have her daughter cf-Pate as successful a pictime as possible and
to instruct the child to that end; her persistence is also probably
an offshoot of her habit--as in reading Grace's diaryof\involving
herself as fully as she can (the ends justifying the ffiehns) in

the doing&of her children so that she can offer them the tillest
extent that she can of prdtection and guidance and instruction.

The children's attitudes towards'the uses uf..writing are
more mixed than their attitudes towards reading. Therd are negatives

,attached to writing in their experience. For. example, writing
is used as punishment by some tachers ("Write 300 times..., etc.")
One instructor, according to Grace, collects the notes she catches
and, random scribblings of childnen from year to yearshe. keeps
the,same class for selibral grades--and presents Ihem later to
parents as a kind of;cumulaeive evidence of wrongdoing. ,The-same
initructor requires that the choildren maintain a daily log. As
Grace perceives it, the purpose is to have a record of one's
activities and thorughts that one may look back upon later in life.

Even this exercise; however, carries in Grace's mind, a mixed
message:



a

Grace: And she (the teacher) says if we live to'be
'ninety, we can look back at what we did on December
the 29 or something, and ehen we can see how we
wrote it, and she said she's going to give us our

grade books back, and she's going 0 let us
see some of the words W'e didn't capitalize and what'

we didn't punctuate, and we're going to say,boy,
that was dumb, and how we spelled wordh--things
like that.

a

Writing can be used for what Grace calls "dumb" reasons,
as in the case of another tacher who has made name plates for
the children's, desk's although; as Grace explains, the teacher
knows all the children's*names and all the children know one
another'as names and where they sit. Writing can be used inappro-
priately; Grace surmises that a painted mural of zoo animals,
concealing a construction site, will soon be covered with
graffiti ("This [animal) looks like .")

Although writing is certainly perceived positively, as in
the stories Grace writes and as a result of cammendations she
receives--she won a school short-storS7 contest as. well as a trip
to Washington based on an essay she had umitten about community
responsibilip--the fact is that she mentions more negatives
regarding its uses than the uses of reading.'

SCHOOL
4

Although Grace and Marian have maintained excellent grades
,and have scored well each year in the achievement tests administered
by the shool, their school experiences have not been without problems.
Grace's difficulties have been primarily with peers, to the extent
that her parents have explored alternate possibilities of schooling
for her, with no success since they cannot afford private or
parochial schOols. The scho'1 system has a few schools for
academically talented children, but those schools have long waiting
lists, and the Arneilds have no access to 'strategies that might
gain preferential status .for Grace.

As Grace sees it, certain of her schoolmates are "jealous"
of her. They want her to fail. The children who have given
Grace problems are themselves aMong the better students. Grace's
difficulties lie not in her superior, academic Oilities but her
unfailing good behavior coupled with the fact that she makes an
effort to be a good student and does not appear to be simply "winging"
it. She takes good notes, does hers homework and is attentive in
class. The others may do well but are able to mask the fact that
achievement has any importance to them, if indeed it does. As a
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consequence, they are the ones who raise their hands wildly in
class when the teachbr asks a'question whereas Grace must maintain

0deserve in order to stave off resentment. Grace's mother acknowledges
that ler_daughter's probleins are more political than' otherwise
when she says that GraCe is not "streetwise". That is, Grace does
not know how to keep oft good terms with certain of her,peers without ,

relinquishing anything of importance.

A

C.

,

Mrs. Arnold has preferred to have4her daughter in a nog-
pardchial school from one standpoint: she feels that Grace is'
sufficiently values-conscious; she is uncertain.about the benefits
of adding to that a heavily doctrindl educational eXpetience. '

In the early grades'G/ace would of.ten.come hoMe crying.
Her mother's responSe vas to spank her fOr being "timid". Grace
feels that the other children think she is "spoiled". '"Timid"

1)

becomes "spoiled",, depending on the perspective. GracJ solution
to the dilemma has been to do as well as ihe can in scho 1 while
maintaing as non-threatening a posture as possible. She wins most
of the awards ih her class, howevr, and is often dingled out for
praise by her teaChers', a condition which brings the commendation
she privately seeks as well as the ateention that in some.instances
creates problems. -

Prior to her siteer's4 entering school, Grace expres sed concer n
in an interview that,she would have to defend her sister among -.
their schoolmates. As it has happened, Mbrian has proven to have
more difficulty coping.lath teachers' demands than peer demands.
Marian wants to follqw in her sister's footsteps academically.
Her first-grade'teacher considered her to be an ideal student--
quiet and_cooperative'and responsible.. Marian has continued
thorugh second grade to feel more intimidated by the *teacher
than by peeis.

Mr. and Mrs. &old hope 9ch year that their children will
." have good teacherq--teachers who'will assist the children in

feeling at-ease in school as well as advance them academically.
They believe that it is their responsibility to get to know the
children's teachers, to,ask questions and to voice disagreements,
if called for; stated opherwise, 'their attitude is supportive
but watchful.

MRS. ARNOLD - A WORKING PHILOSOPHY
4

Mrs. Arnold believes that people must act to improve their
circumstances to the extefit that they gen. She believes that,
if people assert themselves individually and collectively, they
ean, if not completely alter their conditions, make matters more
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bearable. She responds to the immediate or close-athand
opportunity--to attend a meeting, to speak against ills, to
contribute time and energy to a cause'. During a home-school
meeting she was chairing, she advocated that parents attend a
Irleeting to represent the school's interest in atederally funded
in-school programvhich was in danger of being cut. One parent
protested that he.did not belieye parents' showing up at the
meetings would have any impact upon whether or not the program
would be cut; the decision would be made elsewhere. Mrs. Arnoles
response was that, even'if the point was Accurate, that the
decision to make the cuts, would be made regardless of parents'
attendance, it was all the more important that the school be
represented by parents because, if the funds were not all cut and
decisions had to be made as to who Would receive and Who wouldn't,
their school would stand a better chance than others because of
the interest the parents had shown. During a long and bitter
teacher!s strike, Mrs. Arnold enrolled her children,in one of
the alternative schools h4q.d in churches a1,4 volunteered. She
argued with a neighborhood pastor who had refused to host an
alternative school because they were a "bandaid"; dint to have
the alternative schools was better than to have nothing.,

She believes that the geographical community and t he school
would be better if people cared enough to do what they could to
improve conditions. She has faith in the cumulative powerlof small
actions. She wishes that her children could attend a better
school-=that is, one greater consistency ot instructional
standards and a student population that was seleot enough that
her daughters would not have to fear intimidation because'of.
their good behavior (and would not become"too grown" too fast--
,become exposed td4knowledge and ideas [regarding sex primarily]
beyond their ability'to assimilate constructively)--but knows
that.if such a transfer is not possible, she had best do what she
can to help improve the neighborhood school, that they must
attend,

S he does not have specific ambitions for her daughters. She
wants them to achieve "the best they can." Doing "the best" is
coming to grips with tihatever the immediate task that confronts
them is. For herself; she must prote4 her daughters so that
they

i

can have a chance for a future: that is, protect them
from the'possible abuses of others, inaiuding peers and teachers--
and protect them from the possitble abuses of others--whether the
obvious dangers of the urban environment (on a shopping trip,
Mrs. Arnold wept when trace was "lost" for.several minutes from
the area where she was supposed to be browsing) or tlle more subtle
dangers that attend any rdlating to others, including peers and
teachers--and protoct them from their own misdirection (the ,

reading of the diary). Mrs. Arpold believ that if she is
,
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responsible to the here and now, the future will takefcare of
itself. She gtates tbat she was not encouraged when she was
young to 1:4:glieve that'she could accomplish whatever'she

desired; fid.1 concern that her daughters have the experience°of
svccess and tealize that they,can be cucceesful is an ,61fort to
correct through her'children the errors she believes her own 4

parents made.

Mrs. Arnold's encouragement and assist ance of her daughters
. in their education can be seen in perspective of the general outlook
described above. She does not have clearly defined expectations
as to her daughters' futurp ag it would be influenced iv their
literacy/academic skills. On the other hand,..She is perceptibly
pleased' that Grace names the public high schcrol that is of all

. .

others iuthe city most selective adacemically as he one she
wants to attend.

ADAPTIVEUTEGIES

A factor of interest about the Arnolds is that they approach
many tasks with a form of control or carefulness. Much of this
carefulness is essential if they are to survive at modest income
levels and at the same time have money for gifts and recreation.

Mrs. Arnold does her basic shopping for food once a month. OuLings
are planned so that money will be available for treats. On a
zoo trip the children bought souvenirs for their father,.who did
not accompany them thdt day; as well as for the two closest
cousins. There is no sense of deprlvation in the Arnold home;
the children are well-kept; they enjoy toys and games of a
durable sort. ChristMas presents,included games and a large doll
for Marian as well as clothes and books. Although one surmises
that in the hoaehold a little Must often go a long way, the
visitor feels no strain on that account. Children and parent's
are generous-hearted. On the outing.s I enjoyed with them, I was
treated,as a guest, with the Arnolds prepared to "treat". If

a veptute cannot be approached in such a way, with generosity
and ease, it simply is not undertaken.

The attitude of carefulness,'however, can be traced
through other aspectd of the Arnold's activitie's, in circumstances
seemingly unrelated. The effect on the observer is that of a
reserve regarding the way an activity is apprdached and carried
through. The reserve_is protective; it ensUres that a eertain
contro1 4can be maintained so that /Children and parents do not have
to experience negativism to any degree that would undermine the
enabling optimism that guides them. A by-product of this
general attitude is that seemingly insignificant aa well as
significant decisions are made with the same tone.
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In walking to the zoo, Mrs. Arnold and her
daughars follow a route that has been determined
by their fathgr beforehand although.he is not in
attendance. Along the way, Grace and her mother
agree that the route i5 the long wdy to the zoo.
They have been aware of this all'along biit persist
because this has been the agreed-updn route.

Mrs. Amon says that she no lonpr goet to'
priyate employment agerkcies in looking fora jpb
because the agencies acquire a,job that lasts only
long enough frir the agency to receive the full
amount of its fee; then the emaoyee is laid off
and has to start all over again. She says that .
people tell her, "Go back,to school," but that,
-people go back to school and still can't find
a job.

At the zoo, although a sign tells us which line
to stand in .(we have our tickets), Mrs. Arnold
has us stand in the nearest line; therishe goes over.
-to the line under the sigh and inquites before
beckoning us over. Our manner of proceding once
we are in is to determine the nearest building of
interest, t'hen to start at one end and make an
ordered examination of.the animals from one cell

, to the nex. We never ctoss from one side of a
building to the other, ypassing exhibits an'd
tben coming back to them. Although the'buildings
often haye front and back entrances; we leave
the way we have entered in order to regain
the path we have begun.

On a shopping trip, we walk severarblocks.in
order to be able to stand at,a stop where t4710,
possible buses converge, so that we can board
the one that comes first. From one direction,
two buses approach, the one in front appearing
crowded, the other clearly not so. ye board
the first rather than risk that the second will
pass us by. 'Going and returning, Mrs. Arnold
mistakenly purchases for everybody passes that
she does not need.

We begin shopping at the nearest shop to the bus
terminal and move up one side of the street
before crossing over. Merchandise in that area
is in approximately the same kice range. Mrs.
Arnold looks in the windows first, tries to
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.determine what might interes er, then goes
.directly.:Co the spot, not'bro mg on the way.
If she is -disappointed in the merchandise she
has sought, she leaves the store dilectly.

Tbe carefulness ekhibited as .a cohscious and perhaps not
always so conscious strategy must be viel./ed against'the fact that
the Arnolds have moved tWice in die last three.ydars.

METHODOLOGY:

I visited the.Arnolds over a period of seven months, et %

least once a week the first four months nd less frequently the
last three--my later visj.ts focusing on special occasidhs such
aS trips or a home-school meeting or a visit to the home of a
rlative. I had established acquaintance with the family wfiile
working with a previous 'research project:' Mrs.' Arnold agreed to
partieWte in the current study becau6e ghe felt that any
informWtton gained-that might lead eventually to an upgrading
of .ghe'academics of childreh in the public schools was welcomed.
I had explained to her that I would be looking at the reading and
wriiihg practices of her children in the home, with hopes that
I might learn something that wouldsshed light on factors that
contributed to children's performance in the classroom.

Since I recognized that it would not.be possible_for me to
be in the home,daily, initially I asked Mrs. Arnold to keep notes
on thd reading ahd wrj.ting practices df her daughters. She did
so.for three weeks. However, the task was burdensome, and I
yithdr6W the request,Thot'becdhse she was unwilling tmt becahse
the time requited was more than I felt I pould ask of her.

4

I usually had, a tape recorder with me but used it only on.

occasions that w,re "interviews"--extended conversations during
whictr4I asked questions inspired by the moment--or during'an
activity that otherwise would have included more than I could
possibly reconstrutt: e.g., 'a icing "playing school" session.
Jqrs. Arnold had &iven me verbal approval df the use of the xagnt)
recorder,whenever I saw fit, and.therefore I did not have to ask

\
%von individual occasio0s. 'I never attempted to conceal my use

of the recorder.
.

A On most:Occasions I simply took notes. The family became
atcustomed to my note pad. No one ever asked,what I was writing
although I offered the information if I fe4 it was cal,:l.ed for.
For example, at the home of Mrs. Arnold's sister, I requested
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Rermissiokto write dor a description of her living and dining
rooms, which ,pontained a no.tq)le quantity of bric a brac. She
not only gave permission ,but provided information about several
of the key objEt4including cost and dircum'stAnces of purchase.

T never brought out the pad,immediately bt gave my attention
to the occasion: erg., on a walking trip, I made notes me.nAalsly
and Tehearsedthem until a suitable time arrived,-such as a pause
to make a purohase from a street vendor,,to jot down reminders-'-.
that I would later' flesh out.

My acquaintace with bhe Arnolds lasted in all-over a period
of4roughly two years, from the point of the previous study to
-the end of the current one. Where appropriate, I have.included
information gained in the earlier study, when the younger daughter
was a preschooler and the older daughter tourth,grader, as ib
had had bearing on the currentstudy.

4
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June 1982,

NIE. rert on Literacy

-INTRObUCiION

This report on riteracy in the.lives of a'Chinese. family
from Vietnam is baseewn ethnographic field 'work in a Wes
Philadelphka community\and school. In this study literacy .has
been examined as4a social process, sometKing,that is organized by
the cultural conventions individuals bring to,the task and as
something that organizeS individuals in dearing with a,new set of
tasks. The-focus Is on V,'a 9 year old boy, and his faMily and
friends. 'One of the most important findings of this, study is that
V, like other Chinese ehildren'mho have arrived in the,United
States in the last several years, has developed a nutber
successful stratOgieS'for gettirT'g assistancewith school and
literacy "relate,d activities. Because he cannot receive assistancs
in-school-related,activities frdm his non-English,speaking
parents, his requests for assistance are primarily directed to
English speaking adults, individuals who rare outside his-family.

b- metwork. To be sure, the networks of'assistance are available to
V and other AsianS'in his situation, that df recent arrival to
the United States. HoWever, what'this means is that is liciting
assistance, 'the non-EngliSh speaking chiqd may be involved in
,developing a range of social relationships that are very,
different from those of the English speaking child Who may expect-
to receive'assistance from family members.

-,
Another important finding of this study is the extent to

which V and his older,siblings transmit,important cultural,
Material io their non-English speaking parents because of their
school-based literacy skills.. They must adt as translators and
med'ators ifn dealing with a range of forms (school.related, job

NUrela, d, medical, tax, etc) which present a vocabulary and
.

struc ral'organization that.differs from. the types of written
, .. matefials that young Engligh speakers of a comparable aqe

must deal.with.

Farthermore, the assistance given by these young children
can be seen'as a "Literacy Role Reversal" in that they must help .

.theieparents with written and spoken.English which is unlike the
typicaljda*rns of assistance in English speaking families. What
this suggests is that young children, in providing assistance
with literacy-based skills.are in fact facilitating their -

parents' 'entrance into a new soCiety and acting as socializing
agents,ya role usually resCticted to parents in English speaking
-families. It is beyond th'e scope of this report to answer the
question of why some immigrant groups a?e cpmfortable With this
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"Literacy Role Reversal" and others are not, but it is important
to raise and eventually investigate the question.

Another issue raised.in this study concerns the nature cif
the "literate environment" and its role as a prerequisite in
school-based literacy skills. There was no vidence of early
parent-child book-reading and later casual reading by school age
children and yet the children in this study used books as
resources. Another Tesource pertaining to literacy-related .
activities concerns letters/4nd this is examined as an importantgenre and information source for these families.

Finally, an important theMe throughOut thiSAethnographic
research concerns the role of the researcher as an instrument of
the research and as a resource for those being studied. It was
only by letting those, around me infoim me of what they needed to
know was I able to know what they needed ana wanted, one of the
main findings of this repoft.

. The child who is the focus of this report is a 9 year old
boy named V who came Lg this country in January 1979 with his
family from Saigon, Vretnam: V and'his family ara,Chinese and
speak Cantonese, Mandarin and Vietnamese. They live in West
Philadelphia in one side of a 3 story twin house. .The 4ouse is ,

occupied by V's parents, a brother 2 years, a,sis"ter 5 years, a
:brother 7 years (3rd grade), V (4th Trade) a brother 12 years
(5th grade), a sister 14 years (8th grade), tWo male cousins 19

.and 21 years old and a grandfather. Other members of the extended
fgmily living in Philadelphia often,visit and recent arrivals
stay with the family for varying lengths of time.

Cantonese is the language of the home. V's father speaks
some English, his mother less. His grandfather spegkS only
Cantonese and Mandarin. Others in title household speak English .

with varying degrees of fluency. V's older sister studied French
in Saigon and has several French loOoks in her room which she says
she likes to read. Most of the reading material in the home is 1.41,

Chinese:.books, magazines and newspapers, though occasionally.the
family buys an.English newspaper. The children under 12 cannot
read Chinese. V's parents and the members of the household Over
the age of 14 can all read in Chinese; V's mother has taught him
about a half a dozen Chinese characters, but he says that it is
hard to learn them while he is working on his English. The family
owns a television and on the weekends often go to Chinatown to

,...ehe Chinese movies.

When V'arrived from Saigon he started school in the 2nd
grade at one of the largest elementary schools in Philadelphia.
Located in West Philadelphia, it has a high proportion of
non,Tnative English speaking children, approximately 40%. The
majority of these nop-natOe English speakers are Asian refugees
from Vietnam, Ipaos,:tand Cambodia and 'speak a number of different
languages including Vietnamese, Laotian, Hmong, Cambodian and

.
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various dialects of Chinese.. These' refugees began to settle in
the area late 1978,and continue to arrive at this time. The rest
of the students are Black with a minority of Indian, Haitian,
Ethiopian antrWhite.

V lives about six blocks from the school and walks,in with
his sister and b;others. My initial contact,with V was in his
classroom, a non=traditional classroom with both 3rd and 4th
gradera. Like many others in his class, V has had the same
teacher for both the 3rd and 4th grade. Class.seating was mostly
by choice and V sat at a table with three other.Asian boys, one
Black boy and one White boy. However, during the course of the
classroom study the WhiEe boy and one of the Chinese boys (also
from Vietnam and V's best friend) left the school.

My first visit to the classroom was on the 4th day of school
after a prolonged teachers strike. The teacher, who uses her
first name (J) with the children, introduced me to the,class
using only my first name. She told the class that'I was
interested in children's writing and would be spenaing some.time
in the classroom ob-serving. She also told the,students that if
they had questions about their work that they could-ask me for
help.

The first activity that 1 observed was a writing time Calle&
SSW or Sust-ined Silent Writing. During this time children wrote'
in special notebooks labled SSW and were allowed to,talk quietly
as long as they got their work done: They were also.allowed to
read each other's books, ask each other for spelling help, point
out mistakes in spelling or ask for clarification when they
couldn't read a word or thought that'it didn't make sense.
tveryone participated in these activities except for the children
who went to the beginning ESL class to learn English.

After I had been in the classroom for 25 minutes, the first
child came'Up to Me to ask a question. It was V and be wanted to
know how to spell !Movie' for a story he was writing. gbus I
became interested in' who in the class asked me for help and what
they wanted to know. This would provide data on what students
needed to know in order to complete their morning work, the
nial'oxity of which was language arts, the area of my interest kor
this literacy study.

REQUESTS FOR HELP Questions of spelling were the most
frequent type of inquiry from all of the children. A number Of
the Black children often asked for help in getting started with
their writing, but requests for this type of assistance did not
come from the Asian children. V, like several of the other Asian,
children who were at a certain skill level in their reading,
Writing and oral language, asked for help, with both writing and,
reading. What these children asked which was different from the
questions from the Others concerned questions df word meanings.
They would ask what a particular word meant or refered to, and
how the referent functioned in terms of what it did in the world
(for example "What does a plow do?"). Additionally, I would be
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asked to explain such questions as "I don't understand what a
hunted.(haunted) house is," where the child has confused two
words because of mispronounciation.

, Another important area concerned the cultural or social
interpretation of graphic and written materials, like asking why
the heart shape is used at Valentine's Day. V would .often say to
me, "I just don''t get it!" (even when he could read the text),
referring to jokese riddleb and puns in his workbooks and other
language arts materials. Such tasks such as crossword puzzles and
word play would draw on common or assumed cuitural knowledge, but
with these Asian children, as with any non-native speaker, the
underlying knowledge required ta.make the text comprehensible had
`to be explained. Both the teacher and I would frequently be asked
to provide this type of assistance-and explanation to these
children. And it would be acceptable for them,to ask because they
are'not expected to know abput.what things mean being non-native

l'English speakers. V and a ndmber Orother Asian children in this
class asked a great many questions.: They'took assistance well and
would put effort inEo thinktpg ajproblem through for themselves,
and mit just`expect an answer tib,a question. Thus, through a
variety of qdestions and requests during.clabs time, V and theer
other Asian children of his language level were.able to elicit a;

greet-depal_of.informatiod that helped them complete their
assignmen'ts,and.become successful in school:.

,

'However, the strategies-uded-by,some children such as V for
'Otting heip in the clasbroom extended beyond the classroom. The
patterns ,of resource use In schoor:which involved asking adults
who didnot Share a "4ocial -or cultural'bickground for'
'explanations and assistance mere codtinuous with the strategies
used at home. Because V Could not get assistance with his school
work at home, he,had to deVelop other types of networks of
assistance and pattefts of resoiarce Ith'e in order to get the help
thany English spea4ng children canget from parents, older -;

siblings and .othe'r
. ,,

gETTING HELP'OUTSIDE OF-THE CLASSROOM ,'Xn,this classroom
childrea were given 'occasibnal homework.assignmeritS during the
week. One night V called 'me,on the",tefePhone to ask me to.tfelp
him with a'sperlinq exercisd on syllabification . rmentidned this
to his teacher the next day whi.le,in the Olassroom. She told that
he and several otHer Asian children would call her for help ahd
either she qr another adult id htr household would.try to provide
it. As V got to know me better, "he would call' for,homework
assistance, all of which could be given in'the evening Over the
telephpne. Sudb questions ranged from aSking what the VCC,''
represented on a spelling sheet (Vowel and Consonant), ditcussing
the rules for using colons and semicolons, f011oWed,by a callback
to pheck the work; tó'asking about word problems involving math,
for example, 'the relationships between.pints, quarts,And
V couldYnot ask his parents for_ herp with this:homeork. And
Awhile he has two older siblings who could have'pos5ibly helped
him, they had their, own'homewqrk and houSehold obl,igations that
kept them busy.' Neither V's parentt nor other. members ofhis

,
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household and family were a resource for V when it came to his
school work or any literacy related activities..

uring the cOurse of our friendship; V told me that he would
telephone a number of different people to ask f.or assistance with
his homework. rn additiOn, he would seek'help from English
speakers for a .variety of other literacy 'related tasks in order
to help other family members. These usually concerned .

understanding information'written in En4lish as part of a form
letter, form, or set of instructions. V called the fdllowing
individuals during the evenings: Miss M, his EOL'teacher from the
previbus year; Miss K, the Head of the ESL program; his current
classroom teacher; the.ethnographer. (There may have been othersu
OS well.) Moreover, he made use of the HomeWork Hotline, a
.telephonp service proyided by the School system for giving
students assistance with homework. However, he preferred to call
indivicluaIs that he knew, rather than use the ffomeWork Hotline.
Thus, 'the patterns of asking adults for help were not only used
within the classroom to get help, but were extended.bey.ond /with
the use of the'telephone to a set of dependable adults whb were
willing to help.'

'Ideally, going into someone's home to do ethnographic
'research should be by invitation. One of the main reasons for my .

selectibn of V ag a focus child was the fact that be consistently
invited mb to come to_his home. 19 fact, while my relationships
with the other children in the classroom were good, the only
invitations to come vi'sit at home were from the Asian children
who were fairly proficient in English. None of the White children
were interested in my visiting beCauie there was really no reason
for it. Nor was there a role. Even after several.months of being
in the classroom, when I suggested that I would like to come and
visit some of the Black children-and meet their families, ttiey
all responded in less than enthusiastic ways and became shy.
SomehOw this did not, seem like a comfortable situation for them,

-though within the context of the classroom they would share their
secrets with me and be my "best friend'. It seems that people who
come to the United States more'recently and need assistance have
a real role for the ethnographer. My own invi!tations hnd
reception bore this out, eepecially in the ways I have'been asked
to help': Being asked over and being asked to help is one way an
ethnographet can both participate and observe, and be a resource,
to thoge who do the inviting and the hosting. '

In some cases, as with V's family, the ethnographer is one
'of many English speakers who come into the households of .these
families and provide a variety of assistance and information. By
accepting the invitation on the. terms of'the host, one can see
what the host wants and needs. My initial invitation came after I
as}ced V where he lived and it turned out that he was only 3
blocks from my house. He said that since I lived so close I
should come over and visit him, He wanted oe to see his baby
brother who was learning to say 'bye-byes. V assured me that it
was alright with his parents for me to visit and we arranged for
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When I arrived, V introduced me in Chinese to his family and
told me he said I was a teacher. V asked me if I would take him
to the public library because he wadted to get a card. He said
that he had been to the main library with his sister once _byt had
not taken out any books. Once I agreed to take him, his sister
asked if r could bring the B volume of the World Book,

6-Encyclopedia home for a report she was doing on Beethoven. She
wrote the information down on a slip of'paper andgave it to V. I
offered to take it out 9n my card since there was no other way to
do it.

At the library V and I got the forms far the library cal-d. I.

suggestpd that V take out some books on my card and helped him,
select two short fiction books. We found the B encyclopedia, but
what was of the greatest interest to V' was ,the large globe of
world at the library. We spent more thama half an hour looking
at it.- V was excited about finding places he knew about. He
traced his trip from Saigon, readipg all the names of the cities.
I 'showed him the route of one,of the trips I had taken.

After we left the library we went back to V's house. His
parents were not home add he asked me to go over the library card
request form with

-him
___so,that_he could sxplain it to his father.

AfEer i explainedto hit what was requirede he asked me to fill'.
out the form and leave it for h'is father to sign. I did. (Five
months later Wdoes not have a card because the forts have not
bean returned to the library.)

On another visit V asked 'me to explain the Reading
OlymOc forms to him so that he could-,understand what was
entailed and explain it to his father.- (The Reading Olympics are-
a school wide activity in-which children read books and list
them. They tust get a "Sponsor" who agrees to.pay a certain
amount for each book the chird lists.and, presumably has read.
The money colleqed is donated to a charity. Children that have
read a certain number of books get awards from the school in the
form of ribbons. It,is an optional activity.) After I explained
it to V, he explained it to his father in Chinese. His father

0clearly did not really understand the'idea behind. it. Then V
asked me to be his sponsor. r agreed to give 10 centf for each
book. I was V's only sponsor. V filled in the forms.with the
names of 24 books all of them from his classroom library. I
don't know if V read them or not.When I tried to ask questions-
about them, he was uncomfortable and I didn't pursue it.

On other visits to V's house other individuals would ask me
for help. V's 14 year old ister often.asked me to help her With
her homework. For example, she would ask me to explain passages
from her American History text'and go over some ,of the assigned
questions'with her. Most of the work involved clarifying what the
questions asked and helping her locate the material in the text. .

Our discussions were wide ranging, from her asking why American
English sounded differedt from British,English if the Americans
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had all started out speaking British English to issues of her
vocational aspirations and choice of High School. During these
talks V and his siblings and cousins would-watch the Saturday
morning wrestling matcheq oh television orplay card games.

' Other requests for assistance included those from V's 21
year old cousin who needed clarificatioh about his 1040A income
tax forms. He had all of his papers together and the tax booklet,
but couldn't figure- out how to complete the form. After.working
on it with him for 20 minutes, I couldh't either and had-to call
my accountant for advice.

Perhaps one of the reasons it was easy for V to invite me
over and for)the family to have me in the house was that other
English speakers came over at other times. One time I was
introduced to a "friend" of V's father, an American of about 25
years of age. He was going to New York with V's father to show
him the rbute to the airport. V's grandfather was returning from
a trip to Hong Kong. I was assigned a role like the other English
speakers Who come to the house and was introduced as V's teacher.
There were the tutors fr6m the community and the University of
Pennsylvania who worked with the school age children; English
speaking friends who assisted with arrangements for medical and
dental care; and others, like this."friend" who assisted with
trips to the airport.

As a "teacher" and English speaker I was asked to help with
school-related tasks and matters having to do with reading,
writing and filling out forms. Both in V'S house,'in his
classroom, and in my own home (through the telephone) I was a
resource, and thus there was both a ROLE and a REASON for,my
relationship with the family. I was also one of many resources
and connections the family had with members of the English
speaking community. And in noting and complying.with the
reciuests, I Could learn what those requesting needed to know as
they Offered hospieality and the priviledge of coming into their
homes.

V HELPS OTHERS One of the major findings of this research
is that V and his older siblings ate asked to and give a great
deal of,assiStance to adult members of their family in
understanding both written and oral English. Por.V at least, this
extends to offe'rs of issistance to adults outside the family and
cuts acrosS a range of contexts. In this there is continuity with,
,behaviors observed at home and at school,,ahd with English .

speakers a5 well as non-English speakers. That a child is
assisting adults in literacy"related activities can be seen as
LITERACY ROLE REVERSAL. That is, ,the usual situation with a
School age child is for the child to seek and receive help from
arT adultv In these families, the child is being asked to assist
the adu4s. And in establishing helping relationships with adults
the chiO learns adifferent set of interactional and
literacy=related ski3lls than chadren who are mostly in
situations of receiving assistance.
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On One of the first days that I was observing in class, V
asked me what I was writing in my notebook% I told him that I was
'interested in the gamet that the children were doing during a
free ohoice time. He volunteered to spell the names of the games
to me and started, 'c-h-e-s-s', 'o-u-t-w-i-t', but then said that
he would make a list of them. During the choice time he wrote
down the names of the games on the shelves. When I asked him if I
could keep the list, he said,,he would copy,it over neatly and
then give it to me, I noted his interest in both ,offering to help
and in helping me With what I was,doing. I was-impressed with his
confidence in writing and presenting a list to me, and his
ability to consider what I needed. However, what I didn't realize
'at this time was that thks was part of a much largef pattern of
helping adults with literacy related tasks and that I wo0.d see
this activity repeated with his parents at home on a regular
basis. 0

While'I was in the classroom V was often interested in what
I was writing. (Several of the children would want to see what I .

was writing but would not find.my notes that interesting or worth
reading.) Sometimes during choice V would watch me write in my
notebook and would correct me if he thought I had spelled,a name
wrong. For examPle, in writing about the ESL teacher I had not
wanted to put down her full name, but chose to refer to her as
Mits K. He corrected me; pointing out that I had fbrgotten the
other letters. If I misseelled a child's name, he mould provide
the right spelling. My abbreviations were very confusing to him
and required several detailed explanatlons. 'These offers of
assistande were riot limited to me, but were part of many
interactions V had with his classroom teachers and the reading
aid'who came to the classroom. These offers of assistance were
taken well. V's manner in providing correction was more of an
indication of his interest, -rather than being Out of place or .

. inappropriate.
7 ,

On another Occasion he,pointed out my miswriting-of ESL and
said it should be E-S-O-L since it,was pronounced with the Ot He
did not know what the letters ttood for. HoWever,'it was clear
from the donsistency of his. behavior that offering assistance on
these issues was a familiar type of social interaction with an
adult.

*

Upwever, from classroom,bbservations it became'blear,tha
V's offers'of assistance were not limited to adults, but extended .

to other members of his class. He would point out spelling errors
thade hy both illack'.and Asian'efildren and these would be well
received. V was,proud of his spelling ability and would ask the
teacher if he could take the spelling tests of lower level groups .

because he wanted to see how he would do with material that he
was supposed to alrbady know. V clearly did this tor himself and
perhaps also to get a compliment from the teacher, t'ut he did not
show these eests off to his peers or even discuss it with them.

As I continued my research in the home, it became clear that
school was not'the only context in which V either offered help or

111111.1111.mmr
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was asked to help. In fact some of the most extensive assistance
was given to V'skparents, cousins and other relatives who were.7 vi

not native English speakers. I first noted this in the classroom
when V gave a note to his teacher that was written by his father.
He accompanied it with an extensive apology for the way the note
was written and for the midspelling of the word 'lunch'. V
explained'that his older sister had helped his father (the note
was to excuse V from school for a dental appointment), but his
falher had not written it correctly. V and I talked about it
later,',and he told me that he would often help his parents with
reading and filling out forms that came.from school and writing
notes in English. His sister and older brother would help with
these tasks' as well, including dealing with materials that

-

related to V's father"s employment. V would be asked.to act as a
translator in conversation with his mother's employers, the
people whose homes she was cleaning. He would accompany his
mother on different errands to help witt map reading,
instruCtions, land reading and translating a wide rapge ot'forms,
for example those used at the bank. During the time that I have
been at V's hpuse, he (and/or his older siblings) have helped'
their parents and older cousins.to figure out and ,fill in a
variety of forms that are school,related, job-related, medical
and dental forms, permission slips, and tax or financial forms.
They have had to read and translate announcements.that covered a
wide range of topics and are issued by a number of different
institutions. All of these interactions involllie a,reversal of the
expected roles of agsistance."

Thus, V add children in'his situation cannot 'rely on their
parents as resources when it cOmes co direct assistance with
sehool related-tasks4 such as homework and test preparation. Such
'assistance is also required to particpate in school trips,
special programs and special.prjects. They cannotjget help from
their kin'who themselves Oo not speak much Englisti and read or
write even less. And as flor older siblings who might have the
necessary skint., they might not have the time as in the.case of
N's family. Children like V seek help from adults outside of
their familial networks, adults that they meet at school, through
church as'sOciations, community volunteers, and.the dccasional

.

.anthropologist. They must ask for assistance ,,vAh school-related
literacy tasks, for themselveg, as well as ask for assistance op
literacy-rela-ted'tasks in order to help those around them- ThaE
is, V must develop a set'of strategies and personal networks for
getting assiStance to do his work and to get:the necessary
assistance to help older family members. The situation for the
non-na.tive EngliSh speaking child such as V'is very different
from the native Engfish speaking child,in terms of the social
reRationships that are necessary and must be.developed to obtain
assistance:

One question to come out of this research is what does it
edtail (and mean) to get assistance fitom someone who is not a
family memEser in terms of the quality of.emotional involvement
and the type of assistance given. Furthermore, for a non-native
English speaker, what does it mean to get assi.stance filom 'someone

a
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whd does not shate membership in the same sàcial group in terms
of how in*formation is drganized and presented. What types of

. strategies of elicitation does the Ch i ld develop in orders to
obtain the necessary information to complete an assignmen't qr to
elicit an explanation that is comprehensible given, what the child
already 'knows. How 'does the child develop ,and Manage social
relationships that are built on requeSting assistance so as not
to ovexburden those relationships. How does the child structure
interactions to get. information for him or herself as well as on
behalf of others( who use the chil.d,as an *intermediary orf
translator. And finally wha't types of information (lexiQal items,
special syntactic 'structures. etc. ) does ,the child have to
understand in both of .these types of exchanges (those for the
chifd and those on behalf, of others) that is different from,the

,

typical inte.ractions English speaking children have with printed .

material., Fqr ,the non-English speaking child, the social
requirEimentt for school success and the achievement of literacy
skillsx are of a different nature than the social requirements for
the English speaker. The development of these social skills must
be viewed as part of the aäqui.sition of literacy and literacy
related skills.

115
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LITERACY IN THE HOME

V's home environment is orythat pretents some challenging
data to the'current debates con erning the importance of a
literate environment in learning to be successful in school-based
Literacy related skills. In describing his home and his
experiences, including those of his other siblings, I will
explore selec.ted pat,terns of interaction that focus on
literacy-relatgd tasks and events both at home and at school.

It would be hard tb Categorize V's home as a "literate!'
environment./ In fact the vety notion causes one to focus on what
is absent, rather than-what is present. In this section I will -

try to do both as I examine-alternatives to extensive early
bookreading (being read to and mutually attending to books) and
casual'reading, both of which have been a focus in descriptions
of white middfe class parent-child interactions.

In looking around the first floor, of V's house, (the living
room, dfning room and kitchen), there is a notable absence of
books lined up in bookcases, coffee table books, and other
reading materials.. Thero might.be a folded up Chinese newspaper
and a Chfhese popular magazine, but little else designed for
reading. There is a tape deck system with a box of cassette tapes
and walls are decorated with posters of Asian'-movie stars, not
"book shelves. Located on the second floor are 'thebedrooms, and
tgain, there are klo books oR the night tables or magazines on a ,

rack. The television is on'the second floor and there is no TV
Guide. .

,

.

V anB his siblings all share rooms. V hasa room with his
older brother and in it is a bookshelf made out of an old play
refiigertor. A few books, magazines and old games axe piled on
its shelves. The pile Of old National Geographicsjwas given to V
by a neighbor who found them on the'street. V says th'at they are
too hard to read, but he sometimes looks for a piqture to cut out
when there is an assigned school. report. There ago half 4,dozen
cothic books that a te'acher at school gave him and a coUple::of
Golden Book editions of Peter Pan and Pinochio. There-is a dmall,
de§4 by the window where V does his homework. A quareer-sized
violin from school with his music books are stacked there. V says
he likes to play.the violinland enjoys,the school lessons, but
neyer practi,ces at home.

V,has a coffee can with an assortment of bottle caps which
he has been collecting: They have letters printed inside and the
collector is suppoSed to form the word CHALLENGE from these
letters and win a prize. V says he has tried to get the right
lettersiout has become co.nginded that the'company does not make
all of them which prevents him from winning.

%
V says thathe likes to,read and does read ficOon during

the daily Sustained Silent Reading time at school. HoWever,' he
does not read casually at home: This ls.not to imply that V
never uses books as a resmirce, but instead the following

0



incidents are meant .to indicete the ways in which V doe's u3e
books arid the types of books I have observed him, using, For
examiole, V and one of his friends S, (who is also Chinese from
Vietnam), enjoy paperfoldiag, making airplanes, 4ragons, boxes
and a vriety of other objects which can be quite elaborate. They'
will follow the directions out of paperfolding books, and
construct aodels based on what is given. In addition, whem
playing chess, another favorite activity of M's both aE school
with his male_classmates and at home with his older siblings, V
will consult a chess book when there are differences in
interpretation of rules. V will ,also use the dictionary when
doing his homework. At home.V will do his school work and
complete assignments, usually work sheets as required. But what I
have not observed is V or,his siblings casually reading fiction
at home or reading novels, biographies, etc. that are not
diredtly school related. Nor I have been able to elicit
information'about the casual reading'of fiction or nonfiction%

* Reading that is task related, that is orgarOzed to present
information, such as instructipn booklets, Seems to be central to
V's concerns, rather'than-readirig children's fiction or
nonfiction. 4

In pursu ing the issue of casual reading arid aault-child
,interacLons which are centered on looking at books and being
read to, it became clear that for,this family looking at books
together and being read to was not an activity. In fact,when
'asked directly if he was ever ,read to by his parens in thinese
from'any books, he looked at me in surprise'and said, "Why would
they (his parents) do that?" It is also the,case that no one
reads in English or Chinese to, V's younger siblings nor are there
special books just for them. V'S parents have never bought him a
children's bo9k. In fact all of the books and magazines he has
were given to him bi neighbors or teachers. V's parents do on
occasion read Chinese novels when the children are watching
television or playing.

It is diffictlt to know how generaliz&ble the patterns
observed in one family are. And there are conSiderable variations
of background, social class and gerieral situation for the
population that is cover-termed 'Asian Refugee.' There is
evidence.that two other Asian children who were included-in this
study were occasionally read,to at home by older siblings (iri
Enqiish).and it is worthwhile detailing that here because it
seems like those events of being read to were in some sense
'reportable'. That is,-both children either dicectly or
indirectly in their classroom writing indicated that they.had
been read to. I have no examples from the writing or oral
reporting of native English speakers that they were currently
being read to but given that they could read, the topic was never

' brought up.
,

4his was, not the case for PH, a Hmong speaker' and S, a
Chineie speaker from Vietnam, both in the 4th grade. For her,
Sustained Silent Writing (SSW) assignment, PH wrote the story of
Sriow White. This was very different from all of her previous
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writing 'which focused on personal events and stories about her
friends. The Snow White atory was lengthiet and more complex than.
Her other 'writing and.usedvocabulary that.she hid not,used
elsewhere. Since it was so different I asked her about it and
found out that someone had read the stbey to her several times
over the course of several days because she liked it so much. It
is not clear what the rerationship was between this person and PH
but it was someone who came to her house often and was Asian. She .

said she 'learned' the story and wrote it out for SSW. A few
weeks _Later she Wrote the story of Cinderella. This shared many
stylistic featuies with the Snow'White story, and was unlike all
of.her other writing..Age,w, someone had.read her the story
several times over the per:od of a number of days, and.she wrote
the story "from the way. I leerned it." (See attached writing.'
samples Al and A2);

S wrote in Nis SSW book about goinq to the library with a'
friend to borrOw a' bobk. In hls writing he described his sister
reading that book' and that he loved the dtory. He wrote that he
studied his spelling tests both in the evening and in the
morning.. Four days later he copied part of the story ftom the
book into his'SSW book. (See attached writing sampltp Bl and B2).

While V, his siblings and some of the oqier Asian children
are not involved'in' frequent or. extensive book reading sessions,
they are all frequently read 1etter5, letters,sent,by relatives
written in Chinese, telling about what is happening in their
.lives. Reading and writihg.letters are 'an important in the lives.
pf V and his family, and from a range of other evidence, in the
lives of other Asian 'refugee' chlisqen as well. V's father reads
letters from family members in Vietnam to the family, and letters
are frequently exchanged,, though V and his younger siblings do
not wtite them. V told 'me.about a tutor,he had last year who
'helped him with homework, and since moving to California she
writes to the children and they obcasionally write back to her in
English. DI V's SSW book he.wrote a story about a race car driver
who receives a letter, reads it and then goes to the race and
wins.'

S, a Chinese boyofrom Vietnam., also writes about the letters
he receives in his SSW book. In one case he reported getting a
letter from his mother and sister, who are still in ViethaM. The .

letter was read to him since he doesn't read Chinese. In his SSW
-book he reported.,the contents of the letter, thus translatingt,
from Chinese'into,English and writing out the translation at a .

4later time.(See attached writing sample C).
.

In this class child'ren heve penpals from another school with
whom they regularly, exchange letters. One of the items that is,
reported when these child'reh write about themselves is that fact
that they can speak other langua4es (Vietnamese, Chinese) and
that they like to write and do well in spelling. That is,
literacy shills often are' mentioned in self-desdription wiien
,writipg penpal letters. They are also mentioned in th'e SSW books
when these children write stories aboUt their relationships,with

4
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each. For example, in a story that V wrote about his bast friend
(,the Chinese boy who left his clWisroom) he ,Flescribes his friend
in the. following way'in the beginning of his story: "He can do
math and spelling and handwriting and write very well too." The
story continues in a narrative mode-about their joint success in .
apprehending a robber. Similarly, S wrote a story about a "magic
book" found by two boys who don't know how to.read the magic
words. They ask a man who tells them it is a magic book and they
wish that they can :read. The book says."your wish is my command."
And they.can read. They go home and tell their mother..(See
attached writing sample D). Stories share the theme of the
desirability of having certain literacy 'skills./ as in the story
writen by V about receiving and reading a letter, and winning a
car race. The theme of literacy competence does not appearsin the
stories written irt the SSW books of the English speakers in this
classroom.

Going to school is another theme that comes up in the SSW,
writing of these Asiari children'. For example PH wrote a story
about a girl who did not want to go.to SChool and went out to
play instead. When she came home her mother spanked her and she
cried. The next day she went to schooLand.her mother and father
were very happy. (See attached writing sample E).

Therie no menlion of these types of themes in the writing
of the English.speakers. But for these Asian children literacy
skills and school are topic worthy for their writing. They are
issues and concerns of these children in a way that is different
from the English speakis. What this suggests is that the writing
produced by these children refers to litera_y-related tasks and
skills and'is, a source to. b2 examined for what is can tell us
about the ways in which these children may be consiaering these
tasks and skills. These writing documents' are also.a source for
assessing the literacy and writing skills of these children as,
they'evolve during the years, a project in progress.

Certain literacy skills are frequently used by these Asian
children as part of building and Maintaiming their social
relationships with others, particularly adults: Letters were
written and cards with messages were often created and sent to
various school staffs(principal, assistant principal, and office
staff), teachers and the ethnographer. Cards were sent for
Christmas,'New Yea'rs, and Valentines day. These cards were often
elaborate arid made with school materials at home. For example,
S's card tp me on Valentines liay read'as follows»

HAPPY VALENTINE DhY
TO: BAMBI FROM. S
DEAR'BAMBI
I WISH YOU AND YOUR HUSBUN A HAPPY
VALENTINZ AND I WISH YOU HAVE A LOT OF
VALENTINE PRESENT: LME

V's card for Christmas was store bought and had a
hand-written message inside:
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DeAr:
Bambi,
I Wish ou a Merry chirstmAs And X happy New yeAr.
LoVe, ^

, .

have fun
From:
V. L -

DeceMber 24
1981 ,

The erivelope was-also addressed. Considering the range of these
children's literacy skills, their letterwriting (both the penpal
letters to, children in other schools and letters to
English-speaking adults) demonstrated a competence about form,
addreSsee-apkOp-tiateness, and message- appropriateness. One can
only speculate how.much they have learned about this genre, from,
their extensive exposure'to letters that come from their overseas
relatives and how letters are one way to exchange information and
blind. social-relationships; This invites comparison with the
experiences and competenci'es of the English speakers but at this
point in' the reseatch that comparison isspremature.

One also wonders about the continuity befween two important
genres in the lives of 'these Asian children, letters add forms
(the medical, dental, school ,etc forms that these children spend
time comprehending. and transfating for their parents). Both are
INFORMATION oriented and are designed to convey information and
td be read for specific'information. The instruction booklets
also of interest to some of these children seem to be part of a
piece in describing one aspect of literacy skills, skills that
ard built on.a pragmatic type of information. These skills are
related td those necessary in translating and conveying
Aformation from Chinese to English and back, and from 'English
(oral and written) into Chinese, another important communication
skill that these children deyelop. Their language and literacy
skills in turn link their parents and older relatives with the
English speaking world. ,

The skills that these children develop must be seed,as
contextualized in their social relationships add social life.
They are developed Within the sociocultural context of,their
families and must deal with' the sociocultural context of their
new society, the United States. One wonders how far reaching
Literacy Role Reversal is in terms of other important areas of
social life. Our usual model of socialization is that the adult
socializes the bhild and transmits important cultural knowledge
in order that the child may become a member of a particular
social group. That is of course happening for these children. But
there is an additional point to keep in mind for this immigrant
population: tne child with his or her language and literacy
skills in English transmits important cultural knowledge about
the new culture to the parents, and thus can-be seen as a
socializing agent as well. For this particular population, the
Chinese from Vietnam, this reciprocal relationship is encouraged.
in terms of assistance children may be on the GIVING as,well as
on the RECEIVING end. It seems that these particular cultural
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values are adaptive in that information is translated and
exchanged and family members can benefit from a wide range of
institutional services including education.

4
Furthermore, in order to uhderstand the observed behaviors of

any social group we have to know what literacy means for a given
peciple. We have to understand which genres are seen as
appropriate to master at different points in time, and especially
for immigrant populations we have to explore the ways in
schooling and different aspects of litera'cy are related. And, as
seen from the results of this initial rerSort, developing and
maintaining relatiOnships of assistance and devising strategiei
of resource use may be one of the key.factors for achieving
success in a number of critio41 social arenas.
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METHODOLOGY

Setting and Selection of Participants

The participants in this study are twO families whose children
attend ahortridge Eleitentary School in. West Philadelphia. Both of
the families live in the immediate school community. For this
partJ.cular study, entry an& establiehing rapport were not problems
since I had known all of the children and botli sets of parents -

. from,a previous study: CEthnographic Monitoring of Children's
Acquisition of Reading/Language Arts Skills In and Out of the
Classroom, Dell H. Hymes, Principal fnvestigator, supported by
National Iastititute of'Education)-.

When _chosen for participation, in the study alluded to above,
the children in these two fimilies were characterized by teaChers
in the school as'"typical" of thee children who attended Shortridge.
They were not seen as.pither particdlarly outstanding Or as
problems. The children and the parents were eager to participate
in the study and readily opened their homes and their lives to
me.

Data Collection

'4

Xiata for,this study were collected over ten months from
'February through December, 1981. They were drawn from hote
observations,.inteiviews with parents and children, journals that
were kept by the children themselves during summerzonths,
through attendance at church withtthe family, and through part4.ci
pation in a variety of other fatily acttvities. In addition to
observing and parficipating in these normal daily activides, I
also had the-unique opportunity to work with Ole childrenl their
parents, several relatives and friends in tutoring sessions
organize& by the parents and conducted by myself during the .

fall teacher's strike. This experience is descabed in a section
of the report.

A regular pattern was established of visiting each home twice
A week with each-visit lasting from one to three hours. The
visits were arranged so that a variety of family acttvities.
could be observed. I made sure, for example, to spend some time
with the children immediately after school, other days I went
in the early evening, on still other occasiOns T visited with
them on Saturday mornings. The most relaxed time to talk and
collect intervi)w data turned out to be Sunday evenings. In all
'cases.the conveniences of the family was the prime consideration
in deciding when and how long to visit.
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As an experiment, I asked Ann and Tom, both children who
partiCipaled In the study, if they would keep daily journals
for a while recording in so far as'they could everything that
happened to them during the day that they saw as important.
Ann,kept hers faithfully for four, weeks and Tom for six weeks.
They turned out to be rich sources of insight about the activities
for the students and suggested topics to be followed up through
interview and observation. In additioh, of course, they were
mseful literacy artifaCts in their own right.

THE JOHNSONS

Parents

Sam.and Mary Johnson, parents of Sam Jr. and Ann, are in
their late thirties arid have lived in the community for eight
years. Both their families migiated. to Philadelphia from
Birmingham, AlaiJama,during the early forties. pair families
were among a number ,of Black families moving from the South to_
northern cities in.search of a better life. Mary, her,mother,
th.ree sisters and a broiher.all live in the Philadelphia area.
Sam has four brothers living in the area but his mother moved
back to Alabama in the sixties. They have many relatives 'still'
living in the'South and go back to 1:"Titit 'every two years.

Thid year Marl is Working as a paid parttime aide at
Shiortridge. Tor the past three years she was active as a
parent voluntder... Her duties'include working in the library
tutoring students in.the first grade who are experiencing reading
diffictlties. In addition to working and keeliing house,, she
finds time to work with parent groups selling candy and.coMing
out to other fund raising activities. She is a very good seam
stress and is regularly commissioned by the school tb,make
costumes for sthool plays, cheerleading, etc.

.

Sam works in the produce department of a food processing
plant filling commercial orders for restaurants, hospitals, 7

schools, and other business concerns. His job entails quite a
bit of writing, mostly in filling out orders.. SaM is a good
carpenter and has done a professional looking job ,of remodeling
their home. He,otcasionally uses this skill to earn extra
money by working for people in and out of the neighborhood.

Both SaM and Mary completed their education through high
school:" Sam attended an art school under the G.I. Btll after
returning from service. Although he stopped because of burgeoning
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family respbnsibilities, he still loves to draw in his.spare time.,
He has contempkated goihg back to schodl mariSr times to perfect
his skill in drawing but keePs putting it,off. Mary says that
she would like to go back-to school as well but is teginning to'
feel that she is too old. When the kids'came alcng she had
very littre time and, furthermore, they could not have affordedit.

,

Mary is known to go.to teachers in the school for help whpn
.she does riot 'know how tc'ap assignffient that. the children bring ,
home.. She says, "I ktow that they (teachers) get tired of .
seeing.me coming, but if I at to help my,children, I lave'to
know how.to hlep*." Because she is known ,to find out about,
assignments in the.different classes, the teachers solicit her
to help torregt papers when she is free

Sam Jr.

Sam Jr. is a vefSr energetiC 9 Srear old fourth grader. Sam
is a very good student in school, even though his mother feels -
that she has to "stay on him" about his school work. Sam has
a reputation for mischief around the house while his father is
at work, leading his mother,to.threaten to "kill" histotal
It soul" if he doesn't settle down. She affectionately warns
him that the "devil" is going to cart him away,body and soul.
His frequent bickering with his sister aboui television Programs
Or his threats to tie her up and sic his trained.imaginary

.monsters on her gets him sent upstairs to his room po wait for
his father to get home and finish "killing" him.- He typically
will go up and stay for about fifteen minutes then steal baCk
down.

Sam Jr. loves.to play outside after his work is'finishea or
to go down stairs to the basement where there are a variety,of
games to play in addition to hisl Star War's collection.

11.e.

enjoys television, and his favorite programs are Dance Fever,'The
Jeffersons, Sandford and Son, WhIP qincinatti, Happy Days and all.:
cartoons on Saturday morning. . .

..

. .

20.

Sam Jr. likes to,read Dr. Seuss books; bOoks abdut monsters
(dracula, space monsters) and 'Hardy Boxs. mysteries. He owns'
a library card, however, most of the'books that he reads during
the year-are checked out from the school library, Sm Jra owns
a variety of children's bookS that were bought for him by his
parents or were gifts received fof birthdays and other holidays
and he won a trophy for themost books read during one sumMer
program.

<1.

.
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In an interview Sam told the researcher that he loves
schoor and thinks that it is important because "3iou need an
education to get a good job!" He thinks that if you can't
read people will "rip you off" and take your. money. He feels
that he has a good teacher and that he Can tealk'to her if he.'
has a problem.

)
s

In his spare time,'Sam writes short.A.tories 4out his Star
War collections and about Werewolveb.-°'---

Ann

Sam's sister Ann, erelatively quiet young lady of 13 who ,

is in the eighth grade, does well in school. She rarely needs
help with her homework unless itis a special project, or if
it has to do with geometry or drawing, in which .case her ,

father is able to help her. If the assignments are more.complex,
*the mother ufill help her searchlor,answers or materials that
are needed. She appears to enjoy arguing in -a friendly kind of
way with her mother and brother. These arguments usually are
about the TV with her brother and about.going outside and the
telephone.with her mother. ,She and her father are good "buddies".
Even though she does well in school, she says that she hates
schook and finds it boring. She has a library card bmt swears
that she "hates" reading,. Yet, she loves to read Jet, Ebony,

"teen magazines, and the comic strips in the newspaper. She likes
:television and her favorite shows are What's Happening, a dance
show; and Happy Days. She is allowed to practice gymnastics
atter school and is on the cheering squad at school., She used
to write'songs but states that she rarely wri6s them anymore;
however, she Writes daily in her diary.

,

She thinks.that homework has 'no vAlut except to keep
children busy after school. Even though she considers school
boring, her feelings are that one needs.an education to get a
job. In obsemengher at school she only responds when asked
a question, The teaciler thinks.of her as a wanderfui "child",
Ann has very few problems at school, and feels that she communicates.

* wellyith all of her teachers. Her mind changes frequently about
going to college. At ttmes Ann thinks she would like to be a
fashion designer when she grows up. 'Her best-friend lives in the
same nelghborhood and goes to.the same church. Her three cousins
(girls) visit a lot on theweekend because her mother does nat
allow her to play outside'very much. -

%N.
THE HOME

The Sohnsons live in a row house on a very narrow.street.,
The street is clean and free of garbage and the hftes on this
street are well kept. There are no abandoned houses.on tilis
street in contrast to'many other streets in the neighborhood.



As you walk up the steps you can read the name'Johnson through
the screen, on the nameplate. The bell is.the'push type located
in the center of the door. One enters directly into the living
room. To the right as you enter is a large walnut bookcase with
a variety'of games (Maniac, Dragon, Melody Madness, Backgammon,
and Dominoes), a stereo,component, tape deck Set and tapes of
television programs that' Sam has.recorded with his video tape
machine. Straight ahead leads to the upstairs. Over to the
left of the door is a large gray sofa sitting next to the window
with a coffee table directly in front of it. On the wall to
the west of the room is a large picture with early century
designs on it. On each side,of the picture is a picture of a
lion that depicts a coat-of-arms. The television sits in the
middle of the roop on the west side. On the right of the TV is
the fireplace. The upper part of the fireplace is done in
snmulated rock. Over on the right of the fireplace and,the open
entrance that leads lo the kitchen, is a large soft easy chair.
This is where Mary normally sits during my visit. The only other
chair in the room vas bought by Sam at his job.because it is
sturdy &lough to hld his 290 pounds. Mary has-made four large-
pillotas to lay on the hardwood floor for the children. to relax
on while they watch teleysion or other family activities. The
lighting for the living room is produced by two large lamps and
one ceiling light.

Sam has decorated the dining room. The left,wall of the
dining room is completely mirrbred over with glass.. Beams have
been installed'in the top of the ceiling and stained a dark
walnut. in the center of the room is a huge dining table that
seats six people. In front of the'center wall is a.large hutch
that holds a fine set of china. Over on the right side of the
room is an entrance that leads into a small kitchen.

Directly in front of t'he center back wall of the kitchen is
an oven, sink, and refrigerator. On the wall by the hutch is a
telephone. There ave no visible pad or pencil where messages
can be taken. .To the right of the entrace to the kitchen is a
door that leads to the basement.

The basement is Sam and Sam Jr.'s pride and joy even though
the rest of the family uses it. Sam has installed wallpaper
around the wall which depicts beautiful pastoral scenes. There
is a regulation pool table, in the center of the floor directly
in front of the bottom is a larger table that Sam has constructed
for Sam Jr.'s Star War collection. To the left of the table is
a shelf Sam constructed to hold his old movies, old records, and
comic books that he has collected foi years. Standing_beside
this shelf is Saes screen and small table for his projector on
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which.he shows Sam Jr. and his friends old western movies that
date.back to the early forties and fifties. Sam has built a
,bench that extends along the est wall for children to sit on
while they watch mOvies; on the back wall behind the pool table
are shelves that hold games, toys, and a variety of old magazines
(Look, Saturday Evening Post). To the right side of the pool
table is a shelf that holds a stereo component, tapes, and
records. The washer and dryer are located directly under the
steps that lead to the basement.

At the bottom of the stairs that lead to the bedtoom
upstairs (all sleeping.quarters are upstairs) on the right wall
are portraits of-immediate family. There is a group picture of

'Mary and Sam and the kids, and individual school pictures of
the kids. There is a picture of Mary's younger sister..

A quick perusal of the sleeping quarters gives an
insight into the iMportance that literaey holds in the family's
life. Furniture and lighting ate arranged so books can be read
or letters written in bed while relaxing. In Sam Jr.'s room,
across the hall from his parents, is a bed, desk, lamp, bureau
and a small bookcase for,his books. Scattered around the room
are numdrous toys (trucks, balls, small cars, etc.) A list of
books'on the book Shelf includes:

Whistle for Willie.
Janice and the Giant
Lassie
Caps for Sale
All Year Long
My House

,The Night Before Christmas
Count and See:
Arthur's.Honey Bear

My-Little Book of Horses,
About.Animals
Mother Goose
Go to School
The Snowy Day
Bed Time for Frances
Morris Has a Cold
Go Fly a Rite

,There is a large supply of comic books on the shelf and the
flpor. On top of bis desk is a pencil holder with two pictures
in it and three little men from his Star Wa..9s collection. Sam
Jr.'s room is basically neat and tidy althofigh,Mary has a hard
time trying toget hip to keep it clean.

A

Ann's.room, located next to Sam Jr.'s room, is bigger than
Sam Jr.'s.. Tos-the left as you walk into the room is a;plothes
closet which is kept va"ry neat.- The clothes are hung in order
and the shoes are lined neatly across the'closet floor. Ann's
bed is located td the left of the closet with the bureau at the
foot of her bed. , There is a small desk in front of the window
that was purchased at a xard sale. To the right of the desk is
a book shelf that holds Ann's books. 'Some bo:Oks on the shelf are
hers and others belong to the library. The list nCludes:

-
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Holy,Bible
Wind in the Willows
Under the Lilacs
Salomon and Sheba
Sleeping Beauty

Afro-Americans in'U.S. History
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Bees, Bugs and Beetles
Dorrie and the Halloween Plant
Dictionary

A variety of-games were observed in Ann't room. She says
that she and Sam Jr. play some of them together whm.she is
not'apgry with him. At other,times, she shares the games with,
friends. Some of the.games observed were: Uno = a numbers card .

game that can be played by five or six people; Match Two - has
to do with American history; and Scrabble - a word game.

There are a wide variety of literacy artifacts in the,home
and they are utilized by all members of the family. Ann and
Sam Jr. were observed playing Uno together and Ann plays a lot
of Backgammon and Scrabble with Mary. The Daily News is delivered
every day. Mary and Sam. read it mostly fot local news and.the
kids for the funnies. The encyClopedias are.used for school
assignments and the Ebonys and Jets are read by Ann and her mother
to keep up with the news in the black community as well as to
collect recipes.

CHURCH

Religion and the church is a very Important part of the
Johnson's life. The family is Baptist .and attends church regularly.
The church they attend, Vine Memorial,'is located on the fringes
of fhe school community. The kids attend Sunday school regularly.
One af Katy's sisters'and several members of the "extended family"
(coUsins; aunt of the familY, etc.) belong to this Church. Mary
and her sister sing on one of the church's choirs. Mary's choir
travels to New York, Maryland, Virginia,'South Carolina and North
Carolina for,singing engagements. A lot of the tr'avel is done
during the summer months,when the children are out Of school.
However, the"children rarely accompany Mary On ihese trips. She
says that this is a time for them to get to know their daddy.
In addition to attending Sunday school, the'children attend a
six week Bible school during the summer,months.

The church hosts a variety of.activities for the children.
gam and Ann are very pleased about some of them. One activity
from the Bible School that generated a lot Of excitement WAC a
context to see who could name all the books of the Bible for a
five dollar prize.' Ann, her cousin, and Sam Jr. were contestants.
Ann won one of the $5.00 prizes. When the researcher arrived at
the Johnson home prior to the.contest he.found quite,a stir. I
arrived around'5:30 PM and was greeted at the door by Sam Jr.:
"Hi, Mr. M., Ann and Suzy (cousin) think they gonna win five
dollars tonight." Mary, her sister, Mary's three nieces, Ann
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and Junior were all sitting in the living room.

Junior: Momma, I want to go to the Gallery and spend
my five dollars that I am going to win tonight.

Mary: Junior, you know that you haven't picked up
that Bible all day. You be playing outside all day.

/
Juni r: But I study them outside (with a slight grin
on 1is face):

Ann: Comeoh? Boy,, and say them if you know them
with your"lying self. (Everyone in the-room laughs.)

Junior walks toward the center of the room,es if he
'is getting ready to recite. He gets to the front_of
the room and pulls out a piece of paper and begins
reciting.

Junior: Genesis, Shortridge. (Junior begins to laugh
and everyone else doubles up with laughter.)

Apn: I told you he was crazy, Momma. Make him shut
up.' (Juniur runs from One front of the room laughing.)

Mary: Ann, you name them. (Alan hesitates and then
names all of them. Everyone in the family applaudes.)

Mary: You missed one. (Ann hesitates and names the
missing book which was Proverbs.)

Mary!s sister: (to her daughter) Shirley, do you
know yours? (Shirley shakes her head.)

Sister: How come you don't? All you want to do is
play. You better not get up there and make me shame.
(They all laugh.)

Mary: It is almost time for Y'all to go. Junior!
Come and read your prayer for Aunt Willa. (Junior
comes to the front of the TOOM and reads a prayer,taken
from the BOQ1C of Psalms. Everyone claps for Junior.
Junior hams it up by bowing to all sedtions of the
room.)

Mary's sister: Girl (to Mary), I have to tell you
OAS story then we got to go. This little boy at
church last night was so funny. In one of the classes
they showed him d picture of Jesus. He said 'Who is
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that on that picture?' When someone said 'Jesus', the
boy said 'That looks like my uncle.' (Everyone in
the room appeared'to laugh uncontrollably.)

Mary told her tister she was'crazy and that she should stop making
up tall talkes. When the children and her sister were ready to
leave she told Ann: "You better win." And to Junior: "I am
going to kill you ifyou go up there acting the fogl." Junior
told Mary: "I am going home with Aunt Willa and spend the,night."
Mary told him that he could not because "...you have summer homework
to do." (This homework was given as a summer assignmedt by the
school so that the children don't play all summer according to
the teacher.) %

The scene described is typical,of those observed over the
summer. Ann and Junior were eXpected to read the bible and bible
.study book to answer questions and be adtive participants. Likewise
the children are expected to read and review Sunday scool lessons
on Saturday night for Sunday's.lesson.

. "ROUTINES

The atmosphere in the Johnson family home could be described
as hectic, lively and loving. Hectic, because everyone seems to
always be involved in some activity or going to work. Lively,
because the family, especially the children, make sure that there
is.never a dull moment. Loving, because ty share and do
fot of things together.

Mary appears to be responsible for the daily routine of the
family, the general run of the house, and the educational activities.
Sam's responsibilities lie in the area of being the main provider,
"enforcer" of the rules that have been'set up by both he add
Mary, repairs around the house and to do "eighty percent of the
cooking".

The Week-day

The week-day schedule begins, according to Mary, with Ann
getting up. at 6:30 and Using the bathroom, followed by Sam at
7:00, then Sam Jr: and Mary. The children normally eat cold
cereaf for breakfast and fix their own. Mary gets up and cooks
hot breakfasts for the family if it is extremely cold in the
morning. Sam leaves for work around 7:30 and does not return
until 7:30 at night because the family needs his overtime pay.
Ann leaves at 7:45 because she has to catch the bus to school.
Sam Jr.'s frieneBig Eye" comes by the house about 8:00 for. a
quick game,of pool befote he and Mary leave for,school at 8,:15.
The school is about afifteen minute walk from their home. Nary
and Sam Jr. return home ar und 3f00. Junior watches the Bugs
Bunny show until 4:00 at which time he has to,start his homework
with Mary's aid.
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Homework ,is normally done at the kitchen table if the work
is very difficult for Sam Jr. to do. If tfie work is not too
difficult, Sam Jr. will lie down in the middle of the floor and
do it. Junior does notadhere strictly to any time limit in
completing his work unless Mary pushes him hard. He always
keeps some small car or men from his Star War collection to play
with while doing his work. The television is not allowed on
while his homework is in process.

One visit is typical. On this particular day, I arrived at,
the Johnson home around 3:30. Mary asked me in and inquired about
me and my family. She says that when she has time she "loves to
watch the soap operas".. Junior is upstairs watching television.
It is nearing 4:00 o'clock.

.11ary: Junior, time for you cut that television off.
(Junior does not ansWer and the television continues
blaring.)

Maryi You don't want me to come up thoSe stairs do
you, Boy?

Junior: I'm coming soon as I git my book. (Hary
tells the researcher.that he is "lying", that he is
trying to wait until the program goes off. Mary
makes i noise as if she is going up the stairs to
get him. The television goes off.)

Junior: (yelling) I'm coming, I'm coming.

Mary: You better come. (Junior walks slowly down the
staira with his book bag,and heads to.the kitchen
table. Mary cults the television off and heads to the
dining table.

Mary: What do you love to do today?

Junior: My spelling words and read to you.

Mary: You don't have math homework?

Junior: We did that at school.

Mary: Say your words.

Junior: Some made se..., (Junior is struggling with
the word search.)

'Mary: That word is search.
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After the words have'been pronounced: Junior is told to make
sentences out of the word. Junior makes up sentences and reads
them:to Nary. After he finishes this assignment, he reads a
paragraph out of hiS reading bdok.

Anniarrives home about this time, says hello and goes up-
stairs to her room. Mary states tFat she goes straight to her
room when she gets home and does her homework. She rarely needs
help. l'EVen if she did I couldn't help her!", indicates Mary.
After Junior finishes he goes,..to the refrigerator and pulls
out A tandy bar.

Mary: Put it bactc! Put it back! You try to eat up
all the candy as soon as it comes info,this house.
Go on downstairs and play. You had one when you got
home. (Junior goes downstairs with his perpetual
smile on his face.)

Nary: That boy is a trip. You heah me. He didn't
have a lot of work to do today. Sometimes it takes
until E.:00. (It is now 5:10. It took about forty-five
minutes to do the homework.)

The homeWork'of the children is Mary's responsibility.

Mhry: Sam comes hom, eat, and lays down. I do all
the helping with the hotework 105% qf the time. You
have to look at his point of view. 'He leaves before
the children get up. He tomes in, he's tired frqm
working on the job all day long. You can't depend
.on tim coming in helping the kids with their homework.
So the best time he will work with.them is on Saturday
and Sunday. If I tell him Sam Jr. has been actfng
in the classroom, he will.get him and finish him on
Saturday. He will make him stay in his room and he-
can't come out until he does his wor.

Most of the time when Sam arrives home the family has already
eaten or will wait until he prepares something that he has brought
home. Mary says that it's difficult to prepare and have dinner
together during the week because the family doesn't know when to
expect him. They eat all meals together on the weekend.

Sam does all of the grocery shopping. Mary rarely goes
to the supermarket unless Sam is out of town And this does not
happen often. Virtually all of the family's activities are
centered around the home. Television and playing games with the
children are the most common. If she doesn't play a game with
one of the children, Nary may go,upstairs and sew. She reads
the Daily News but only local news and to see what movies are
playing. Her only regular break in the routine is her Wednesday
evening choir rehearsal.
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After Sam finishes dinner or finishes cooking, the children
vie for his attention. This may result in an argument between
Junior and Ann. They are quickly quieted down by Sam. They

:respond muCh quicker 'to Sam than Mary. Mary threatens a lot
without following through. She has been observed throwing a
shoe at Junior without really trying to hit him.

If Sam is in a good mood and not too tired he may 'show
the family,some of his-old movies that he has collected or he
may put one of the new moviews that he has purchased that will ,

play on Betamax Home Video receiver that was his Christmas present
to himself. Sam knows abcut every major western and its stars
that were made during the 40's and 50's. He owns some of the
great classics such as Shane, Fast Train from Gun Hill, Gunfight
at OK Correll, Tha-Sheepman, Big Country; Magnificent Seven,
Warloák, and Proud Rebel. (He owns a variety of old Mickey
Mouse and other Walt Disney films and occasionally shows them to
Junior's class in school.) He shoots pool with Junior on occasion,
whowing off the play room he built so that they would have
something do do.

Mary says that the kids watch about four hours of television
daily. They watch a variety of programs; however, Mary demands
that they watch certain programs. Some of those programs were
Roots, Scared Straight - a program that depicted life in prison
where inmate6 to scare first time offenders into going straight,
Marian Rose White - a,young girl comikipted to a mental institution
by mistake' because she couldn't heA0tarva Collins - a Black
teacher who developed her own schbIll g011inois, and any other
program that seems to have some mWanefor them. Sam is more
prone to watch just about anythi;* that is entertaining. Evening,
programs before prinetime that ehe children watch are: the
Jeffersons, What's Happening, and Sandford and Son Lbcal news
on channel six is looked at at 600 and national news is normally
watched by Sam if he is home by 6430.

Sam is much more up on national affairs than Mar. He and I,
pver the duration of the project,ispent a goodbit of time in
discussions of international issues. Sam and Mary rarely insist
that the children watch the news, hoWever Junior will ask a

qeustion about an event or hit, fathe will say; "See that, Junior,
this didn't happen when I was a kid. You kids don't know how
lucky you are." (

The children are expected to be in bed by 9:00. Sam and
Mary retire shortly after. They would stay up later if I extended
my visit. Also the kids are allowed to.stay up later if Mary's
isster and her kids are over.



The Weekend and Vacation .

The weekend, according to Mary, is a time to get in the
"streets". She and the children and her sister and children go
shopping, skating, oy to the movies if they have the money.. Mary
says that when she gets paid she take's the kids to whatever movie
they want to see and to the Gallery where she buys whatever
foods they want. Thgre is an occasional trip to the museum or
zoo depending on the weather. Sam meanwhile is doing the grocery
shopping or resting. The whole family may take a ride together
on Sunday after church and dinner or visi.t other family members.
They do more things together as a family during the summer ponths
because Sam gets home earlier.

Nary's family holds a reunioA every year in a different
city. So far the family has visited Cleveland, St. Louis, Williams-
burg, North Carolina, Charleston, South Carolina, and this year
it will be held inCalifornia. They aresnot sure that they can
raise the moeny because it is sd far an4 expensive unless all
members chip in and charter a bus. Sam Jr. and Ann go and visit
Sam's mother in Birmingham, Alabama, for two, weeks every summer.
Mary says that it is educational for them, the reunions and
trips to grandmother, and so that she and 'Sam can get some rest.

In ordertorafford some of the activities for the family,
they have to watch every penny and plan everything far in advance.
The overtime that Sam earns plus some of Mary's salary is put aside
for these activities. Most of them are.centered'around the
children pith Mary only having her choir which costsmery little,
Sam rewards himself by picking up a tape occasionally.

ASPIRATIONS AND ATTITUDES,TOWARD SCHOOL

Sam and Mary!are not sure about the aspiration that they
have fop their children beyond higli school Aoartly because of
their limited resources. They state that they will push very,
hard for them to finish high school. After graduation ttley are
not sure. Ann, at this point, wants to be a fashion designer while
Junior is not sure. Nary and Sam do not see any drastic change
in their financial status. The school system may liy Mary off
at any time depending on the.aVailablility'of funds. Sam'a
comPany has laid off as many as can be and still conduct a viable
business. They hope that theyare training their children to be
independent enough to reach their goal if the parent can't afford
college or trade schools. They realize that the children will
neea more than a high school diploma in this technological age,
according to Sam.

4
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Sam and Mary are generally pleased about the children's
school. Mary works at the school and is yery involved. Ann is
transferring out of Shortridge next year. Ap stated previously,
Mary volunteered a lot of her time at the school before she
was hired as'an aide. Although Sam and Mary think the school
is good, Mary feels that some of the teachers don't care about
the kids and are quick to blame the parents for their inadequacies.

Mary: Some teachers are like:human beings'here.
They'll write you a letter, make a phone call, and
tell you what is going on. (However) they (teachers)
cdmplain that parents are not.spending enough time
with their kids di helping them read. Well, what
are their duties? Aren't their duties to teach
those kids to read? How can you promote one child
all the way thorugh school and he can't write?
They don't care. I guess that it is on the parents
shoulders. You understand,- teacher does no wrong.
Everything is the pardnts fault. The child turn
out gay, it is the parents fault. If the kid doesn't
like school, something is wrong ai'home. How does
the teacher know? Do they go to those people's homes
andtalk to them and try and find out what is going
on? Do they ask the child why he doesn't like school?
No, they reach their Own conlcusions.

Mary feels that,the accusations that are made against parents in
most cases are not true and that policies regarding homework are
contradictory. The confusion stems from the fact that parents
don't know whether the teachers expectitt7 to hell) with home-
work or jdst check it.

Mary (after attending a parent tea): They were
discussing at school that we' were supposed to check
homework and sign,it. So I raised my hand and said,
'How are you suppose to check it if you don't know
how to do it?' And it was stated to me by the
principal, 'You ain't got to know how to do it.' I
told them, I refuse to sign anything I don't know
how to do. I told them, 'You are constantly telling
ussthat we are suppose to be a family -- theteacher,
parent and child is suppose to work together. 'So
why should I put my name on something that I don't
,know what is right or wrong and, then I looking like
a foca - right. To me that is the way I felt.
If I don't know how to do it, I won't sign it
because the first thing they will say is this
parent don't know how to do this. Don't help the
child check over it to see if it is right. Now
if you are suppose to help the child, why check
over it to see if it is right. They are telling
you.two things, sign it and make sure it is right.
What about parents who didn't finishschool.



-Some'may have finish the fifth and sixth grade,
how do they know what is right nr wrong if they
never had that in their life, that is making that
parent look like a fool. EverY answet that child'
gives isvrong. Right?

Mary feels that it is easy for her to tind out from teachers when
she doesn't know how to do her children's homework because is
there everyday. owever, some parents are taking a bum rap
because they can't come and find out or they are confused about
what is expected of them. Mary things that the amount of homework
given is fair. She thinks a good teacher is one who will try
and find out as mudh as she can about a child before making a
judgment about a child and his family.

'Mary thinks that her children are doing well in school, but
if any problem everariaes she will go and-see the teacher. She
states that no teacher has ever called or visited their home.
She is not sure how helpful parent and teacher conferences are
because they are held when parents can't come and when theynan
come the teachers try and talk "over their heads". Mary is
active in the P,T.A. and has initiated a number of fund raising
drives to raise money for books.and supplies.

Mary and Sam belidve that parents should do everything
they can to help their children in school because you can,no
longer leave it up to the school to educate the children. Mary .

believes that'parents are going to be more active because school
as we know it will not last because of limited funds, teacher
strikes, and parents sending their children to private schools.
Sam believes in-giving the children rewards if they do well in
school, an outing, a movie, etc. Mary believes thatyou should
"sock it to them" if they don't 'bring home good grades. Her
punishments range from a whipping to limited or no television at
all. Sam says he "screams" a*lot but his bark is worse than his
bite. Mary feels that the support that is given them at home is
enough for them to make good grades and that all they have to do
is go to school and eat and sleep.

TUTORING DURING THE STRIKE: A CASE STUDY

Sam and Mary believe that there are a lot of steps that
parents in the community can take to support acquisition of sehool
skill when the school is not functioning or serving the needs of
the community. This was evident in the way that Mary omanized
some families to participate in activities to provide support to
the children during the fifty-five day long school strike.
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Mary contacted me and discussed the possibilities of my
conducting classes on a daily basis in her home for Ann, Sam Jr.,
and two other families who were good friends of hers. She
felt that although parents, including herself, do not have as
much "education" as teachers, that by pooling their resources
and what "little" knowledge they have they can aid,their children.

I agreed to help as much as I could in that it provided
me with the opportun:ty to work and observe the family more closely.
In addition, the other families had been part of the previous
project and it gave me a chanoe'to reciprocate for the courtesies
extended by the families during the other research project.

Mary and the other mothers "dug up" what materials and
books they could find to supplement what I brought. Mary and the
mothers particpated in the classes so that they could learn with
the children and be able to assist them if they had problems.
(rhe fathers of the families were very suppor4ve of the effort
but were unable to a-Rend because of work) The parents wanted
me to teach Afro history, English, math; and anything that had
to du with reading. These were the subjects that they felt that
the children needed the most.

On the first day uf class I arrived'at Mary's home around
9:45 (starting time throughout the strike was between 945 - 10:00
and we went,Until about 12:00). Mary greeted me at the door.

Mary: Chile, I don't know what we would without you! I can
help Junior and put something together for him to ), but
I don't know what to do with Ann cause these books I got
from the library is too hard for me. (Mary had checked
some math and_algebra books out of the library for Ann.)
She needs to be working on math and English. THacschool
she be going to! ,That work is so hard: We had been
trying to get a hold of you for two weeks. I had told
SheilaAthat I bet you had gone back to North Carolina.

.

(Sheila is one of Mary's friends and one of the families
from the other study. Sheila brought her two children to
the classes.)

As I entered the room with a box of books that I hqd
borrowed from the reading Mary instructed me to place them
on the table in the dining room. None of the other families had
arrived. Ann and Mary's neice were upstairs watching TV and
Junior had just come up from the basement. He.ran in,the dining
room and started looking through the books in the box on the
table.

Junior: Mr. M, I bet I can read all of the books in
here.

Mary: Who told you, your "fast" self to go sticking
your nose in that box? Git on upstairs and tell Ann
and Edna to cut off that TV and git down here.
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Junior leaves the room and heada for the stairs. Mary walks to,
the window and looks out. *

!ary:1 I bet that Sheila ain't dragged herself out
of'*1 yet. It told her you would be here early
..and

I

ahe better get herself and them chaps down .

, her?. .Waitr Let me give her a call.

Uhile Mary 1.4 calling, Junior, Ann and Edna come down the stairs.
They greet mp and go into the dping room and sit down around ,
the table. /Mary yes that there is no answer and that they
must be on their way. Mary walks over and sits down at the
table and she starts to talk about the strike and how it affects
the commulty.

Isfary: You know they just had a strike not long a,o.
/They just seem to treat our fcids any kinda. way.
'If this school was in a white neighborhood, they
!wouldn t let this strike go on this long. Parents
ilike us don't count. If we don't do something for
our kids, they will be left behind. The church is,
trying to start a program over there but they be so
crowded, I decided_to see what I could do. So

. I called Mabel .and Sheila and told them I was
/ gOing to try and get a hold of you and see what

we can do. You know these childyen don't have
any business being out of school' running the street.
I call my mother and told her tp send tdna Up here
so we could help her too. Edna is in the eighth
grade and-can't barely read., Now 'you. tell,me just
how could that happen. *We juu had to start trying
tolielp our own. And them teachers want to complain
that we ain't doing nothing at home.

Junior.is getting 'a little restless and wants to know what
kind of work I have for him to do. s I started taking out
materials the doorbell'rang, Mary gets up mumbling "that must be.f

Sheila". As Sheila walks in Mary asks: "Girl, where have you
been?" We have better thingS to do than set around waiting on
/you all day." Sheila responds, "Girl, Henry WouldrOt get pp and
bring us down here. Hy pressure been acting up again."

0

Mary: You tell Henry he better get up off-it.and
get them children down here when somebody is trying
to help them.

,

Sheila: Girl.: you kndw how Henry is. (Sheila walks
back to the living room and places some books on the
table that she,brought.
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Sheila: Hey, Er. M, where have,you been? You.'
don't love us,anymore. I tolk Mary you done,gone
and shOok this town looking for a highertbush and:a
sweeter berry. How is that son of yours? Why
didn't you bring him with youY

The researcher explained that his son, was attending an alternative
school (the reason that Mary and Sheila were referring to tfie

' researcher's iong absence was due to the fact that he and his
family had been away for three. weeks and had had no contact with
the families.)

s
4

The researcher informs them that it is time to get started-in
,that it is pow 10:30.

Mary: (to Sheila) Have 'you see,. Martha? She was
. ;Suppose to bring her "bad" children over lere.

(Everyone laughs.)

Sheila: Girl, no telling where Martha is., (Martha,
Sheila: and Mary are good friends and work together
at school.)

I took out Some material for Sam Jr. to work on and sent him
to the living roam,to wail. Ann, Edna and Sheila's son and
daughter stayed at the table. Sheila started o go to the living
room to sit down.

Mary:. Girl, you better get it back here. ,This is
for you too. (Sheila turns."around and starts back.)

. I don't know how to do any of that stuff.
.

Maty: Well sit down, you may learn something.
a

I start by telling them that I will try to come as muctr.as
possible to help, blitthat I might have to cancel out sametiMe.
We spend the next half hour talking"about the beginning 'of history
in Africa and early man and a very lively discussion ensues:

,Mary:. Ttlese,children don't know mud; about how bad
'Blacks was treated'on the ships coming here and tow
we were and is still treated inthis cotIntry. That
why I made them.watch every bit of Roots on television.
Ann Ask me 'Momma, is,tlfzt true, did that really., eJ

happen?' She didni.t believe that it was true.
c

%Sheila: M, that why we work so hard Co rOse
money to buy those Black history books so our children
could know what.happen.
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ahere were several fund raising events spearheaded,by Mary and,
-other parent volunteers to purchase 80 copies often Afro history
book for the two six grade classes at school.)

4

. I informed them that we had to halt the discussion and talk
about history some more t1;e next if we were going to get math
and English completed. Assignments were madt in history for .t.he
next day and Egnlish assignments were given out.

Sheila: Mr. M, don't twe get a recess period?

liary: You took your recess period getting over here.
. (They all laugh.).

I told them that while I -checkee4the work they could have a
five minute break. We started back after the break and worked
for another thirty minuts. At 12:30 I announced that I had to
leave.

Ann: mr. m, you better make Momma do ,her woric. She
will just fuss with us'but I bet you five dollars
she won't do it.

Mary: Chile, you better remeMber laho- theMomma is
in this house.. ,(Everyone laughs while Ann rolls her
eyes at her mother.)

I informed thet that I expected to have everyone complete the
asignments. I told Mary to see if she could contact Martha for ,

the next day's session. Classes wereheld in the home for the.
next six weeks. Sheila, Martha, and their fam1lie6 were in
regular attendance throughout.

The families were all.conscientious about completing the
,assignments and not goofing off. Mary was especially diligent
about completing assignments and was very careful in her writing
and in explaining concepts. In spite of this Mary frequently
talked about her inability to write and her lack of understanding
of what she read.

This moalization of family resources to support the schooling
goals of the children when the school system was down was a theme
repeated frequently within the, school community. Some of the
issues this experience raises for understanding the .uses of
literacy will be discussed later.
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. Sally 7',Mother,
1 e

.Sally-,Crumsbank is a very artiCUlate, attraCtive Black lady
in her latewenties. 'She is divorced and lives along with her
son. Sally'Migrated from Texas to Philadelphia and most of her
family remains in Texas. The one exception is aosister (one of .

four) who liVes in Philadelphia.' Sally is a supetvisor in the
Bell Temelphone-Company.

Sally has completed high school and four years of college.
She states that she hdd contemplated further study; however,
trying toyaise Kevin and resolving her maritai difficulties left
little time or money for school. .In her Words, she was an
achiever when'she was in school and becuse of it is very
demanding of her son Teddy. °Stle talks about being the only
Black in her Class during the integration of school in Texas
and the difficulties that she encountered. In her spare tim4,-
she -tators, in a reading,and'mathematics program for ,low income
kids sponsored by the Telephone Company.

t
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CRUMSHANK FAMILY-

The. gamily

Teddy

Teddyis a very quiet, slender thirteen year old eighth
grader. He is an average student and works Very lard to keep up.
He rarely talks very much at sailkol or home. His mother Comments
that,she can never tell what is on his mind. He'loves to play
basketball and has a secret ambition to play professionally
someday. He watches a variety of television shows end likes
Alice, Three'g Company, The'Jeffersons, and One Day at a TiMe.
He writes down items for shopping, lette'rs to Sally's, girlfriend.
at work and his grandparents and aunts in Texas. Hel.ikes to
read but has been evaluated as deficient in some of his,reading
skills (I tutored Teddy tdice'a (.ieek for six Weeks dUring the
summer). He loves to read Sports IllUstrated, Spotting Reviews,
and the sports section in the newspaper. Teddy wants to grow
up be a pilot in the lir force if he is not successful in
becoming a profgssional basketball player.

Phil and Ora - God parents

Phil and Ora Jones are the Cod parents of Teddy as Well as
siser and brother-in-law to Sally. Their importance to the study
lids in the fact,that they provide a strong Support system for
Teddy and Sally, but more so for Teddy. Teddispends all of his
time"with Phil and Ora during the summer months And when,Sally
is working. Phil and Ora eake Teddy on vacation. They provide
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transportation to the tutoring session and Ora and Phil keep a
daily diary on Teddy's activities over a four week pei:iod for'
the researcher.

Phil and Ora are both nurses and work at the University of
Pennsylvania Hospital. Ora works the night shift and Phil works
from four until eleven. Ora came to Philadelphia two years before
Sally and then invited her to come and live here while she
resolved her marital problems.

The Home

Until recently, Sally and Teddy lived withs,Phil and Ora.
Phil and Ors live cul one of the less deteriorated sereets in the
Shortridge community. There is a block,organization where all
who live on the street participate in keeping the Street clean
as well as watching each other's home for.burglars or other
suspicious activities. Teddy has quite a frew friends who live
on this street. As you wafk up.the steps to the front .door of
the row house you note a welcome mat at the fooe of the door.

, As you ridg ihe doorbell, you are alerted to the sdund of a barking
dog. (Phil and Ora own a German Shepherd that is used as a
watchdog.) You' can hear Phil or Teddy trying to quiet the dog

, or they will ask that you wait patiently while Prince is taken
down to the basement. As you enter through the door, you walk
into the living room. The room is.carefully decorated with
very thick shag carpet on the floor. In a semicircle is a'huge
'sofa and matching chair with beautiful floral design and covered
with plastic eo prevenE wear: In front of the chair is a
fireplace,that does not atpear to get much use. Over to the
right side of the room is a huge mahogany bookcase. Onthe shelves
of'the,bobkdase are volumbes of medical books used by Philp and
Ora.- There is also a series in hardback of great.authoravand
their works (Mark Twain, Nathanial Hawthorne, Edvir Allen Poe,
etc.). There are a large number A volumes by Black authors:
Jerome Ilennet, Ladtston Hughes, James Baldwin, Richard Wright,

. just to name a few.

Phil is a very avid reader when is not working. Ora states
that she reads iihat is necessary for the job. To the side of the
bookcase is a magazine rack that holds copies of Ebony, Jet, Black
Enterprise and the Daifir News and Tribune newspapers.

Walking through the living room leads into the dining room.
There is/a large chandelier hanging from the ceiling over the
table that seats-eig.ht. Teddy does most of his homework in this
room. Over in the left corder is a stand which holds a small
televisionlset. On a small seand near the door that leads to the
kitchen is a telephone and on the wall above it is a bulltein board
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with pencil and paper attached to it to take messages. On the
wall leading from the dining room is a board with Teddy's name
on it. It contains a list of dates when'exames are scheduled at
school for the week. Phil, Ora, and Sally haye written "good
luck" by each exam and also that a good surprise is in store for
him if he passes them.

As you stat--(1p the stairs from the'living room, you note
how the stairs have been utilized for hanging plants. At the
top of the stairs are three bedromps:Sally's, Phil and Ora's.2ind
Kevin's.

In Teddy's rd.= is a bed, bureau,,desks closet and a book
case. On his desk'are the following iteps: a cup filled with
pencils and pens a lamp, and a book about jokes and riddles
titfed Where The Sidewalk Ends. On theshelvesof his bookcase
is a set Of Childcra4 books, a small bible, Sports Illustrated
magazines, six books titled: The Underground 'Railroad, The
Parent Trap, Autobiography of Bill Russel, Black Beauty, Crow Boy,
and Life and Times of Jackie Robinson.

Teddy's pride and joy is his Atari video game. It was a
giftsfrom,his mother because he was doing well in school. It is
kept on a table by his desk.

Dailiand. Weekly Actiyities

Sally states that she is.the first one to get out of bed.
After getting ready for work, she fioces Teddy's breakfast and
leaves to be at wbrk by 6:30 a.m. After breakfast Teddy will
watch the cartoons or Superman before &it% up the block to
catch the bus. Phil usually sees that Teddy doesn:t fool
around and miss the bus. After Teddy returns home in the-
afternoon, he is expected to do his homework immediately.

Sally calls home about 3:30 to see if he has started or to
remind him not to be any later than 4:00 getting started. She
calls even when Phil is home and will. get Teddy started on his
homewotk.

Homework in this family is a formal event, done in a.
business-like manner,following a rigid pattern. This may stem
fromeOpe fact that all in the house appear to-be achievers.or
because of Sally's background in school where expeptation weie
very high.

Following is an observation of one of Teddy's homework
sessiona. It was raining yerY hard when I arrived at Phil
and Ora's. Phil met me at the door and toldyme to wait while
Teddy put Prince downstairs in the basement (I thought tO myself



1YOU don't have to worry about me waiting outside!')
,

As I entered,. Phil'invited me to come.in the dining room or
take a seat in the living room. I took a seat in the living '

'room so that I could observe Phil interactiq with Teddy. He
told me to Make my self,comfortable while he checked on Teddy.
As he i4alked back to the table, he asked Teddy where they were.

Phil: Are these the same kind of problems you were
working on yesterday?

Teddy: They are not the same one but almost.

Phil: Now division is not any harder than your other
math. Dividing by three numbers is the same as
dividing by one if you understand it.

Teddy: I think I understand it sometime but the
teacher goes too fast..

Phil: You should raise your hand and ask questions
when you don't understand. .Mrs. P. says that you
don't ask'any questions, and She assume that you know
it until you fail the test.

Teddy didn't respond to the last cOmment. Philstarts to
demonstrate how to work one of the problems and goes through it
step by step.

Phil: Do you see how,th at is done?

Teddy: I think so.
+1(

.1

..*.

41
.

Phil: See if you canfwork these.
tk

,:,.
, Phil leaves the dining room and returns to the living room where 4,

I am qetting. ,

.

.

Phil: He'has a trouble with mtalth and I try to help . .
as muCh as possible. .He is kind of slOw to catch.

, ,..

on but if he understand it he can Move on it.

, Phil and Ora have,no children,of their own a'nd bestow-much
atentiOn on Teddy. Phil always appears to respond to him in & ,,
fatherly way. .

.

.
.

.
4

t

'Teddy makes a movement to indicate that he is finished
working the pXoblems. Phil gets'up and goes back to the table
ana comments "Let's dee what we have here."'

1*''

Phil: Yod looklike you.have these right. Did you.
'understand how to do them?
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Terry: I think so.
CC

Phil: Work the rest of that page so that they will be
finished when your mothergets home.

Teddy continues to work until he finishes his math. After his
math is finished, he stops and fixes himself a sandwich., Phil
cuts the televsion on to catch the evening news. Ora comes
downstairs having gotten up from her nap to prepare supper and
get ready for work.

She walks in the dining roo and asks Teddy how the work
is coming along and did he find oo ething to made a sandwich out

i'l lof.' Sally arrives about 5:45. She greets everyone and:goes
upstairs to change clothes. When she comes back dictum, she
goes immediately to check TeddY'6 homework. They talk about
what went on in school and what she did on her job." Pbil and
Ora seem to avoid talking to Ted.cry or Sarly while they talk about
the day's activities. Phil getg ready to leave for work after
saying that ht.: will pick up a sandwich at work. Ora goes back
upstairs and Sally asks Teddy to read a passage to her from his
History book. This ritual is carried out everynight. Sally
comments on his reading:

He could read better but I am not stressing the pdint
as much because he didn't like to read at all: He_,

ig at the point where I use to try to force him to

read and make him read,till he'd cry and then.be
would read and wouldn't understand. So now he's
reading, and'I am not pressuring him to read. $He
'goes to the library and gets the books that he
wants to read. I tell him, you go in there and pi&
out what you want. He picked out Elvis Presley. He
liked him,.and I didn't care as long, as he wants, lie
reading, I don't care whatille reads.

After Teddy 'finishes reading Sally informs me that they
were getting ready to goto Bible Study that this was a new
additiciri to their weekly schedule. I told them.I understood
and left.

On subsequent visits homework was in the process of being
completed or was'completed and Teddy would be watching televsion.
He is only allowed to watch two ftograms before he retireg for
the night. During spring time he is allmied to go.outside and
play with his friends for a while. He ig not allowed to entertain
on play much with his friends *during the week. '4eddyFs chores
are to take out the garbage, feed Prince, and.run errandg to the
store. On thp weekend his activities consist of sleeping late
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on Saturday morning. After a late breakfast he goes to the
wrestling matches with Phil.. If he doesn't go to church, he will
usually write his grandparents.

Teddy and his mother do many things together. They have
traveled to the Bahamas and many states. Sally belAgs to a
Mother's Club that plans trips to amusement parks and other
places of interest. ,They play scrabble and work out the
puzzle in the TV section of the newspaper. They also collect
coupons add trade those off that they don't use. Sally states
that they save on the.average of ten dollars a week.on their .

, r
grbcery bill. It is Teddy's job to go throughthe newspaper add
magazines to collect the coupons.

When it comes to television watching, their taste runs pretty
much the same. The watch the same programs together and then
discuss them. I 'watched Jesus of Nazareth with them just before
the holiday. According to Sally it came on at the right time
because the night before they had attended a Bible study session
that dealt with the subject and Sally had just given Teddy a
bible story book that he wasreading. As we watched the story
unfold, Sally would point out parts of the stóry that had beeli
discussed the night before. Sally talked abbut other programs
that they had watched such as Holocaust, Boots, and Shogun.

Teddy is allowedtto go and viiit with Sally's many
girlfriends on the weekend. They all claim him as their "suitor".

Beliefs about Raising Children

Sally believes that the parents play a great role in the
education of their Children at home and that if the parents know
that the child is slow, they can'enforce the kid an4 can start
teaching before he gets to school. She likes Shortridge and
feels that it is doing a good job. She leels that communication
between home and the school leaves something to be desired. Teachers
have never called her at home or made contact with her. She
feels that a good teacher is one who can motivate and stimulate
the children to learn without yelling and Screaming at them. Sally
feels that parents have a hard time making their feelings known
about what they expect from the teachers because there are few
times to get together with the exception of the "mock" school
days where parents are allowed to come to the school and play the
role of their children. She thinks some teachers try very hard
to teach but that others are there just for the paycheck. When
teachers lived in the neighborhood, visited the church, and were
involved in communicty affairs, schools and families had much
stronger ties.
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Some Emerging Themes

Support,System

The support system that has been developed around Teddy
cannot help but create a positive feeling about himself. His
mother and God parents go*to great lengths to price whatever
support is needed at school or at hame. If Sally is not
available Phil and Ora are there. Sally or Ora will go to
the school whenver a conference is needed% His extended
family involves him in.all kinds of activities which aid his
growth and aim to make him feel important.

Reading,

There is much reading material in Teddr's hoMe. Reading
is done to gain information as well as ,for enjoyment. Teddy
reads basically to gain information: and to complete.assignments.
Sally reads mystery and horror gtories foi enjoyment in
addition to her reading for work and to gain information. In
Ora's case, reading is important in her attempt to stay abreast
with information for better job performance. Phil reads for
pleasure and to gain information. From all indications,
reading in this home is seen as a very important event to serve
many purposes, help with homework, job performance, gain
information, andfor tnjoymer

Seeing how hard Sally pushes to have the researcher tutor
Teddy in the tasic skills substantiates this view on the
importance of ready. Teddy also felt this importance. Be
missed only one tutoring session out of the six weeks I worked
with him and that was-when the family went on a trip tb Virginia.

Television

Television has only.limited use in this family. It is
,a medium used for enjoyment and to gain infromation,through,
'news programs. Sally, Phil, and Ora make it c1lear that they'
prefer that Teddy read with,limited television watching. As opposed

,to some homes, the television was rarely on wheh I visited the
Crumshank home.

The programs that were watched wre discussed for value rather
than for sheer enjoyment. For instance, it was suggested that
Teddy Oatch Wild Kingdom . Sally had ordered cards with different
animals on them so that he could recognize them while he watched
..the programs.
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Writing
0

Writing for the adultS, centers around job related activities
with little done beyond. Sally stated, "After writing all day
on the job, the only thing I So is-play these `game.S., Seek and
Find, occasionally I will write a letter, but I doil!t do it all
the time." Writing is also prettpmuch tesfricted to demands for
Phil and Ora. '

Teddy writep out a grocery list everytime he is sent to the,
store on hiS own.. When he goes away, he writes his -Mother
letters and he appears to enjoy writing imaginary stories during
the tutoring session:. HOmework is ancither time for writing.
Teddy indicated his enthusiasm for writing by using a legal pad
for keeping his weekly jdurnal for me. The journal pages were
very detailed and much dint was spent writing them.,0_4a_mentioned,
Teddy is very introverted which may be related to his penchant
for writing things down.

SUMMARY

Literacy Use

Literacy use is woven throughout.the daily lives in both
homes. There are some important differencs depdting on the way
the amilies are organized. In the Johnson family little wr#ing
is done by the adults and more by the children. Games are chosen
for their value in aiding the children in school. There appears
tO be a greater use of television as an adjunt to readidg in
the Johnson faMily than'in the Crumshank family. In essence
there is a more informal atmosphere'in the Johnson home. The
Crumshank family is carefully organized.with both acquisition
and its use taken very seriously.

Parents in both families are careful to provide support for
their children's development. This contrasts sharply with the
school's perception reported in the earlier literacy report
(Hymes, 1981). As a result there is little real meshing of the
school and home supporC systems.

Although most of the participants'in the study claimed that
they did not like to read, I was struck by the information that .

was brought out during conversation that had been gleaned from
reading. For example, Ann, who consistently stated het dislike
for reading, was usually reading a magazine when the researcher
arrived. She also read a student bible which enabled her to win
money in a contest at bible school naming chAracters in the old
andknew testaments. When told by the researcher that she spent
a lot of time reading for someone who didn't like to read', she
stated that. she meanC school books and long books.
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Sam who stated that he read very little would engage-me in
conVersation about news stories that he had read or about

'.old magazines and comic books in the basement. Sam Jr. was the
.Cally one who admitted that he liked to read.

The games, even though played for fun, appeared to be
. carefully selected to help develop certain skills in math
, :and reading.

The Extended Felony Support

.0

Mary sees one of her primary roles to be.the responsibility
foi literacy development in the home. However, she is aware that
Sam is the back up system. For-example, when,Sam arrives home
from work he started out by asking is homework completed to
both-children. "What did you do today?" he will ask. He will
inquire of Mary as to whether-or not there were problems with
the children., "Dothey have all the suipplies that they.need"
and "Who needs punishing?" Hecalled every day dyring the
4ass sessions that were conducted by the researcher during the
strike. Sam and Mary act as monitors, watching and checking to
make sure that the children's homework is done and they ,try to
explain things that the children don't know about. They also
explicitly use homewOrk to gain as much knowledge as they can
for themselves. Even when Ann and Sam Jrpretend to be "mad"
with Sam and Mary, they seek them-out for angwers to most of
their questions. Even though Ann knows that Mary may not know
how to work certain math problems; she seeks her help before.
she calls a friend on the phone for hlep. She does the same
with Sam, constantly articulating the support relationship within
the family.

According to Ann, Junior is her "Worst enemy"; however, she
finds time to assist him with his homework and to play numerous
games with him. The support system extends to other members
of the,family. This is evident by many concerns for Edna, ahd
the wair Mary and her sister keep'the children involved in literacy
events such as bibae school and getting together for other
religious events.

Use of writing in the home by the children is limited to
school work, stories that Junior writes, and Ann's diary. Sam's
job requires writing but he does very little'beyond fill out
his income tax. He says that his main reason for writing would
be classified as work.related as when he is doihg carpentry work.
The family doesn't make out grocery lists nor do they use a
checking account. Mary states that she used to write letters
but never mailed them just to get'Junior interested in writing.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE.LIPESTYLEE
OF A DECLARED NON-READER AND DECLARED READERS

OVERVIEW

This study shows through interview and observation that a
child who says that he does not read, did in fact rdad considerably
during the course df his daily routine. To gain a picture of the
lifeqyle and environment surrounding the declared reader and the
declared.non-reader, three boys, one 13 year old and two 12 year
olds, were observed. Matt and Jon Drake were brothers raised in
the same literacy supported'environment. Unj.ike his brother,
Matt did not likesto read. Matt had the same temperment and
lifestyle as Thom Andrews, the third child in the study. Both
boys were active, avid sports fans, who liked being with people.

THE ANDREWS' BOYS

The Andrews are a low-middle income, Black family. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Andrews work. Mrs. Andrews has-a secretarial
position, and does typing for her church and her friends. Mr.
Andrews is a committeeman, a community activist, a deacon in his
church and the union president on his job. Both parents have
high school diplomas and, both haye recently decided to attend
college at some future time.

The Andrews have two sons. Fredl the youngest boy; is
currently An the third grade.at Shortridge-Elementary School.
He is in the top academic tract and brings home all A's and VS

.

on his report card. Prior to entering public school, he attended,
a ptivate pre-school program. He learned phonetic reading skills,
writing and mathematics (addition, subtraction, and multiplication). '
At his mother's request, Fred was tested and granted early adMittance
to ehe first grade. .

-

Fred's older brother, Thom, also'entered school with reading
and math skills. He had attendea a different pre-school program
and entered the first grade at six years of age. Thom's first,
grade teacher provided special reading lessons fur him in class
and encouraged his thother to continue to work with him at home.
Thom says that he likes to read. He is nuw 12 years old and
the seventh grade at Penniman Demonittation School. His report..
card and California Achievement Scores (94th percentile) indicate
that he is a good student. Thom is reserved and well-mannered
in publtc, but lively and playful among his friends. His ip an
avid sports fan, actively Participating in organized track and'
basketball.
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This is a very busy household. Thom's sports teams compete
in cities up and down the edA coast. His father, and sometimes
the entire family, accoMpahy him on these trips. Mr. Andrews
attends numegous meetings and events associated with his community,
political and union activities. In xidition,Ithe family is very
Active in their church'. To manage all "ol thif, the family has
'become highliorganized. Over the weekend, Mrs. Andrews prepares
most of the meals for the week. Shopping is sone by the whole '

family early on Saturday morningSor on holidays. Most of the
housework is done.by Mrs. Andrews at night while the rest of the,
family is sleeping. The family rises very early (5:00 a:m.) and
goes to bed early (before 10:00 p.m.).

THE HOME AS LITERACY ENVIRONMENT '

Reading materials fot the boys (books and magagnes) are kept
on shelves in each of the boys rooms. A set of encyclopedias

. are in a bookcase in the living-troom. Both boys like to do their
homework and study lying on the livingroom floor. Nonschool
related reading is usually done in,the bedrooms. The,availability
of reading material and their placement in the house, in this

'instance, appears to influence the frequency of their use. Thom
uses his encyclopedlgs extensively for homework assignments, but

,

Mhkes less use of them for nonschool related reading. -However,
Thom says'that he enjoys reading, and he reads the books, comics,
tagazines alIM sports cards kept in his room
I e

HoMew*

Frs. Andrews closely supervises the homework of bauh boys.
When dinner is finished, she sits with them, gives them quizzes,
organizes'land di'rects their written work,.tutors them in needed
ageas ind.actively helps them on some occasions. In one instance,
Thom had ascience pl.oject dup and a major test in history on the
same day. Mrs. Anarews woked on his project while Thom studied
for the test.

*
.

During the'sUmmer and when the children miss school because
Of illness, Mrs. Ankews hgs the Children use workbooks and the
Cycloteacher (a programmed 'learningtool) to strengthen their
math and English skills.

Source of Reading Materials

A

The public library is the major source for books. Magazines
and animal cards were ordered through the.mail. Thom purchases
books at Sales in school and collects sports cards from bubble
gum wrappers.

A

,
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. Importrnce of Interests 0

With the 'exception of comic books, ulost of the other reading
materials in the Anatews' household appear to be read to acquire
knotqledge iq special interest areas: Br:, Andrews reads religious
material; Mrs. Andrews iearches magazines for recipes, coupons
lnd contests; the youngest boy reads comics, animal cardssnd
sportt cards; and.Thom reads sports stories,,sports biographies,
sports magazines, sports cards.and animal cards, comics, science
fiction-and love stbries. The science fiction and cOmics are
read because they are enjoyed. H9weVer, the love stories fit
into the searcb-for-knowledga pattern., Mrs. Andrews says, "He's.
(Thom) been reading a lot of love books too, recently. I guess
he's trying to learn about the birds and the bees."

The awspgper

"The newspaper serves as a source of dailY reading for the
parents. They buy ne of the city's major papers each day. In
addition, they receive a community based paper weekly and buy a
,copy pf a .second major paper on Saturdays. Both parents reed,
the newS,' especially political news: Mfs. Andrews clips recipes,
coupons an4restaurant specials. Mr. Andews reads the spotts-:,
and the.chilaren read the movie listinp and comic pages.

Classroom Observations

Thom was observed in'a math class at school. He was a quiet.,
intent student, paying close attention to the teacher's lecture.
Although other ptuaents in the class were easily distracted, he'
did not appear "to ndtice when two visitors stopp4d to look in on'
his class. The teachlt4 asked questions periodically during his
lecturel 'Thom did not raise hie hand to volunteer an answer;
however, he knew the correct Answer when called upon.

,

Parental Support

Thom's parents are deeply.concerned that both their sons
receive a good education. When they were young, neither parent

. had considered college as one of their options. They now see
pallege as a means to personal and economic grdwth. Much of their

s time and energy is spent preparing their children so that they,
.cail go to college nnd beyond. Mrs. Andrews takes time off from
work tp visit her sons' schools; she establishes arid mAintairis

contact' with their teachers, and she closely supervises the boys'
schdol wOrk. During the summer, she provides regular practice
in English and math_skills.

Both parents also maintain a close sdpportiye:relationship
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with their chilaren in other areas. All contests, plays and
programs the children'participate in are attended by the entire
family. Ex. Andrews goes to Thom's basketball games and track
meets, in and out-of-town. When NX. Andrews is unavailable,
Mrs. Andrews accompanies Thom to track pracpice. They feel ie
is impotItant for him to have someone to cheer him on. Special
accomplishmentS in school, sports, etc. are rewarded with clothing
articles, new sports equipment or dinner out. Mr. Andrews takes
the boys to sporting events; and the family eats out"frequently,
shops together, attends movies,.and vacations away each year.

Thom's Activities

As mentioned before, Thom likes sports. He,plays intramural
basketball in school and belongs to a junior league basketball
team that competes in various cities along the east coast. When
the neighborhood recreation center is open, hdplays basketball
with the high schOol boys'in the community. Winter months, he
plays footba4 in tbe street. During the spring, summer and
fall, he runs with a track team. Although he is small in stature,
he is a skilled athlee and has won trophies and medals in both
basketball and track.

Thom has many friends his own age, and he gets along-well
with the teenagers in the neighborhood. His father is active in
keeping peaceful relations among gang members in the community.
This glyes Thom a lot of opportunity to participate in activities
(Mapes, fairs and spprts) designed for the older boys.

The Andrews encourage their sons'' participation in the family
church: Thom attend.eSunday. School, the meetings of several young
peoples' organizations (BTU, Youth Church, etc.) and special
religious segOons. He is on the choir and.the usher board and
participates in church plays, spelling bees and speech contests.
He i Won the local speech contest twice and has finished either
first or second in the spelling.bee. Prizes in these contests'
consist of plaques and religious books for all participants. Thom
has read many of these books without any urging from his parents.

With all of his activities, Thom has little,time for just
reading that is notschool related. He makes time by reading.on
the trolley on the way to school each morning and while he is
waiting for his mother.to leave.work in the evening.

THE DRAKE BOYS

t The Drakes have.four children, three boys and one girl.
They'afe a- low income, Black family living in the same community
as Ole Andrews family. Botkpatents redently earned college degrees.
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in evening school and are now working on their 1asters degrees.
Mr. and Mrs. Drake have worked at various jobs hrough the.years
and have operated two.businesses, a photography,studio and a
bicycle repair shop. They ate currently state welfare recipients.

Mr. Drake is a committeeman, community activist and coach
of two track teams, his own team and a church team. He has served
.on the boaTd of two community orunizations, taught in an alternative
school during the recent schooL strike, counseled youths and adults
on college programs and tutored his classmates. As a volunteer,
heteaches. Black history Co former gang memBers at the House of
Umoja.

Mrs. Drake als6 volunteers in community organizatiOns and
at the Longstreth School. She has tutored neighborhood children
in reading and math, taught at the alternative school and serves
as Judge of Elections.

Both parents worked with thetr children before they enter&d
school. Reading and quantity concepts were taught by utilizing
household items and playing games while traveling in the car..
With the exception of the yOungest child, all of the children
entered first grade with reading land math skills.. Mrs. Drake
explained Chat the youngest chuck received less preparation partly
because she and her husband had 1 ss time to'spend teaching him ,

and because he matured later than he rest df the children. She
believes that a child.has to show a.willingnes'S to learn. The
youngest child resisted het attempts to teach him, preferring to
play instead.

Jon, the oldest son, entered first grade reading on the
Lippincott fourth grade level. Special arrangements were made
for him to take reading with a grourth 'grade class and later, he
received enrichment, in a readinOskills center. He is,now 13
years old, in the eighth grade at Penniman School.and 'doing well
(91it percentile on the CAT).

The Drakes' second oldest son, Matt, went ,tokindergarten
for half.a year, and then at his wenn' request was transferred
to first grade. At the time, Mrs. Drake was volunteering in
Jon's first grade class. Since kindetgarten was a half-day
prqgram, Matt had been spending the afternoons in Jon's first grade
class. Matt could read at the second grade level when he started
kindergarten and his parents felt he could 'handle first grade.,
At first all went well, Matt was successful in first and second
grade. By third grade, his marks began to decline. He nade no
progress in the fourth grade. Mrs. Drake partly blames his
teacher for this. She cites complaints by other parents that their
children also did not progress. Although he reciived no grade

),)
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lower than a C on his report.card, theDrakes requested that
Matt be Allowed to remain in the fourth grade. His second time
in th fourth grade, Matt advanced three levels in-math and foUr
level's in reading. Ilatt is now a 12 yedr old, seventh grade
student at Penniman School who says that he does not like to read.

- The Drake Household

The Drakes run an informal household. The telephone is in
constant' use, and there is a steady stream of visitors (children
and adults). The Drake children have been taught to be independent,
atan early age. Both parents attend evening collegeiso several
nighta a week the children manage alone. They feed themselves;
do dieir homework; clean-up and gO to bed unsupervised. Although
Mrs. Diake prepares most of the meals, the three Old'e.r children
can prepare meals when necessary. The two oldest boys travel
throughout the south, west and center city using'public transporta-
tion. They visit relatives arll handle business (at banks, utility
companies and at city hall) for'their parents.

Literacy activities are abundant in the Drake house. Both
parents read and write a great deal for their college courses.
The children write notes informing,on each other's behavior.
Messages are left at night for the parents telling tliem of

telephone.calls or reminding them of forms to sign and important
activities at school. Somptimes one of the children will leave
a note expressing love. 4

The Drake parents Constantly 'stress the importance of the
written word. Mr. Drake often has the children fead papers he
has written for school. One one occasion, the parents had a bad
experience on a bus excursion. Mr. Drake wrote a letter to the
'bus company to complain. 'The incident had inyolved loud, abusive
language on the pal.t of the driver and Mr.,Drake. The letter
made use of formal English and higher level vocabulary. Mr. Drake
had the children relAd the letter, and explained to them that the
letter.was written in its 'educated' form to add force'to the
Complaint.

Mr."Drake considers himself a non-reader. He...frequently

remarks in front of the children that Mrs,. Drake reads more than
normal, and that he wishes he could read as much as she does.
However, observation revealed that he actually veads a great deal
in conjunction with his daily activities. During meals, he ieads
the sports sections of the newspaper .and seledted news stories.
He collects And reads Bulletin Almanacs. He'ahs all but two of
the Almanacs dating from 1924 to 1976. He has college catalogues
from across the country that he,studies to,plan his ofdu career
and to counsel others. During thetrack se4s9n, he reads track

4
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journals, track stats and literature sent by other track clubs
and associa0ons.

Drake reads fqr extended periods.of time, sometimes
through the night. 'She says that mystery books help her to relax
between work or study pessions.

The Hqme as a Literacy Environment

The Drake house is filled with reading materials. Newspapers
can be seen on the couch, tables and chairs. There is a floor'
to ceiling bookcase on the enclosed porch. Other book shelves
are in the second floor hall and two of the bedrooms. On various
ocgasions, books were 'seen on the bathtub edge, radiators and
the bathroom floor. Book types include: early yeari bomoks
(Dr. Seuss, Bernstein books, Disney collections, etc.); young
people books (nysteriep, sport biographies,adventure stories,
etc. many bought by the children themselves); reading texts
(workbaoks and texts given to Mrs.. Drake when she was a classroom
volunteer)i science, history, :bath and English texts collected
from the parents' school days; poetry, drama and short story
anthrlogies found in thrift shops; language books (Latin, German,
Spanish); Black history and Black authored literature; and assorted
texts on track techniques and track personalities.

Source of Books

When the children were youhger, Mrs. Drake subscribed to
book clubs and magazines such as Ranger Rick and NationalGeographic, Jr.
She also,regulUrly attended Books for Tots (a government sponsored
program designed to bring books into low income homes). Other
reading materials were bought at thrift shops or school book sales.
The three older childret purchase many of their own books. Even
Matt, who says he does not like to read, has bought more than
twenty'books with his own money. He says, like collecting
'books. I don't read it that much, but I,like collecting them...
So if I would do (sic) Want to read them, I;could read theM and
p].0 I just have to have them."

Another source of reading material,'usually associated with
school, tis the encyclopedia. The Drake children use their set
frequently to pursue an.interest, to check something they saw
on television, or to settle an argumgnt. These uses are in
addition Eo the general use by students and teachers to look up
specific topics for specific items of information in school.

Homework
,

Except for the'youngest child,'hemework is nh independent
project. All of the children do thieir homework together around
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the dining room table. If help is needed, parents usually refer
the children to dictionaries and resource books instead of giving
direct answers. If ,their is a problem with math, Mrs. Drake
uses similar examples to show the child how to solve the problem
on his own. Only written papers are directly edited by the parents.
Otherwise parental involvement in homework consists of the questions:
"Is your hoMework done?" and "Is there anything else you'can study?"

Television
I.

Time spent watching television not only reduces amailable
reading time in the Drake house, it also lessens family inter-
action. The Drakes have two televiSion sets. For a period of
about two months both televisions were kept in the parents'
bedroom. Mr. Drake felt that the children were watching too
much. Without the TV, the children talked to each Other and to
their parents moie,,relating stories they had seen on TV or
at the movies. They played cards together (pinochle, gin, 500.
rummy, solitaire) often with eiEher br both parents and-taught
theii 7 year old brother to play solitaire.

The Newspaper

Everyone in the family makes use of the newspaper: parents
read the news items and sports pages and do the crossword puzzles
or word games; daughter uses the front page articles and.editorials
for school; youngest son looks at the comics and does the mazes
and the Nissipg Pieces puzzle; plder boys read movie and TV
listings,and the comics.

Classroom Observations

. Matt enjoys getting good grades. He is attentive and
responsive in the classroom. A math class was observed in which
the teacher spent most of the class period going over problems
that had been assigned for homework. Matt raised his hand for
every questiono Other children in the classroom were talking and
wiling in their notebooks, but-Matt's attention remained
dirqcted at the teather. He was called upon several timeS to
give an answer. He was correct each time.

A

Jon was observed in a SpaniA class. He sat at a lunchroom-
like table that made.it necessary forhim to turn away from the
,table to see the tether. Jon-seldom did this. He sat through
most,of the class with his eyes on his notebook. The teacher's
approath involved a lot of interaction between students and
teacher. While.the class was reviewing the homework, Jon
occasionally raised his hand to andwer questions. When he had

given his answe, he returned to studying his notebook. Sometimes
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he coatinued to look at his book even when his hand was up in the
. .

air.

The pecond part of the lesson conasted of Spanish conversa-
tion. This produced e lot of laughter as the students tried to
conduct a conversation with the teacher solelY'in Spanish. Jon_
did not participate in this part. He kept his back'to the teacher,

.
looking at his notebook. He did nc4 join in any of the laughter.

At the end of class, the teacher returned quiz papers from
a previoud class. Jon had an A-.

Parental Support Activities

The Drakes recogniZe their Children's abilities and
consciously seek ways to encourage their development. The
following 'are examples of their efforts:

All of the children were told to sit and watch a television
movie, "Master Killer". The movie detailed the early life of
a Kung Fu master, the rigorous physical and mental training he
had to undergo, and the fantastic feats he was capable of
performing as a result of his training. (The parents wanted
the childreh to see what a man is capable of is he has discipline
and training.)

Jon wanted.to play outside, but Mr. Drake insisted that he
remain and watch the entire program. Jon returned to his seat
showing displeasure. There was an unhappy expression on his face,
his eyes were directed at the floor during most of die movie.
He showed no sign of laughter.during the funny scenes and made no
contributions to the talk abodt the film. Matt and the other
children discussed the film, laughed and otherwise seemed to enjoy
the movie.

In another instance,4Mr. ake began teaching the family
Spanish. Both parents had disc ssed their desirr. for their thildren
to be bilingual. Mr. Drake had studied Spanish and is a proficient
speaker of the language. During the school strike, he began
teaching the family (and outside children who attended tutoring
lessons in the Drake home) Spanish vocabulary and,usage. These
lessons ceased when the school reopenqd.

One night Mr. Drake began the lessons again for the family
only. He taught the words for vegetables, meats, etc., words that
would normally be used'during dinner. Everyone, including the

-mother participated.

These lessons lasted for only two nights. However, the Drakes
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still speak of the children learning Spanish before they reach
high school.

Another type of support is provided by the.many'family
discussions that revolve around literacy related issues. The
following typical dinner table conversation is illustrative.

Matt Should Wrigley's Spearmint Gum have all
capital first letters? My teacher says no.

Mrs. Drake Your teaciler says no because she assume's
the gum's name is Wrigley's arid the kd of ,

lpim'is spearmint. I think the whole thing
is the name so it should all be capitals.

Mr. Drake I agree with your mother.

Mrs. Drake You all need to learn that teachers are
not always right, just as all books are
not always right.

For a while, Matt andchis sister tell the family jokes that
they have learned in school. Then:

Jon Today, my teacher said, "Woe i's,t4
that right?

Mr. Drake That's right grammatically, but the
expression is "Woe is me".

Matt and Jon's Activities

Careful observations were made of the two brothers' activities
to see if what they did could explain why one brother said he
liked to read and the other brother said he did not.

Matt is very active: he has a paper route, he takes his
younger brother to the movies at'least twice a month, he spends
a lot of time watching television, ,he plays football and baseball
in the street, he spends his own money to go to Phillies games,
he played Little League baseball until his team disbanded, he
plays intramural basketball in school and runs track and cross
country for his.father's team. In addition, he sings on the school
choir and participates in church spelling.bees, speech contests
and plaYs. Matt says that the reason he doesn't like.to read is
that it takes too much time.

Jon differs from his brother and Thom Andrews. Physically,
he is a year older and stocky. He likes sports, but he is not
as active as the other boys. He joined the intramural volleyball
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team in schooX this year and does well in it. This is the first
organized sport he has volunteered to take part in since he became
stocky. When he was younger and smaller, he ran on his father's
track team. As he gained Aght, he became unhappy with track

4
and refused to partl.cipate in any sport activity he did not
organize himself.

Football is his favorite sport, but the part he enjoys best
is organizing and directing the play of others. He seldom watches
a complete game on televisida; yet, after school, on weekends, ,

in a drizzle, he is in the park or on the street playing ball. ,

He says, "I am basidally the captain and trainer of the team".

Jon has many varied interests and literacy activities can
be identified in most of them. We'is a loyal Star Trek fan. He
watches all the Star Trek reruns, owns deveral Star Trek records,
is writing a science fiction book based on the Star Trek idea.
He had been writing t'his book for more than A year in long hand.
Then he started typing his handWritten notes. He says that he
enjoys editing his typed papers. Mgre recently, he said that he
was composing while he typed. He says that he has had no spelling .

errors,.only errors of omission and punctuation.

This interest in Star Trek has led Jon to seek out and read
material on astronomy, space colonization and exploration, and
astronaut training. His major source for this information is the
public library and the encyclopedia. Other areas Jon researches
include: ships and weapo.ns, military uniforms and training,
refrigeration, animals and mythology.

. Music is also one of Jon's favorite pastimes. He has had
piano and clarinet lessons for a sh6rt peiod of time. The piano
lessons ceased when he lost access to a borrowed piano, and
the clarinet was returned to school when his parents had to urge
him too much to practice. Recently, he wanted to len to play
the bass guitar. Lessons weren't available in SCI,J0i and his
parents couldn't afford private lessons. Jon saved money to
restring an old electric guitar and used practice books to learn
to play at home. However, he does not 6ractice consistently.
Jon is a member of the school choir and the school Barbershop
Quartet. Both boys can read music, though neither parent has a
background in music.

Most of Jon's time is spent listening to music. He likes
classical music as well as raps. He has composed some of his own
raps. These'are taped rather than written on paper. 'Taping takes
.less time and alloWs him to hear what he has composed.

6
Jon reads more than the other boys. When he is not seeking
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information, he reads mystery stories, comics, and science fiction.
There is also a lot of reading connected with the games he likes
to play, football and Dungeons and Dragons. In talking about how
he prepares himself tO act as manager and trainer for his football
eam, he said:

I've read the football.article in,the encyclopedia

a couple of tides, and I have a game called NFL
Fdotball Strategy. It's a game,*all right, but it

-also has football plays, eendencies and strategies
sof football teams and lapses of football teams -

what they don't seem to do n emergencies.

The other game, Dungeons and Dragons, implements a number
of literacy skills: reading and comprehensiom - the game's
directions are lengthy and intricate. Numerous handbooks and
guides are salt to supplement the basic game kit: vocabtilary -

characters and their abilities have to be clearly'defined for
the participants to play the game properly; writing - descriptions
of dungeons and characters must be written out in detail for
future reference. The followihg is Jon's description of whdt he
has to do as a Dungeon Master:

L'have_to lead them (the players) through the
dungeon,and every evil character they meet, I'm
the/evil character. I'm the mind of the character.

It (the game) involves dice, little books and
dungeons. Dungeons is where they try to find
gold. The dice determines the moves, the hits
and the strikesv---I-read-the-books to reference
evil characters and what is in the room itself.

For the characters there's certain characteristics
they heed to have. OK, I take three six-sided
dice. The highest they can score is an eighteen,
and the higher the better. And'there's six or
seven characteristics they need to have. OK,

on the side of a loose leaf paper they have these
initials: D - dexterity. That shows the speed
and agility ofthe person. Uhn, C - for consti-
tution. That's their strengt4 and endurance.
S - for strength, W - for wisdom and Ch - for
charisma, that's how good they are/do their
courage.
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When asked why he,needs the book and paper,, he said:

That (the book) describes the character.
Well these, what I've just explained,.go on .

separate pieces of paper, thecharacters
names and their hit points and armor class.
NoF hit points is (sic) when that particular .

person hap been hitOK,,by a sword or anything.
You take away so many hit points to show-their
damage or wounds and the lowest hit ppints you
can ge l.. is negative ten on the integer scale

and that shows the person'is dead.

I write who the characper is, what his ability
is, how much money, and what his.weapons. But
whoever I give that piece of pape , the
person, they give their chracter NI name,
OK, nd they control the character's action.
Also they get to choose from different characters:
a cleric - that's a priest who's involvea in, .

let's say witch/sorcery, a tlief who's good at
stealing, OK, an assassin is a very good marksman,
a halfling:-- that's a cross betweien a dwarf
and a humanogrows about.to a maximum height
of five feet...

Creativity, mathematics, organization, planning, reading and
writing are all in a game Jon and his classmates go to school
early to play before class begins.

189.
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SUMMARY

AlL three of the boys observed in this study demondtrate
that literacy plays an important role in their lives, despite
the,fact that one of them did not like to read and viewed himself
as a noh-reader. Furthermoe much of this literacy activity was
in do !Nay related to regular school work. Reading and writing
imply occur in the pursuit of ports, in the process of mlaying

a game, or in the course of a dinner conversation.
;

Moraover, envirOnment ind lifestyle do not appear to be ,

determining factors in whether a child willilike or dislike reading.
Interviqws with the boys in the study, however, suggest that
the perception of.reading as work pioduces negative effect.
Na.tt viewed reading as "when a person gets something with
writing on it and studiss it and tries to figure out what it
means". In contrast his brother Jon, who ikes to read, says,
"Reading is taking in knowledge to have a greater yocabulary and
to heighten your skill of comprdhending."

o

One implication appears obvious. If reading could be
Qrojected as-'a means to acquire knowledge in eves bf interest,
and if high interest activities such as football and Dungeons
and Dragons'couid be incorporated into +ding programS,
many non-readers should cOme to realize that they like.to read.

11.
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-SOME SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF LITERACY

Reflections of a Ba&kyard Ethnogtapher

'BACKGROUND

Vue Yang*, a young man of 25, sat patiently beside the pastor
until it was'time,to give a bible reading in Hmong. During his
two-minute reading, the Hmong in the congregation looked up to
listen, and the Americans seemed to.relax aPd let tlie music of the
language was over them. After the service, I was introduced to
Vue.as an Englisb teacher who was interested in the refugees in
the neighborhood. He invited me to visit at his home.

I took up the invitation despite a cold and a, sore throat. .

Finding their row house, the only one intact in a row of gurted
and abandoned structures, I rang the ,bell,and waited. I was

-welcomed into a second floor apdrtment. Two Old beds were pushed
together against one wall, where two babies were'sledping in heaRs
of blanketS7 Plants,crowded a table next to a,TV against the other
wall. On the bathroom door, there was a magazine picture of a very
muscular wrestler gritting his teeth. As soon as my cold became
apparent, Vue's wife, Lee, cut some giner root and rubbed.it on my
neck hnd arms. This was the beginning of a friendship that is
still in process.

Vue and Lee are among more than 150 families who have come
from the hilltops of Laos, via abysmal'camps in Thailand, and
have somehow ended up scattered in West Philadelphia rowhouses
and apartments. In a subsistancefarming society,. where rice
provided the staple, and opium a source of cash, there was little
need for reading and writing. Most Hmong did not learn how. ahe
few who did-learned in Laotian schools, using the Lao language.
The setting has changed from warm rice and opium fields to a snowy
urban maze of institutions; English speakers, and print.

, What kinds o.f problems have.to be solved by thbse refugees
that involve literacy? How are they sOlved? After teaching:pre-
literate refugee women in the jocal library basement and their
husbands at the Community College downtown, I became convinced that
language and literacy programs could become more effective and
useful only to the extent that they consider what literacy means to
their participants. What '3es school mean ec.them? What does
literacy mean? What is read and written by whom?

*All names have been changed
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To begin to look at these questions, I arranged to spend
four weeks with Vue end Lee and their tufo children. Weekday
evenings were characteriZed,by meals together after our respective
days of st,pdying, childcare, and teaching. WeeKends afforded more
time for visiting, sewing, Ad excursions (i.e. to Reading to visit.
a sick brother, or'to the Sgectrum,for an evening of wrestling).

My fl:rst discoverYswas that four weeks was tidle enough for.
3little more than laying the foundations of a friendship where

** friendship grows from sharing not only great adventUres, but also,
daily routines. Also, as I lo4A4? on while Vue and Lee navigated
their way, thfough welfare and educational bureaucraciesAhmmunity
activities, and a variety of interactions with both Americans and

4 Hmong, I made many discoveries.

I will suggtst in these p ges that literacy, as one among 4

many language skills, can be iewed as:

4 1) a tool used for negotiaeing with new institutions,

2) a tool possessed.by those who mediate between culture
groups, and

3) a toolessopiated with articulating new social status 1

a changing social order.

By describing 'snme gliMpses I have caught through my keyhole,
I hope to create a framewotk in which literacy,can'be examined as
an addition as well as a change agent in a whole communicative
economy with profound effects on the relationships nf the participants.

LITERACY AS A TOOL FOR NEGOTIATING WITH .NEW INSTITUTIONS

One Tuesday afternoon, Vue received a letter fr.& his caseworker
saying that he had to show- up at .her office Friday morning, or his
II case" would be "closed". The letter instructed him to bring four
decuments with him, including one which had to be stamped by an
agency several miles away, (and not easily accessible by public
transportation), and others whid: required picking up various forms
with signatures from several other places.

Vue had already planned to take off from school on Thursday
afternoon to pay phone and electric bills. He says he has to pay
them in cash, because if he puts more than a very small amount of
money.inia checkng account, his benefits will be cut. This left
only Thurpday morning, sinct fie had a test in school on Wednesdhy
that he felt he could not miss..

,That evening, Vue spent time usually used for homework to %

fix his bicycle. He knew that he.could not cover all neces5ery
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bases on foot in one day,. He called his English teacher to tell
her he would be absent on'Thursday and-171;iday.

On Friday, Vue reported to his caiewoiker with all of the
forms. His signature was required, as was Lee!s. Vue got home ,

by midday, when he took overvatching the children.. Lee and I
repeated the journey on the Broad Street subway to give the second
signature. I showed her how to distinguish.North-bound from
South-bound; and haw, to find tfie right stop to get off for future
reference.

At the welfare office, we waited in bolted-down wooden seats
for Lee's name to be called. On the wall across from where we
were sitting were two.written signs: "EFFECTIVE 11-8-81 Foodstamps
will be given Out only between 2:30 - 3:30 pm" and "PLEASE NOTE:
Any foodstamps not picked up within five days will be returned to

Harriaburg".. tees name was called. .She signed the form and we
left.

Vue is among the better-educated Hmong who fled from Laos.
The son of a town merchant, he was able to'attend school for four
years before becoming a soldier. He guesses, with no, aid from
birth documents, that he was about twelve or thirteen when he,left
school to become a soldier. By then he had already acquired what
would be some'prdtious coding and decoding skills with print.

Vue comments that he likes his pusent cpseworier because
.

"she help us everythlrg". Just lucky, he reflects. Iq.his
other house in a different neighborhood, the old caseworker
U .window broken, he don't care. No heat, he don't do anything.
New' baby born, he don't help extra money." Some neighbors have
difficulty even with the "good" caseworker. Xi, an older woman
living one floor below, does not know how to decipher forms,
lettersIor bills. Preparing the required documents is an
insurmountable task for her. ,Une evening Vue disappeared with
a pan full of meat. Returning to the apartment, he explained that;
he had intervened with the caseworker on Xi's behalf, getting
"125 and $60 for 'gas on two occasions. She therefore lets-the
Yang family use her oven from time to time to.save on their own
gas bill.

When Xi cannot'solve a problem, she sometimes brings it to
Vue. When Vue is stu0c, he turns to me or to another American
in his church. He had done this on many occasions with puzzling
bills or difficult homework. Sometimes, a favor is returned in
kind, as illustrated above with Xi and her gas money. Other
requests for help cause conflict,

Vue had been compraining for a couple of days about a man
who wanted him to write a fraudulent letter to welfare. Lo,
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caseworker/client, cotenant or urbad neighbor pose new
possibilities and inesSures for different kinds of interaction

. in th'is new setting.

LITERACY AS A TOOL VSED .BY THOSE
WHO MEDIATE BETWEEN CULTURE GROUPS

Members of'Vue's church feel their way as they accommodate
the hefty new population of refugees. Incorporating the Hmong ,

into religious life wds a priority. On any giNien Sunday, one orD
several HMOT -nuples are baptized,%becoming full members of thel'

* "church famil.

Vue used to spend several hours each Saturday studying the
bible with the pastor. Thus prePared, he led Sunday school bible
lessons in Hmong, for thoseyho could not understand English.
The groUp consists mostly,of pew arrivals, women, and oldek men.
With the Lao bible and EnglishAible Close at hand, Vue is able
to synthesize each lesson to convey to the Hmong.

Until their language mastery improves, newcomeri depend on
, those like Vue to open a sort of life line with the church,
permitting exchange of information and participation that would
otherwise be i4ossible. _In a conversation with me oVer a'year
ago, the pastor confided his difficultie at that time because
the Hmong leaderitranslator moved with many in his clan to resettle
in.Rhode Island.' Td his relief, Vue has moved into this position,
bringing "wisdom" froM the American religious leader° into'the

world ef.the Hmong,,and providing a way'for them to become part,
of thehurch community.

Oh the Other hand, when Vue does his short reading for the
whole congregation, he is, in one sense, bringing a bit of Hmong
culture over for consumption by Americans. His seat next to ,

the pastar during the service, and,his name printed in the service
program.legitimize both the task, and Vue himself as mediator in
such'an exchange.

. Because of his accessibility through language, I suspect,
Vue has been called by seveVal homeowning congregation members
offering_him small wages for work in their homes. When'he is
unable to comply with all Offers with his one precious Saturday,
he is usually free to supply,the name of an alternate.

Vue's role as mediator extends past the boundaries of the
church. During my homestay, a social worker from a neighboring
church called, asking him to.translate a sign from English to .

Hmong that requested users of a free clothing room limit what
they took. She had gotten his name as an able writer, and
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living six blocks away, had asked Vue to claim that Lo lived with
him in order to pick up a welfare check at Vue's address. I

arrived one afternoon tO find Lo.and Vue in frank discussion.
When Lo left, Vue was angry. -"He want me to cheat for him.:.he
not my relative, he not help me anyOling. He take trouble for me".
Vue felt that,the request was inappi6priste, and that it jeaporaized
his own standing with welfare. I advised hiM not to do it, as
had another American.

I'm not sure why Vue was called upon for this favor. He is'.
neither a neighbor, nor a ciSn member. I suspect it may be
related to the fact that Vue is among few liierate household
heads who w.ould be able to perform the task. This remains to be
better understood.

. .-

.Vue later redeived a call from Vang X., who he explains, is
"boss of the Emong.in Philadelphia% Because Vang was among the
first to arrive in the city and.become quickly bilingual, he was
hired by a social service agency that resettled hundreds of
Hmong families. Thus, Vang is the prime mediator between the
caseworkers and the Hmong population in the area. Not coincidentally,
I'm told, the X. family (clan) members seem to fare best in matters
that iequire attention from the social service system. For example,
Vue said that when he first arrived, Vang called 'the police when

4Lee was in labor. He did not take the timeto a company.the
couple to the hospital as he,did for certain othe families.
Speaking very little English at die time, Vue felt helpless when
the doctors decided to ftrform a Cesarean oh Lee. \Ile is sure that
it coqld have been avoided with the right advocacy. \In Laos, Vang .

would approprfately be expetted to aid meMbers of his\own clan.
As a Caseworker in Philadelphia, he is seen'by Americans as a
representative of "the Hmong" and is asked to be an advocate for

'members of many clans. The old and new expectations do riot always.
harmorlize. '

,

Vang, then, asked' Vue_to dd this favor for Lo. While '

listening to the Americans on one fiend, Vue felt, I suspect,
trapped by powerful social arid political pressures from within
the Hmong community. The.dilemma had no clear solution. As the
phone continued to ring, and Vue's homework lay neglected, he
shouted in exasperation, "Too many calls! Too maq qUestions!"
With that, he pulled the phone wires out of the wall and:sat down
to do his homework, complaining, "Everybody want something from me!"

From these exahles, it becomes clear that decoding and'
composing documents play an important role in economic survival.
Those who hal:ie literacy skills must use themto gain and maintain
benefits, and those who don't must often rely on thoge who do.
Who may rely on' whom is problematic. Where dependence relationships
once resided within families and clans, new categories such as
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contacted him immediately. That evening, he put aside his homework,
'and wrote and rewrote the message, until he was satisfied that it
was well done. The social worker'picked it up that evening, thanking
him for the effort.

:this woman then, a community.worker, depended on Vue to
convey information to Hmong peopie using the services of her own
church. He is therefore becoming a mediator for the neighborhood
ds well as for his own church.

Vue spends time deliberately cultivating relationships with
Americans. Before I moved ij with him, he would often call me
on the telephone for no appa ent reason but to chat. One afternoon
during the homestay when I r urned to his apartment, I found him'
going systematically throug his memo-pad phone directory calling
each American, one by one. The content,of each conversation was
more or less the same, as he asked each person what was "up" apd
spoke of his own state of afairs. Hy impreSsion was that he
enjoys trying to keep his Ameridan "friends", including teachers,
church members, (and'oddballs like ethnographers) engaged as long
as possible.% His decision with Lee to allow me to live with them
for a month'swas another daring move to allow an American into his
world.

Incorporation of Americans into Vue's life surely has its
benefits, but it must alio have its price. .Six months before I
met Vue and Lee, I had asked one of mY students.and his family
about the.same homestay arrangement. My student had agreed, but
subsequently had, to reneg on the invitation, he explained, because
of a dissenting brother-in-iaw.

After I molied in with Vue and Lee, this student began "accidentally"'
kicking Vue repeatedly during soccer games. His wife asked suspicous
questions of Lee at church. Vue and Lee asked which Hmong people
I had told about,the homestay - and asked that I keep the arrangement
private. LAlidn't know whether the conflict arose out of jealousy,
suspicion, or some other factor.

At one point, I asked Vue and Lee if they wanted me to leave.
They'assUred me that I could, stay, but their reqUest for'my
discretion made it clear what a sensitive issue this was. There
is surely ground for much investigation to better understand what
is gained and what is sacrificed to become a bridge between two
culture groups.

4 LITERACY AS A TOOL ASSOCIATED WITH ARTICULATING
, NEW SOCIAL BTATUS rm A CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER

The NC4 Year: Tradition and Change

1
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Last November, my oldest student, 587year-old Jou, invited

/612

me,to joi her in New Year's. preparations .She led me to a.home
on Powdl on Avenue where 30 Hmong women were crowded into one .

room, wriapping themselves with eolorful sashes over black velvet
garb. Coin and silver-bedecked children ran in and out from the
street, playing with each oter. Jou's daughter helped the other
women bind their hair in d4rk eurbans wi0.striped bands criss-
crossed on their heads. One lovely,teenager, heavily laden with

'. coins and beads, with black velvet wrapped around her calvqs, threw
on*a shiny green,pilk jacket,oirer her.dress. Across the back,*in

,
rarge letters, was printed: "ROLLER DISCO".

.
f

' , , 41 1:.:'

. A couple of months before the 'New Year celebration, a meeting
of the Hmong Association 40as calked. A couple of hundred HMong

1

went by bus to gather.át the Indochinese Center.c The Association
is headed byyang (the Hmong socpl worker),.whO is in his thirties.
Jou's son showed me a flyer, in Hmong, with instruatiohs and news
of committee responsibilities for different aspects of the affair.
It outlined financial arrangements, job responsibilities, and
subsequent meeting times. -

/i .1. .

In the'hills of Laos, New Year wasiolievent anticipated all
year. Heads of elans in each'village, il ya the eldest men,
'met to Arrange the event. Apporently New Year's festivals 4ere
planned at.different'times for different places, in oider that
villages might reciprocally invite.one anOther as they took turns

,hosting.the activities: young men and women would line up in ro?gs
facing each ot1er,'thr4wing back and forth a cloth'ball that the .

'girls had made from,tbeir sewing scraps. Boys would sing, serenading,
beginning a'process of courtshipthat would become manifest with
a rash gf aorriages following the New Year.

*

How has literacy as a new communicative mode played a part in
Oanging the.sociaA order? Previously,meetings would be called

t
i...

y word of.mouth by a househols1 :head. e Responsibilities were

elegated and carried out accordingly.. As Hmong people find them-
selves spread through the city, written materials become useful
to organize meetings.and arrange for bus transportation. As .

.

information sharing begins"to depend on a literate mode, what happens
to the role ofelders 3,n leadership? How will decisions be made

,

when young people are those.that have.direct access to information
/and resources?

On the second day of the New Year festivities, costumed young

men and women lined up facing One another on a strip of park grass
in Philadelphia's Germantown. They threw green tennis balls back
and forth. Jou complained that the boys didn't know the words to
the songs anymore.. How can a Hmong boy impress a girl With blessings
and prayers he,has memorized? These skills wilr no longer be
be crucial to prove himself a good husband. In an environment where
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information is recorded on 'paper, what traits'will be sought or
desired in a mate?

In the first sections of this paper, I have given some examples
to illustrate how bounaaries of interaction change as Hmong new.

comers encounter their literate environment. As a young man with
evdn limited literacy skills, Vue finds'himself in the sometimes
desireable, sometimes cohfusing position of helper, negotiating
for himself and others,with American institutions. In the.
'second section, it is.posited that thos6 same skills enable Vue
to,act as mediatoi, facilitating dommunica4on letween Hmong and
mericans through a variety of tasks and activities. I suggest
'further that as a result of these functions and uses of literacy,
Vue is gradually changihg his status in a changing social order.

When ffirst met Vue, he complained that ,he had no family
membefs nearby. His mother is in Minnesota, and his blother and
sister re in in Thailarld. To illustrate his plight, he commented
thaX when he held a party for his first son, many people came to
eat and enjoy themselves. His inv.itation has, not been reciprocated
with invitations to parties that have been held_in the neighborhood.
.He feels isolated and exploited, apart from his family and clan.

The Craft Sale

It takes little time for an outside observer to discover the
talents of Hmong women. Returning to.tfle apartment in the after
noons, I wuld often find Lee rockidg er younAest child on.her
back in a brightly embroidered baby daraer, while sewing decorative
squares. Characterized by tiny precise stitches, rekrerse applique,

' and stunning colors, the handiwork is awesome. To my delight,
Lee often works with her sister and mother, as well as other passers
through. All are happy to chatter or sit quietly as I join them
with my,crocheting. From such gatherings, r imagined a party ir%
which friends could come to look at the crafts, and Hmong women
couid display their pieces for sale. So it ries planned. The
party succeeded to the tune of $700 of collective'sales. The,
money was distribuEpd to the individual artists whose pieces were
sold.

I suggested to Vue and Lee that each woman contribute one or
two doilars for a kitty to cover refreshments for the party, and
to start some collective savfngs for renting craft fair tables,
or even4eventually saving for a storefront. Vue spoke out: "Hmong
-people can each'pay for food at the party, but not,to save moray.
together. My name 'Yang:, I help 'Yang'. We don't .;rust money
together."

4 There were the dIvisions? starkly cilr. Family helps family,
clan helps within clan. Cooperation Was only possible to repay
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Ehe Amarican authority. An,interesting conflict thqn arose.
By miscommunication between myself and another American who was
keeping ..calts, money was not collected, even for reimbursing me
for the refreshments. ' I brottlit'it to Vue's atter.cion. "Don't
worry", he comforted'me. Heewould collect the moeliy fom the
people in Sunaay sdhool. He could not collect from the otherd: '

"They not obey me", he commented. "But people in my churdh, I
think we can help you". A new unit of co9peration Is beihg
formed - members of a congregation who Can be influeliced to act
by a young man who may or may not shareetheir nathe.

Vue once commented t9 me-, ':I don't have family'here .-.. I ..
have my church. People help me, give irle a desk, dresser,
chair..." Indeed, the church has been a sourtre of furniture and

...clothing for Lee and Vue. Iildividual congregation members have, ,

r*--
during my homestay, lent a space heater whtn the Beat was broken,
moved to investigate the delay in bringing Vue's brother over
from-Thailand, among other things.- They have provided these
things for which, iri the past, Vue.could only turn to "family"

, (clan)..for dependable.aid.

It remains to be seen, how, as newcomers adapt to their new
urban environment, literacy f4ill take sits.place witfiin the communi-
cdtive economy. Likewise, as the new mode of coimunication
enters the social fabric', we can look on with interest at the
impact of literacy, on the process by which relationships between
people evolve and change.

Vote: On Being an Ethnographer

It Would be easiest to say that I wanted to understand my
students in ordtr to, be more effective as a literacy teacher,
that,.I wanted to know how they processed things, what they
codld use, and what was important to make the classroom work.

The truth is, however, that I became an English teacher
because I wanted to find out how these peopie made sense of the.
world -'not the oiher way around! Peasant farms', once organizing
their lives around the rhythms of subsistence survival, find
themselves in a foreign literate city. How do they manage?

To many of the Hmong I have known, I am an English teacher.
I help them unravel the language, tell them about theirnew
and help 6cipher bills and other strange documents. To Vue
and Lee, I have been a frequent visitor, an unsuccessfa language
learner, an appreciative consumer4of'Hmong'food, a source of rides,
homework help, and tickets to the Spectrum wrestling matches.
I fial.4 also been a hostess to parties, where Umong women can sell ,

their crafts - One who does not understand the,relgtionships
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between actors in the "Hmong Community" - my own category
that,may not be"Shared by them. I have algo.been a source of
conflict for Vue and Lee, whose hosnitality has caued various
tensions for thon-with others in the community. I don't know
what other things.I am to them.e A soUrce.of favors? A social
worker? An enigmatic curiosity? A lone person to take ip,and
nurture? A source of language input and helnf? A friend?

To me, Vue and Lee havilebeen many things. They Are model
survivors. From Laos, across the Mekondin boring dirty refugee
camps, to Powelton where they are robbed, and thier neighbor's ,

children beaten by'angry black kids - they somehow continue
'with gentleness, courtesy, and good humor. They are 1 keyhole
into a complex world that I have barely glimpsed. ,Thuy are
young peaple, making Clecisinns about how to 5alance old and new.
They have been hosts who have fed me, housed me, invited'me to
sleep next to thiM when it was cold. They are fuacompanions
for watching wrestling, and they are family for sharing good
meals. They are newcomers who need tips 'about getting around,
and tfley are new language learners who can use my help in some

k.areas.

I suspect that they have given me fat more than I can give
them. The "homestay" is-Over, but therfeeling of home remains.
In response to their obvious hurt/disappointment when I prepared
to move back home, I left my nightgown for occasional overnight
visits. That seemed to appease their suspicion that I was
pulling out forever. Indeed, if luck.is with me, I will know Vue
and Lee for a long time - and have the good fortune to continue
a process with them of having fun together, sharing things,
figuring each other 'out, anci learning from each other more about
the world and how it can look from different eyes.
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A PARENT-RESEARCHER COMMENTS
.2

When it beCame known that the University of Pennsylvania
was interested in woriking at our school; many parents anticipated

.

thair'arrival with curiosity and eagerneu for what they perceived
to be a boon for the'school. Others, including my husbaridiand
I had mixed feelings. We questioned the wisdom-of welcomitig a
group foreign to our cominunity and lifestyle to probe and study
us as Africans and aborigines had been studied. ..We were wary
of the notives behind the study ind fearful of 110W the ',results
would be used. Although our community is not as-close-knit as
some, we still valued our privacy. Other.studies had been done
of Black communities which highlighted negative and inferior
aspects of Black.life. We were concerne& that our community's
struggles tn survive and-progress would be'pictuud in the same
light. In addition, we were hesitant to invite anything biat
would interfere with the workings of nut 'children's school.

;public school's success dependa on a number of factors
among these are: the degree of freedom allowed by central and
district administrations; the daring, imagination and expertise
of the school principal, the skill and dedication of the individual r

teachers and the extent of the 'involvement of the students'
parents.

The impOrtance of parenEal involvement in the education of
their children has come increasingly into fOdus as evidenced by
the Parent Partnership and other programs initiated by the 'school
district of,Philadelphia and the federal government td upgrade
public education. Most of these programs are designed to
demonstrate to parents how they can augment and continue the
education process at home: Children whose parents are involved
appear to have an advantage. They come to school betterprepared,
are more achievement oriented and are consciously or Unoinsciously
favbred by teachers who are aware of their parents'. interest.

Our schobl has made special use of.this parental interest
by utilizing it as a basis for an academics.plus progrpm. Parents
of the children who ire invited to partidipate in this prOgram
must show that they.are willing to share in the education of. 4

their children. Homework assignments must be endoresed, appropriate
behavior must be insured, and summer refresher work must be -

. comi)deted. The parents at our school are so pleased with-this
program that'long before the entYy level for,the'program is
reached, fourth grade, they,encourage their children to sluTe u,p

4
' and work for admittance.
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Pa rental involvement at our school goes beyond educational
reinforcement at home. There is a nucleus of parents who are
-Concerned with the workngs of the school itself,. they volunteer
their services in\the,Home and School Association, in mothers'
groups, in 'the office, libiary and.classrooms. These parents
are interested in ddbool Policies, teakbef integrity, and the
welfare Of the children in the community as a whole. Penn's
'proposed stUdy, therefore, qpncerned us all.

0

Ny husband ana I coati see possible advantages in having
the Univefbity work with'the schoOl. .We have four brisht children
with promising futures. We wanted the bebf edUdation-available
for.them, bust our financial situation narrowed our possibilities
to the pub1ic school AystemOur school is one of two elementary

,014 .schools in ouf immediate neighborhood, and it has.pFdVen to be
.a good choice....The building facilities are attractive and
relbtivelY new. Two*reading skills centers, a math resource room,
self-teaching m:achines and well-stocked library are some of the '

domponeneed that help to providd an enriched learning environ-,
ment. The teachers are'friendly and motivating, encouraging
paretal particpation on all levels of thp educati6n proces..
ManY children flourisb itithis atmosphere, 'bet otHers stfuggle
to pass. $

1 The'prospect of educators from the University of Pennsylvania
. offered hope for those childFen whohad to struggle and broadened
h6iizons.for the others. .A clode look at our school could shed

* light fin the reasons 'some children were failing. The parents
of'the$e children were desparately seeking answers. Many
parents had little formal education and,. despite Programs like

\
.Parent Parstnership; couldn't see bow to help their children at
home.

.

Some parents, Ijke tliy husband And myself, were fortunate in
that we both had good'.formal educations. Ny husband is a
graduate student at St. Joseph's University in Elle field of criminal
sjust1ce. ,His'undergraduate work was in secoLdary education,' and
he is qualified to:teach social studies and Spanish. my under-
graduate,field 6as psychology, and I am currently.enrolled in a
school pgychology program. We both became doncerned with education?,
its niethoOs and problems, when our own children started school.

;Patient work at home had provided the child,ren with ah ealy
start in reading and math. When our oldest son entered school,
'I became a classroom volunteer and later a reading aide.' .This
allowed me to observe teachers' methods, classroom procedures,
and my childreh's*behavior. Teachers and,staff offered suggestions
and encouraged the educational work we continued to do at home.

e Consquently, our children are doing well. Still, we wanted
0
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more. We were 'well aware.that children in some private schools
and in other perts.of ehe country were beang offered a riCher,
more diverse education. These children would one day compete
Ath our own for col/ege berths and jobs. Penn"s interest in
o0 school coulq lead tO innovations and improvements that could
rovide,our childAn with a competitive edge..

Beyond the immediate advantage to our own children, Penn's'
interest offered other possibilities. Manymegative 'reports =4.

havp, beep,produced cn inner city schools. 'Poor nationar
,

standardized scores, delinquency, parental .Lndifference an& low
motiQarion have all been over publicized. Little has'been
saidof the many inner city sChools that haye hard working achievers
who, with their parents' support, are .strivirm to elevate their
educational, social an0 econoMic levels. Penn's publication of
their findings would spotlight cae such school.-

.
. ..,

. In addition, some elemenq osf society would be madt aware
that poverty and.envfronment ard handicaps that do not
necessarily predict,failure: Those liho emerge,from the inner
city'as uccesses are ofen looked upon as the dxception..
However, there are many children especially at ehp elementary
school level, who are achievers and have the potential to be a
success. Public recOgnitiodof these children ttlyough stud
sucti 'as Penn's could lower the barriers of prejudice.

The posftive aspects of the University's inVolvement at
our school were very persuasive. The`researèhers were welcomed
and,were quietly assimilated intO the deify workirigs of the
school. Their demeanor, wag so unobtrusive that few parents,
students or teachers were aware of their presence. Our'fears
of rude pkobing, proved to be unjustified. The researchers'
Pleasant, friendly attitude put everyone at ease. No 'one expressed
feeling discomfort at.being the object-of a study.

Perry Gilmore, in particular,'became an integral part of
Oe'classes she was observing. Her presence in'the-classroom was
regarded as supportive rather than intrusive. Observations of
students and procedures were shared openly with teachers. This

,led to discussions that helped to clarify and provide new meareling
to student/teacher interactions. The researcher's approaa4r''
was.devoid of the affectations on the patronizing expert or of
the prylng faultfinder. Her manner reassured teachers, and
friendships developed. Teachers willingly talked of plans and
objectives. They valued her contributions.

The students, at first qu;et and resarvedltn Perry's presence
skon welcomed the researcher into their inner circle. She was
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invited to'join in the games and activities she had come to
obierve. Some students.allowed a degree of intimacy that is
usually reserved for their peers: This researcher's open,
unassuming method of apRraoch had inspired an atmosphere of
trust and cooperation.

I realize that resarchers utilize various methods and
styles in pursuing their studies; however, I hope that publication
of Penn's methodology in this particular ethnograVhfc study will
lead to iiiture use of'this appraoCh in mitiority communities.
Fear and suspicion are natural reactions to investigation by
prominent institutione of society. Especially when the
subjects view themselves as being outside of the mainstream of

4that society.

Information gathered under these.circumstancs can often
be misleading.. Subjects concerned with putting their °best foot
forwere supply data that makes them look good./ In addition,
subjects anxiously'provide infclimation they think the researcher
is seeking. Rpearchers, unconsciousfy reacting to this tension
in the atmosphere, qisinterpret what they sqe and_ feel. As a
result, data is contourided and a alse impression of the'-
community emerges.

The frank honesty of Penn's researchers produced frank,
honest resposnes. The-prihcipal and sOme of the,teachers involved
in the stuly were asked.to review and comment.on the work that
had been dane. As a parent, I also was asked to evaluate and
offer my views on the research. Validation through collaboration
may not be a riew idea, but its use in this instince initiated a
new cooperative spirit that will eSctend to future studies in the
community.

.
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A TEACHER-RESEARCHER COMMENT

.
.

I was reading an abstract for a paper to.be presented at
the University of PennsylVacia Ethnography in Education Research
Fovum,(1981) and the final paragraph gave me the idea of where
I wanted to begin/or just what it was that wanted to say to you.
I quote from her writing: "Though the reseircher later realized
the need tb find the questions...." I,underlined, drew d box
around the phrase "find the questions.'! We as teacher, parents:,

, And principals, etc. have the questions. Myriads of questions
that dxg worth qualified, experienced answers of researchers
and as ethnographers I see you as helping'us to find the
answers and sometimeq, even more questions.

e

From'my experience in an ethnographic study for almost
two years, it 'seems to me that one-of the major differences
between the traditional approach to *research and the ethnographic

.

approachito research could poSsibly boil down to two words.
They are on and with. The traditional appxoaqh leaves you
feeling something was done on or to you. You may.not even be
quite sur'e what it was that was done'(I have been involved in

I

both kindS of search). You feel that from some lofty throne
on academic hi came the word and the word must be good. You
begin to wonde about the must be. On the other hand the
ethnographic appraoeh to research is done with people. Already
you have a feering of.being part of something.

There is also an exchange in the process. The researcher
gains intormation and knowledge about himself and the project.
The researched (me) has a chance to do exactly the same. All
inVolVed question, learn, change - if change is needed and the
questions get answered, the project gets done and the papers
get written. It takes longer to arrive but the process/or road
traveled seems so much more humane.

It seems that one part of the philosophical approach of
ethnographic researcher is that one comes with few preconceived
ideas about what the answer(s) are going to be. There seems
po be ap elasticiEy.that allows one to take down what is
happening.here and now, then later.one analyzes it, codes.it,
or decodes, finds out whose.theory is at.work there (that's
important to researchers), but you come back to the researched
(me) with some more questions that are relevant to what is
happening in this place at this time. It (E.A.R.) seems to
allow for the possibility that wrong questions were being
asked to find out about x, y, or z. It allows you to come back
and try it again.
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The E.A.R. is a more cumbersome approach (lots of papers,
tapes, and sorting) to research, but again it allows the person,
or persons being researched to share in the learning process.
My students who were'directly involve& and myelass as a whole
were able to gain experiences that they will remember and will
have learned something from. They'll remember thjIngs like
taking a "researcher" shopping, to their church, to a.movie of
their choice. They'll have learned in the process how to
relate to an adult outside Of their own community and in this
case outside of their own race. For me it was a chance to ,

have some question§ raised. about the,whys, hows, hnd wherefore
that I hadn't thought about in words for a long time: It
felt good when the questions were raised that the answers were
still valid'and that my approach to,teaching still made sense.
As a result I also modified a few things, threw out a.couple
of things, and became stronger yet in some of my beliefs.a13out
what works in a classroom. These benefits are not reaped f.rom
the traditional approach to research. I felt that when the
researcher was finished she had gotten what she came for, I
was.able to benefit from it, and my,class benefitted also.

So often as teachers we feel that things are put,"on"
us. This is not a good Leling and d,t's seldom verbalized by
teachers; but when the word comes down from academics on
high about how this and that are going to work in your class-
room and your yeats of experience §ay it may or mayriot. Much
research/findings/programs/etc. that are handed down this way
are dealt with in like manner, the round file if you can and
if you can't you go through with little interest or belief it
will work for you.

There is a need for meaningful research to be done where
the questions come from within the structure to be researched
whether that structure is a family, church, school, or lazger
institution.

Heretofore rasearch has seemingly forgotten about
smallness and uniqueness. The process le to start on a small
'group or groups, moving perhaps latqr'to larger groups, for the
purpose of extrapolating information to apply to even larger
'groups. There is a need I'm sure for this process but for sure
it should not'be the only 14ay. How about finding out which
method or approach would work best in a particular situation
and lase that one. 'Perhaps some research should/can only be
applied to certain g.roupt. Perhaps variations are needed for
other groups.

I would like to leave you to think about tHis. It would
seem to me that with all the educational research available to
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pply or that has been applied, it (public édudation) is still
.not"working for large numbers of its clients. To the degree
that you are able to find funding/money to allow you to do
this kind of humane and iersonalized research is the degree, to ,

which more things will work for more people.
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READING AND WRITING IN THE REAL WORLD:

EXPLORATIONS INTO THE CULTURE OF LITERACY.

INTRODUCTION

lather than looking at reading and writing primarily as cognitive

processes, or as skills with socio-cultural dimensions, it is fruitful to
.

view them as fundamentally socio-cultural phenomena. While the two approaches

may hotnecessarily be contradictory, the latter perspective has, until fairly

recently, not been characteristic of most research or practice in American

education. This view, however, underlies several recent studies of classroom

interaction and of literacy inghomes and communities. (Fsr example, HYmes

et al, '1978-81 in West Philadelphia,'Smith et al, ongoing in Philadelphia,

Heath, five year eAnographic study in the Southeastern U. S., Liechter,

McDermottt, et al, 1980-81 in New York.)-

This ap'proach, at the outset, mandates a definition of, "the, real world"

different from that which would be expected. This phrase, as used here, does

not refer only to literacy activities which are confiped to out-of-schoo

contexts. The social context, school qr otherwise, is not simply a setting

to display a set of congitive skills and knowledge which remain constant

across settings; but is a key ingredient in,the literacy event itself.

So central is context to undenstanding literacy that it is easy to find that

.

ohat counts as reading in one context will not in otheYs. Thesefore, j take
t

reading and writing in the real world toirefer to the meanings
4

of literacy

in the cultural contexts in-which indlviduals or grodps of individuals live

thetr lives.
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Whereas cognitiOn has become a central analytic construct in traditional

school-centric'views of literacy,.understanding reading 'and writing_in the
4 4

real World requires'an examination.bf-the culturelof literacy. Though this

notion whjch becomes our primary construct in the present discussion, ts

defined'more precisely as the discbssion progresses, a.simple difinition is

tr.

.in order:at this point.

T.he culture of literacy refers to the values, beliefs, techniques, skills

and social statuses'asspciated with reading and writing. Every school develops

its own Culture (or subculture) of literacy. By the same token, every community

of'which schools are a segment,,bas also volved its subcOture of.literacy.
1 -

This use of culture does not imply tha,t there are notcuitural traits that

. t
subcultures hold in common. Quite the-conttary, one way to cOnceptualize

subculture is, to see it is a specific adaptivevariation that its members make

on a small set of underlying cultural.themes. This seems to be the case in

"the subcultures of literacy described to dite.

Dispite variations among individual schools',.. cultures of literacy, there

ire striking similaritiét:--Some of these can be traced to,the'long tradition

of viewing reading and writing as-cognitive processes Where the important

activity is carried out ip de heads of individuals. (See Mehan, 1979,and
,

.
. .

. McDermott, 1977). For example, it is hard to find a school that doesn't value
,

formal_aspects of readingor writing'behaVior.narlly asmuch as the decoding
a

jor encoding of meaping or that doesWt count the social deportment of.readers

and writers in evaluating lftpracy behavior. Furthermore, the vast majority
,

of schools expect the developMent of literacy skiilt, to occur in a specific
.

. .

sesuence of stages; typidally simple 'labelling is succeeded by the ability
.

. .

c.
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3.

to deal with "what" questions and thi5 stage in turn leads to%the acqui-

sition of higher order analytic skills.1
,

in the remainder of. this paper I describe some of what we have 'found

from our explorations Into the culture of literacy. When pOs-sib)e, these

findings are supported by or related to recent research conducted from

a similar perspecti,Ve. A final section sketches.some of the implications

these.findings tave for educational practices.

Meanings of Reading and Writing in the Real World -

In the real. world, reading and writing can be viewed as individialr

or group adaptive responses, as important roles in the construction of the
,

-

social order, and as negotiable commodities.

Reading and Writing as Adaptive Responses. Reading and writing, conventional

wisdoeholds, require certain knowledge and skills that must be taught.
vir

This belief, which underlies much educational practice, is reflected in our

,search for imprOed pedagogical, techniques as well as in the central plat.c
q

methods tourses hold in teacher training programs. Ultimately, it represents

a kind of "magical thinking." (Emig) Neither the literature describing

literacy in othei. societies (Cf., for example, Scribner and Cole, 1978)

nor recent TeseeTh in our.own society supports this belief.

For the children .she studied, Heath reports,

...comprehension was the context rather than the
' outcome of learning to read. They read to learn

something, obtainA desired -item or action, and'
in these situations, they learned to read without
formal instruction or the reading-readipess
Activities guerally used by school-oriented f.

parents with preschoolers. (Heath, 1981,*p. 9,
\9?hasis in the.original) .

.

1. Heath, 1981, describes two communities where the preschool child's
literacy context leads to either a truncation and limitation of
this process or to the develoOment of a different 'one. Both are

;shown to lead to.problems in school.
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This conclusion comes as no surprise to anthropologists. In an environ-

ment as literate as ours, where it is virtually impossible to escape regular

encounters with printed language, learning to read and write are natural

ocurrences--"as natural as learning to speak."2 Virtually every normal

child brought up in the .United States, left to his/her oWn devices, will Tio

some reading and Writing as ap adaptive response to the environment.
f

In this view, people read or.write only insofar as these activities

fill perceived needs. The reality, ptedictably, is more complex. Need

perceptton is a hjghly individual matter, reflecting ldrgely the idio-

syncracies of personal biographies and histories.

Nevertheless, thii assump&n leads to provocative and fruitful researck.

Black children, Ogbu.argues persuasively; frequently do not learn to read

and write as readily.as their white counterparts precisely because their

reablife,experiences bely the promise of school and Of mainstream society

that,acquiring literacy skills will provide the means to move up and out.

They do not remain disa6antaged because they fail to become literate.

It is the other way round. The realities of the social caste structure in

'which they are trapped not only mafces acquiring.school literaCy futile,

but Orobably also counterproductive to any attempt to breech the imposed

ceiling. (Ogbu., 1980)

On the other hand
, Irish working-class families studied in New York City

perceived school success to be tht; only way'out of the community (McDermott

and Morrison, n.d.). As a result their children were sent to parochial

schools at great sacrifice, and every effort was made by parents to see that

school ex*pectations were(met, even when these expectations ran counter to

2. Yetta Goodman: Remarks ma At the Conference on Young Children's U6e of
Language, Rutgers Univesity, May 1980.
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deeply held values. For example,.iometimes teachers would assign.homework

writing exercises as punishment for misbehavior. Although one mdther felt

thatthi.s.practice,might have the effect of turning her,ch4ld off to writing,

she'always insisted that he do it. (McDermott and Morison, 1981, n.d.) .

Watkins eneOuntered families who .similarly perceive the acquisition of

chool literacy and hence the meeting of school expectations as crucial to

social advancement. In their attempts to meet these expectations these

families ran into difficulties.of a slightly.different natu're. They were

admonished to provide "literatdenvironments" (the pirticulars of which were

spelled out by the school), to iead to and with their children, and to check

but not corfect their hoMework assignments. In the first place it was never

clear where the-line between checking and helping should be drawn. More.dis-

,turbing, however, wat the value dissonance this directive created. Their ex-

periences warned them that sending children to school with "incorrect" or

"messy" homework frequently resulted in teachers viewing them as illiterate

or non-caring parents. Mot.eover, they ran considerabld risk (at least in

their own minds),that their -children would make negative comparisons between

themselves and their teachers if they appeared not.to recognize improperly

rendered assignments. This was particularly It difficult issue given the

strong community value on propriety in act ,and appearance.
e

Viewing reading and writing as adaptiVg responses to perceived needs not

only,leads us to find evidence of the differential acquisition of literacy

skills and concomitant reactions to school, expectation, it also sheds light

on a variety of literacy related problems. Few Oucators view the definition

of reading and writing as problemmatical. Students are classified as readers

or non-readers and writers or non-writers without much thought about what

this Orsification means. Similarly, on a given occasion, a particular

student will be seen as either engaging in one of these'literacy behaviors
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or not. I think, howeyer, that such demarcations cannot be so easily made,

Fiering (1981) took as the star.ting point for her study ond teacher's

insistence that her "lower track students did not write," a major source of .

frustration in her teaching. Fiering, however, found the classroom to be a

beehive Of writing activity. %Students wrote notes to each other, reminders

to themselves, designed word games, drew up contracts, and made lists. When

the reseal.ther discussed these observations with the teacher, she initially

dismissed it with, "Oh, I don't consider that to be writing."

That the teacher chose td count some behaviors as writing, while exclud-
A

ing others that appeared to be similar, came.as no surprise. Her "definition"

of writing, which she shares with many educators and parents, precluded her

categorizing certain student behaviors as writing. A major goal of ethno-

graphic analysis is to'explicate the frameworks or definitions used by members

,

of a culture, and thus to describe how certain people see the worlAnd why.'

The fact that teachers count only some reading and writing behaviors as

actual reading and writing is crucial for understanding the problems involved

in describing the culture of school literacy. What counts as reading or Writ-

ing in school is usually determined by what is taught. Tests are designed for

the display not of what may have been learned naturally, but what the teacher

believes has been taught., Lessons are planned to systematically lead students

through stages that the teacher establishes. Ideally this progression is

based on research findings reflecting the experiences of a "representative"

sample of learners..

The effects of this counting-only-what-is taught syndrome on the acquisi-

tion and display of reading an'd writing skills is farreaching. A child coming
, 14%

I
3. In the Fiering study subsequent investigation revealed the formal proper:-

ties defining writing.that counted as well as enough of the social

organizational configuration of the clessroom to explain some of the.; .

reasons why this particular way of counting was funcXional.
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to school, able as Heath's subjects were to "read to learn," may soon find that.
...

what s/he can do doesn't.count as reading. It isn't-enough to see words in

context and deduce their meanings. Before One can "read" one must learn that,

in some mysterious ymy, print tracks sound, for example. And this is onfy the

beginning. A student Will realize that 'simply encoding meaning in printed

symbols, even if the meaning can be retrieved by a reader, doesnrt neces-

sarily count as writing. He may have to learn that this print must proceed

from left to right, be in a straight line and meet a number of other formal

or functional expectations of the teacher.

Frequently, in order to count as reading or writing, the actions them-

selves must be accompanied by keeping the i'eet on the floor, assuming an
,

appropriate facial expreS'sion, and maintaining total iilence. Also, what
,

counts for reading or wrtting for one s,tudent may not for another.

Beginning Black school reVers from Tracktown (Heath, 1980) apparently

find themselves penalized on reading readiness tests because they cannot

answer the "what" question presented by flat, two-dimensional, highly

stylized stimuli, even though their past experiences seem to have prepared

\44.-...,.

hem io deal with "higher order" analogic questions. The latter skills,

presumably, would be overlooked (not counted) because they occur out of ex-

pected 'sequence.

The point is simple. The school culture of literacy typically leads

teachers not to count displays of literacy 'competencies when those do not

conform to the definitions lnd expectations implied in what is taugnt. In-

disputably, these practices are functional, given the sorting role schools

play in society. Crucial to educators is the awareness that definitions of

literacy vary and are functions of the particular culture (or subculture) of

literacy characteristic of schools or communities.

,
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The role of reading and writing in constructing the social order.

This essay looks for the answers to ichool related literacy problems in

social organizattonal rather than in strictly cognitive processes. From a

culture of literacy perspective, reading and wripng 'themselves, as cultural

phenomena, are important to the construction of social organization.

Culture is not like a suit of clothes to be put on or discarded at will.

People doW,t see the world in-a certain way simply because they choose to.

They see it the way it has been presented to them, and confirmed by experi-

encee Decisions arp mIe with faith that things are the way they appear

through one's cultural lenses.
(

The culture of literacy, as a way of seeing reading and writing, is no

less important. We go to extremes to See that teaChers, in their recruit-
.

ment, training and assimilation to a school, accept the school culture of

literacy. Teachers' "ways Of counting" reading and writing behaviors are not

simply matters of choice. They reflect how, from their pers'pective, things

are. Conflicts between cultures, opposing ways of seeing, are only resolved

at great risk to the individuals committed to them. this, of course, goes

far to explain the frustration both of teachers who Lan't get kids to "learn"

and of reformers who can't get teachers to change.
()

The power of culture is central in understanding the role of literacy in

the construction of social organization. Micro-ethnographic efforts at ex-

plaining the process of constructing the social organization of classrooms or

lessons have made this clear. (Cf., hehan, n.d.; McDermott, 1977;.Schultz

and Florio, 1981; White, 1980) For example, students are commonly grouped

or tracked according to reading level. Even in classrooms where the grouping

for reading is heterogeneous, teachers' behaviors toward individuals are

generally affected by the "known" differences.

Public belief in the importance of developing the kinds of literacy skills
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presumably offered by schooling are strong. People regularly make decisions

about where to live or the basis of the availability of good schools. Liter-

acy is, of course, not,the onlyissue prompting these decisions, but it is

fundamental. When,'for example, a parent explained that she could not enroll

her son in the public inner, city school because he was "so,middle class that

he would never survive," her concern was not only for his physical safety

but for the quality of preparation he would receive.

Not all parents have options. Some simply cannot afford to shop for a

schopl that meets their expectations, though they may feel just as strongly

about the importance of their children developing literacy skills. They are,

however, forced to develop a different strategy for assuring it. Some attempt

to,influence the school. For a variefy of reaoons, mostly related to their

relative powerlessness that created the predicament in the first place, such

efforts are seldom very satisfying. A more typical response is reactive, and

they restructure their lives to conform to school expectations.

The discovery of "community" and its role in schooling may be one Of the

most significant results of researchers' attention to out-of-school contexts.

Obviously, any explanation for the roles literacy plays in real life must take

into account the total repetory of knowledge available "for people to f)cus

themselves on." (McDermott and Morison, 1981) This means attending to the

larger community which both families and schools sh'are in and create.

1

In literacy research, communities have usually been categorized as

school-oriented or non-school-oriented. School-oriented includes those in

which the families' culture of literacy and the school's are similar and

where parents consciously attempt to inculcate appropriate skills, knowledge

and attitudes in their children. They also frequently make sure their

cilildren enroll in schools that will work for them. Our research suggests

refining this model, a refinement that will take us a step toward the kind

22o
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of ethnology of schoolingecalled for by Hymes. (Hymes, 1980)

At the risk of oversimplification, I suggest that three configurations of

school-community culture types can be identified, based on the way behaviors

and attitudes toward literacy are organized. These types can be labelled

reactive (where the community organizes its culture'of literacy around school

expectations), proactive (where the school looks to the community for clues

as to how its approach to literacy should be organized), and unrelated (where

the familiss and schools develop their notions.in relative,isolation one from

the tither).

'The communities investigated to date seem to fit in the following

categories:

COMMUNITY CULTURE OF LITERACY TYPES

Reactive Kingsland (McDermott and Morison, N.Y.C.)
Shortridge (Watkins,_ West Philadelphia)
Roadville (Heath, Southeastern United States)

Proactive Suburban Public (GSE Graduate Students)

University Private (U. of Pen Professors)
4
School-Oriented (Heath)

Unrelated
5
5tockton (Ogbu)
Tracktown (7) (Heath, Southeastern United States)

This table throws in relief several interesting "facts." First, con-

sistent distinctions do not seem to obtain between white and Black communi-

ties. Stockton and Tracktown are both Black, and, presumably for the reasons,

discussed earlier, families from both know that school promises of mobility

4. Heath does not, claim the status of community for "school-oriented"
families in her paper. She does, however, contrast school-oriented
families discussed in the literature with her Roadville and Tracktown
communities. Much of this literature reports the experiences of afflu-
ent, professional researchers who either studied their own or colleague
families.

5. Ogbu, in the paper cited here, does not claim ttiat he is talking ex-
clusively about Stockton as a community type. However, he does indicate
tI)at many of his contentions are grounded in his Stockton research.
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based on literacy'are not to be taken at face value. However, Shortridge is

also Black, and here the parents, very much like the Irish families in Kings-

land, are careful to organize their literacy activities in reaction to school

expectations. Apparently, they accept the school promise--or premise.

,These divtsions do not coincide either with public and private boundaries.
,

.------11g-sland is parochial, university prqfessorsbuse private schools and, we can

assuMe that Heath's school-oriented famdlies sent their children to both pri-

vate and public schools.

Quite possibly, an understanding of the culture of literacy, reflecting

the ways families, Andividuals and schools organize their riteracy related

concerns, can only be found by looking at the community as a whole. Schools and

families interact and relate to each other in unique ways to create a culture

of literacy. This process must be examined if the meanings of reading and

writing in the real world are to Le understOod clearly.

Reading and Writing as negotiable commodities. American educators are ob-'

sessed with literacy, particularly reading. Conversations with principals,

teachers and parents about schools almost inevitably turn to the reading level

of students. Principals routinely judge the effectiveness of their administra-

tions by changes in the school's annual reading score ranking. Parents

evaluate teachers, and teachers parenting, on how well and how fast students

learn to read and write.

Our society's experience is only unique in des. Historians have long

warndd us that literacy can have different effects and has been put to a wide

number of'uses by societies in other times and places.. It has been used to

democratize by breaking up monopolies on knowledge and, by being guarded as

the property of a few, has also been used to strengthen or foster elite

classes. In our own time we have seen it used to disenfranchi'se voters and

ID
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to"unfairly deny employment. We have also seen political reformers, sucivas

Paulo Freire, prOmote it as a powerful means for liberation.

To see the full range of uses to which reading and writing can be put

requires considering them within the context ofrasulture of literacy. atch

uses vary from community to community and include the availability of the

material paraphenelia of literaby, notions of selfworth and one's ability to
. .

.
learn, values attached to the uses of time, and nptwoyks of social paths 'either

out of the community or to positions of importance within it. The relation-

ship of the school to the rest of the community'is crucial, especially the

status of the principal, his knowledge of the community moires and his no-

tions"about literacy.

The remainder of this section will present one gase of d school community

_in Philadelphia. We will see how the principal and community families negoti-
.

ate a bona fide social contract for the exchange of literacy skills..

The Community: Shortridge, though a Black community, hardly qualifies

as a typical inner city Ghetto. Characterized by extreme social,and economic

diversity, it has both a number of very poor families and a number of socially

mobile families in which one or botho,f the parents hold good jobs. The neigh-

borhood consists mainly of single family dwellings, built by Irish and Jewish-

residents a half century ago. Some have been converted to house more than

one family. Ouriug the past fifteen years the,neighborhood has become en-

tirely Black, and it is these working-class Black families who make up the

school-community.

The Principal. The principal, an Italo-American native of South Phila-

delphia, has been at Shortridge for 10 years. Prior to comin,j he had been

vice-principal of a school experiencing a great deal of "ratial unrest. He

distinguished himself, in the eyes of the community and the sChool district

administration, by the skill with which he handled the racial crisis. The
r

respect he gained there followed him to Shortridge.
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As a principal he is proud of his school's role in the communitY. Although

he does not reside in the city and neither he nor his staff are much in evidence

in the area after school hours, the school is a focal point of community ac-

tivity. Indeed, it is the central and most visible institution, serving more

thah any other to give a sense of identity to the community. The principal has

\II' been very careful to &tivate ties net only with the parents of his students,.

but with other influential members of the neighborhood.

Not surprisingly, the community relationship to the school is reactive,

while the principal's style of interaction with the community would be pro-
-,

active. He does not hide the fact that he dislikesrsurprises. His school and

^ffice are open to parents and visitors and this contact serves to keep htm-
(

,ast of problems before they get serious. Through all of his school-

community' Rrograms he tries to stay a step ahead, to offer before he is asked.

DV this way he maintains control of the relationship and presents himself as a

knowledgeable leader.

He sees the school as an outpast,pf middle-class culture. His goal is

to help as many of the children as possible acquire the trappings of that cul-
.

ture. The success of this mission, hf firmly believes, requires that he '

operate from a position of power. About this he is articplate*a0 certain.

The quick and:effective solution to problems demands not only that they be

anticipated but that decisive action be forthcoming: Any moye from within

'the iehool, from the city administration or from ,outside that he sees as a

, =threat to his power is quickly addressed.

,N

BY mast accounts he is a success. He has received several community

awards, and the school has been featured in a national publication as a "school

that Works." He is proudest,,however, of the advances his,, school has made in

the city ranking of reading scores, and the number of students who go on to

prestigiouslunior or Senior high schools.

vs
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Development of literacy skills are seen as central to what he believes is
os

his mission. He proudly proclaims himself an expert in teaching literacy. The
,

school under his direction has participated in d, number of innovative language

arts programs.
,

.

The Goods. Key to the use of reading and writing skills as "goods" is

the academics plus program in the school. This program consists of special

classes open to selected,"good" students and is designed both to challenge and
.

to reward them. Shortridge, which had been a K-5 school until a sixth "'au-

. demics plus" grade was added, offers the option beginning with the fourth grade.

,

The appeal and the power of academics plus finds its roots in the secondary .

school scene in Philadelphia. Students are offered the choice of two elite .1

,
schools (one for boys and one for girls), very good academic schools, spe-.

.

. .

cialized vocational schools, traditional general schools and one school-without-
%

walls. Competition is heavy for admission to the "better" sthools as well a's

for some of the private schools in the area.

Selection to academics plus is seen by parents and touted by:the school aS
,.

increasing one's chances of getting into a "good" school late0. The compett- %,
. ,

doh starts before children enroll in kindergarten when parents are urged to

participate in the school sponsored reading readiness programs. Throughout

the early grades it is used as a carrot both to- motivate kids to read and to

insure that they and their parents develop a "proper attitude" toward school.

The neutiation and,the contract. Negotiations start'after the teachers

have selected students for participation to the program and these choices

have been approved by the principal. Officially, selection is open to "good"

students, thOugh the major criterion is attitude.

Appropriate attitude, a complex issue, includes not having been a dis-

cipline problem and being cooperative and dependable. In addition, the role

parents have played in school.:life is important in the display of proper

attitude. They must be seen as cooperative and caring by having attended
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parent7teacher conferences and sending their children to school.well-dressed,

well-fed, well-rested and with signed homework assignments completed.

Formal negotiations take place in a meeting between'ihe principal and

Tarents whose children bave been chosen to participate. The principal says

something like:

"We will do our best to see to it that your children learn
to read and write well and will work to get them into good
junior and senior high schools if you will work with us."

Working with ithem means regularly monitoring the children's homework,

following a year round program in literac.9 at home, sending the children to

school dressed appropriately, attending parent-teacher conferences, and co-.

operating with respect to discipline.

I'The parents are then required to §ign a formal agreement containing these

provisions. The next year students will be assigned to a special classroom

and teacher and will be expected to work at an accelerated pace. Breech of

the agreement can result in a student being either put into a regUlar class-
;

room or not invited to continue for the next grade. Fifth graders who are not

selected to the program for the sixth grade must leave Shortridge.I

7

:.The aesults. This cate'suOests how, through a single program rooted in

the community's cultural values on literacy, a principal is-able to achieve

several.gOals. He can control the relationship of the school to the community,

effectively demand a display of certain attitudes and behaviors, and preclude

a number of problems from developing. Through it all he is consolidating and

expanding his own power both to influence the behavior of students and parents

and to make unpopular decisiolirs of his own. This scenario is possible because

the school appears to cOntrol a highly valued commodity: access to facility

with reading and writing. Other scenarios, where the participants have dif-

ferent agenda, have been encountered in other school communities. Each has as

its basis the amenability of reading and writing (as well as other school-

/taught skills) to negotiation as a kind of currency.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

16.

Most teachers andtparents have been enculturated into the conventional cul-

ture of school literacy. They view reading and writing as essentially cognitive
..,

phenomena, and for them the evidence is persuasive. Certain types of kids do

. 1
., .

not do well on reading tests, nor do they give much evidence of wanting to read -

and write. Even more telling is the evidence provided by those cases where tra-

ditional approaches have produced successes; where reading scores have gone up
4

and where children have stopped misbehaving, have learned to love learning and

k have graduated to successful adult careers.

At the same time, viewing reading and Writing in the real world from the
4

:4

perspective of the culture of literacy reveals a set of processes that educators

and layfolk alike have not been aware:of. For one, major tasks being performed
r

by schools have little .po do with learning literacy skills, and for'another,

children are able to acquire these-pretty much apart from school efforts, or

even despite them. In this light, I propose the following as implications for

practice emerging from our present understanding of reading and writing in the
,

real world:

I. A new understanding of children. Viewing literacy primarily as a cognitive

phenomenon leads to a view of children as little more than repositories of

competencies. The major concern of schooling becomes the provision, mea-

surement, ranking and enhancement of these competencies. It 'can be argued

that this is simply.a fiction. However, the realities of the school cul--

ture too often lead to the acceptance of this fiction as reality. It is
,r

a short step to believing that what we see children display in classroom

interactions, written assignments, oral recitations and tests is what the

children are.

In contrast, the perspective presented here leads us to view children

as innately adapting, always seeking to make sense of their world. Thus,

they are defined by a delicate and intricate web of relata that extends
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beyond the classroom in a number ofdimensions most of' which are not

accessible to scrutiny by teachers. Intrustion into this is only done.41

-

with the utmost sensitivity to the unanticipated risks it might entail.

. 2. A sensitivitY to children's culture of.literacy. In a paper analyzing

dlp; "stepping rhymes" used by children, Gilmore (1981) describes one thatfj

begins, "Gimmee room." An important characteristic of this genre of

children's "play," she notes, is the use of names, which she sees as a

tendency to personalize. We woul4.be well served to listen closely to

this and other clues children offer to their subculture. Just as the

school's culture of literacy is determinant of how we teach and evaluate

readingtand writing, so the child's subculture is a major influence on

what he or she does or does not do. Of particular importance is the

intricate and complex relationship children develop with peers. Only

recently have researchers seriously examined children's subcultures where,

undoubtedly, the source of many "readthg and writing" problems will be

found,

3. A new appreciation of community. More school peopleive s6eing them-

selves as aliens on foreigneterrain. From a culture of literacy per-

'spective this is almost never the case. While the relationship between

the school and the families it serves may be one,of several type's, it is'

always vital. Active engagement in teaching as a Process negotiated

between community members can lead to its assuming a new-significance.

Viewing teaching as participation in a community activity can at the

same time alleviate the isofation many teachers feel and give them a

sharpened sense of what their student's real needs are. This latter

can also have the additional effect of removing much of the dependence

upon outside expertise for answers to questions about discipline, moti-

vation and technique.
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4. A pedagogy that "gives room." If reading and vriting are in fact adaptive

responses, the request of Gilmore's "stepping" girls to "Gimme room!" can

be seen as more than a clue to their subculture. It can be taken as a

plea for a new way of teaching. Traditional views of pedagogy view tech-

nique as basic.- We want to know "what are the best ways to enhance compe-

tencies?" and we want methods to insure that they are displayed to maximum

advantage and are fairly evaliiated.

Seeing learning as adaptation removes the onus from technique. It puts

the emphasis on leaving room for learning. It means making allowdnces for
&

alternative learning styles, giving opportunity for car'eful rehearsing be-

fore work is displayed in assignments, recitations or tests, for example.

-1
It may mean tolerating some apparent chaos or having our own sensitivities

inadvertently affronted..

In short, this approach calls for extreme sensitivity before inter-

vening in the delicate web of'relata defining the Child. However, this

is not necesiarily the same sensitivity a fine mechanic displays in.tuning

a motor, a sensitivity born of fear that a false move might upset the

functioning of the mechanism. Children are above all human and some-

times it is necessary to risk upsetting the smooth functtoning of the

system for the good of the child.
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APPENDIX B

,

SYMPOSIA, COLLOQUIA; WORKSHOPS

AND ARTICLES MAKING DIRECT USE

OF FINDINGS FROM THIS RESEARCH

.

(Partial listing)

..,

,

%.,

v
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COLLOQUIA, SYMPOSIA AND WORKSHOPS

3/81 Second Annual University of Pennsylvania Ethnography
and Education Research Forum.

,

Symposium: "From Research to Practice" (Smith)
Symposium: "Language'Use." (Gilmore / Schieffelin)

4/81 Association for Educational Communication and Technology.
Symposium: "Ethnography and Ed. Technology" (Gilmore/Smith)

5/81 Columbia Teathers,College. Colloquium with Lichter Project
(Funded by NIE.) (Gilmore/Smith)

7/81 Weeklong institute for the Office of Regearch and Evaluation,
The Philadelphia School District. (Gilmore/Smith) ,

9/81r Weekly Literacy Brown Bag Lunch, Organized
5/82 Wagner to facilitate sharing of research

versity of Pennsylvania, Graduate School

Two day workshop witl) the Harvard Literacy

Snow and the Penn Moroccan Project of D.
ized by Schieffelin

by Smith and D.

oniXiteracy,. Uni-
of Education.

Project of C.
Wagner. Organ-

11/81 Two day research workshop for Graduate School of Education,
Off-Campus Programs. (Gilmore/Smith)

11/81 Workshop with F. Thompson and staff, BOCES, New York Dept.
of Education. (Smith)

12/81 Workshop for teachers and research staff
Writing Research Project, Wading Rock,

1/82 West Chester State College, Colloquium:
Literacy related Problems."

of Sondra Perl's
N.Y. (Smith)

"Ethnography and
(Smith)

3/82 Luzerne County Reading Association, Workshup: "What Ethno-
graphy Can Tell Us About Reading." (Smith)

3/82 Third Annual University of Pennsylvania Ethnography in Edu-
cational Research Forum.
Symposium: "Literacy Research" (Gilmore, Robinson, Schief-

felin, Weinstein)

4/82 Rutgers University, Symposium: "Ethnography and Graduate
Education." (Gilmore/Smith)
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PAPERS

3/81 Gilmore. "Spelling Mississippi: Recontextualization of a
Literacy Related speech Event". Second Penn Forum-,

,

4/81 Gilmore. "Language and Affect in Literacy Research" at
Ihe Association for Educational Communication and Tech-
nology, Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.

5/81 Gilmore. "Spell Mississippi Right Now!" at The Youth Folk
k

. Arts Festival. Philadelphia.

5181_ Smith. "The Relational View of Schooling" at'Graduate School
of Education, U. of Pennsylvania, Faculty Colloquium.

10/81 Gilmore. Langliage and Literacy Competencies as Educational
Resources." Gruaduate School of Education, Educators' Day.

9

10/81 Smith. "Doing the Ethnography of Literacy." Graduate SchoOl
of Education, Educators' Diy.

11/81 Gilmore. "Admission to Literacy in Elementary School." Gradu-
ate School of Education, Literacy Brown Bag Lunch.

11/81 Smith. "The Culture of Literacy: Issues in Applying the Con-
struct." Graduate School of Education, Literacy Brown Bag.

11/81 Smith. "Reading and Writing Outside of School: Findings and
Research Issues." Beaver College Faculty Student ColloquiuM.

3/82 Smith; "S...rprise! Traditional Literacy is Alive and Well."
UniversitY of Maryland Conference on New Literacies.

3/82 Gilmore/Schieffelin. "Privacy, Pride and Pronouncement: The
Study of Literacy in Adolescent Girls." Third Penn Forum.

3/82 Smith. "The Education of Ethnography." Keynote Address, The
Third Penn Forum.

3/82 Weinstdin. "Some Social Consequences of Literacy." Third Penn
Forum.

3/82 Smith. ."What Ethnography of Literacy Can Teach Educators."
Phi Delta Kappa, Philadelphia Chapter.

4/82 Schieffelin. "Literacy Research and Southeast Asians in Ele-
mentary School." Graduate School of EAueation, Literacy
Brown Bag Lunch.
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ARTICLES

3

1982 Gilmore and Smith. "Ethnography and Education: Comment On
Two Issues." The Lingulstic Reporter. Center for ApplieJ
Linguistics, Washingtdn, D.C.

1982 Gilmore and Smith. "The State of The Art in Ethnography and
Education: A Retrospective Discussion." Childien in and Out.
of School. Gilmore, Perry and Allan Glatthorn, Eds. Center

for Applied Linguistics, Washington, D.C.

1982 . Smith. "Reading and Writing, in the Real World: Explorations
into the Culture of LIteracy." Developing Literacy: YoUng
Children's Use of Language. Parker Robert P. and Frances A:
Davis, Eds. Incernational Reading Association, Newark, DE.

1982 Smith. "The Ethnographic Monitoring of Language Arts Skill Ac-
quisition: General.Findings." The Generator. American Edu-
cational Research Association.

1982 Smith. "Ethnogi.aphic Monitoring: A Way to Understand By Those'
Who Are Making Schooling Work." The Generator. American Edu-
catpnal,Research Association.

FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS,AND ACTIVITIES

Fall/82 Gilmore. "Silence and Sulking and the Literacy Development of
of Children." ip Tannen, Deborah and Muriel Saville-Treike,

' eds. The Functions of Silence.
0.0

7/82 Smith. "Counting the.CoSt in Literacy Acquisition." Paper to --
,be presented at tHe International Psychological Association,
Edinboro, Scotland. (Invited narticipant)

In Prep. Schieffelin, (ed) The Acquisition.of Literaty: Ethno-
graphic Perspectiyes Articles by Gilmore, Schieffelin,
Smith and Weinstein,

7/82 Graduate School of Education, Week-long Institute, "Ethnography
for Practitioners: Exporing the Culture of Literacy." Gilmore
and Smith.

Fall/82 Proceedings of the Tilird Annual Penn Forum, Richard Blot, Ed.
Papers by .Smith, Weinstein, Gilmore and Schieffelin.

DISSERTATIONS

Gilmore (Ph.D.) The Right to Read: Admission to Literacy.

8/82 Watkins (Ed.D.) Parent Perceptions of School Expectations and the
Acquisition of Literacy*Skills.
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